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JAMES CAGNEY AND PAT O'BRIEN IN 'THE IRISH IN US' AT THE ORPHEUM SUNDAY
Fulton County News
Your Farm And Home Paper. - Superior Co l&
s 'ii ii i EUETON. KENTUCKY. l'ItIletY, AUGUST 16, 1935.
_ _
N U !SHIER THIRTY.
MATTHEWS vs LEONARD in MURRAY
BM ARE LET FOR LIGHTNING STRIKES CITY EMPLOYS AN CITY NEEDS GENERAL MAYFIELD PLANS AN
CONSTRUCTION OF BARN NEAR FULTON ENGINEER TO MAP (LE -'JP PROGRAM; ARTIFICIAL LAKE SOON
NEW PHONE OFFICE A.niIo Lit WORK PROJECTS TRASH, WIEDS RANK
a I 'a hi a few days ago, plata; WPIP
lain seem Monday night,
Bids have just been let fair the and Collier, Vas niers re• morning in special session for the cant lots, buck alleys and streets.
Fulten city council met Tuesday Fulton neede clean-up its vu- dlacithsed for el eatuut an artificial
lightning struck the barn of 
- -
!eke near that et's, Hag C Evans
construction of a new "fell.lialil - siding tour notes northwest of lei& purpoee of employing W. T. Barrett „minicab buia b meen headed u cot workine on
this paa ject. Many pt•opesed sitesfire to it, and destroy- of Henderstan, Ky., as city engineerhag for the Southern Bell Telephone tam. setting te prepare work projects to be sub- heurd about the unsightly condi- have been viewed by 
the 
comm t.inbg it and as cements, dome •I item-& Telegraph Company, MI Main-st trotted for approval by the Werke tiens prevailing around town whei ii fp,.
It is said that the ma ta favar-
„wadi, f lit, post of f /iv, F. if Rid. age estimated around '$500 covere i Poetress Authority. Mr Barrett was awed ei.saer supervision by the Fey
1 About la enty tons of hay. dads Citizens and businea. 
film. "614' under considerati ai n, as is aale, laical manager announced this lineal fair an indefinite period, or
by inaurance.
week All bids were sent to the
fertilizer spreader, mat "01:ii,ril.,. 1' ah'slerays „If l'i 1c2"5-11614.14:6n:alirnet I tale"led shOUlal be asked to assist iii it iiik ii ig 
ti iii at ti? 61,,i7fitit;;;:ai:i loluiriin.,iti.:.!:::. actiuntoi ir-
main niece at Atlanta. Ga . for con- der. T1.1. (animal hopes that II nil or this Fulton a cleaner city.
eideration and appro farmi n ival, and con- plan more wairk projects may be In the datwntown business dis• s'lli” `AM eordhe fie .td
g mplements were (bean .) t i l 
racts irs re ceiving the contract w ill in the flames b oefaare they culd la obtained for Yu kon. Then t' are a flirt paper blowing alon O wgt 
be known in a few days lemaved from the barn. Liveatock number of worthy pfojects which sti eels is a sa are-eye to (air rem - ROTARY CLUB HASand «tiler fanning equipment itsta•• if properly presented 'ft us meettaken from the building hefare day Mere attention needs to beAmong other bidders were W. M the approval o• the Federal author- "'um"'Hill ft: Solis and Frank Mo. rs man
were reached by the :twee:. gips. Any citiart. alio has any pro- directed to keeping garbage and INTERESTING SESSIONof Fulton, it is said. ject in mind should consult with the tia.a t a, cent:liners and removedContractors have already laid :i i 
nail
t iii sar or sonic member of the city regularly by those tared to eat a
underground conduits in the bite- • lay the city. The neglect has been Many intree,ting subjects were dis-be installed in these systemelepho SOCIALS j more noticeable this year than here- ciissed :taring the regular luncheonfleas district of Fulton, and cables FARM MEETING GETS tofore and something should be meeting of the Fuller) Rotary ChM..... _ 
Willinin Stround, Liberal Kansas.
for the new telephone syatem will dine about it.
be installed in these conduits. The UNEEDUS CIRCLE BIG CROWD HERE Ts ove the general appearance ef the Robert Kernacliats Fltnence. Ala ,
Another much needed step to inn- Mr Jetton. Jackson. Tenn., andnew telephone system will be mod- The Uneelus Circle of the First
ern 
r picnic supper Monday night
in every way. being a flashlight Methodist Church enjeyed an out- city would be to cut the rank W(ii4. VI,itors tat the club and madetype replacing the old magneto sys- dee on the lawn of the country club. growth of weeds along our streets, broil talks that proved quiet intrest-Mrs. Luther Byers stood Friday
The new office building is to be present with three visiters, Misses iif Fulton County, having won that Everybody can 11(.11) in a clean- The high point of intrest in the
back alleys and am vacant lots.
program writ resched when Joe
etm now in use. Twinty one regular mirnbers were as the champion "husband caller" Ing.
:i nmdern one-story brick structure Evelyn Fields and Ruth Jolley, and contest Friday at the annual bat-he-
:and work is expected te .. o. ee it Mrs Willie 
Manna
Mrs. Grady Vaiden presided over Farm Bureau. held at the S'•ilton 
up program for Fulten,
• • • • •
the creek belew Fulton has already
cue and outing of the Fulten County 
Brew der that work in clvaring outus the next few days It has been - neer- tiai as ah aid tothe nit-cling in the absence of the Fair Grimm's.
started near Pierce. This project isAt least 1.000 persons attended the tli al'''t at-;::;:rglit!'ra. niti,i, %,.:1..1.1.,1:1„,nganatlu:),:rif 
stuffHEAVY 
RAINS BRING
,chairman The minute- were read by
outing. J. B. McGehee, secretary- the being rarried out through TERA
.secretary ,Miss Lucille McCampbell,
and approved. The treasurer's re-
••ort was given by the treasurer, 
treasurer of the organization. said
here today in announcing the last of 
come and get it and assume
responsibility for it after it leaves funds granted for tans purpose. by
Olean County. The chanel ef the
Is. Mrs Gene Moon. stork calling centest, while Cruteh- 
the three mile limit Or if our corn-
merrial traders Want to take the
'.1i:-.: Martha Taylor The Bible
udy for the meeting was presented. A J. Nelson of Hickman won the
winners in the variona centesea.RELIEF FROM HEAT creek is being cleared out. Willows
At the rh.se of the meeting sup- field defeated Cayce for the softli all 
risk let it he their own In this way along the banks cutthe entire
It is believed that work will bechampionship. Lee Hodges of Clin- 
country iii 1(1 not be ex-
ton and Ernest Hancock, Jr , ef Fut- some trader. If on the other 
lanai started on the cieek in. ide the city
posed tat the risk of war to proteetAacompanicil by (sail and re- pt I was spread on the lawn and the
freshing breezes, heavy rains fell rersainde- fa' the evening was spent
in a short time. The city has employ-in this vicinity Monday night, to , • • • • • horseshoe and washer pitching 
this country is going to assume thebi informal entertainment. ton teamed together to win the
championship. 
..esponsibility. of protection of a ed a city engineer, who will work
upon this project immedisoaly.
bring relieve from the swelterirg CL1 Li MONDAY AFTERNOON 1 (-greet being shipped into the aver
day afternoonA the girls' foot race and Larry Bin- 
zone it is reasonably certain teatbeat which has prevailed in this rid%gieth 
Mrs. 
BClub met , 1% on-. Hilda Grey Byers of Fulton won
we are going to be drawn irto warterritory. The rain fell Sit intermit- Micheal at her home on Eddmg St ford of Crutchfield won the boys' tent periods Monday night, Tuesday two tables of club members 'Were rare Larry Milford and R. If. 
since warring nations are gorie to
use every means to prevent the
three-legged race 
. shipment of supplies to their ere-and Wednesday. and was welcomed present and enjoyed games of pro- Brewn teamed together to win theby farmers and city folks alike. g.‘resn.isiinvge cAotntrtahsed cotnhliusgvl,ir(litiot f ttile
Joe Davis of Fulton acted as mas- our policy in such matters a.; toete I Mr and Mrs David J Capps vial
mies. It is believed by many Ciat
Sun-and individuals suffering from the 
(games high score prize was present-
day in Phillipy. Tenn. wash Mrs
ed to Mrs. W. A Donigan. Mrs included J Frank Potter. presilent 
should he definitely laid down be- 
relieve to crops, livestock 
sons. Buddy and Bobby spelt ter of ceromonies while the speakers
severe heat. i Wade Joyner held 2nd high score of the Tennessee Farm Bureau Fed- eratien may be more dleilierate than
fore war comes that thair consid-
Capps' mother, %f.'s J. M. Rhodes
' Late in the afternoon a delicious cah. president of the Kentucky 
would he possible in the exeitement
Tenn., spent Tuesday in Fulton with
It is eatimated that crops wcra and received a lovely prize. eration; Mrs. W. M. Oliver of Pa- Miss Ava Love Weaver of Milan.benefited many thousands of dad-
salad course was served Federation of Homemakers' Clubs; 
and feelina that Pra••..1.1 :.'!' s •`
has once begun.
ser mother on Carr-st
tars in this community by tha raw- i • • • • •
Ben Kilgore. executive secretary of
CAGNEY- O'BRIEN IN
----- 
----------- The Guild ef the First Christian
villa.. director of farm bureau insur-
... _ Nugent 'if lams:- STATE FAIR NOTES
sifter visiting her grandpareets.
fall. GUILD ENJOYS GYPSY TEA Miss Martha Neil McC ,y has re-
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federa-
tion. and m n  turned to her home in Mii!,has :doChurch nisi Nlenday night and en-
"THE IRISH IN US" • . --
e's ,eal Mrs L. E. McCov ea 1-ark
ante 
• joaed a gypsy tea at the home of
Miss Sara Pickle on the Martin 
By Garth . K. Ferguson.- Sec. R
AvenoeWarner Bros. latest comedy dra- highway. Male James held second high score Your State Fair program and ex- WANTED--2 or 3 furnished resrls
near school. See Al Meruness Pal -sents James Cagney. Pat O'Brien.
n•a "The Irish In Us," which pre- Eight regular members were end receised a hand lettered poem. habit entries for the week of Sup- 
Laundry.Frank Mcfluali and Olivia de Hav- 
:ember 9-14 in Louisville. are suf-
Mr. and Mrs Tom Lowe aai i• re-
1 "-•
present with four visitors. The pres- Miss Lena Evelyn Taylor raceived
ident. Mrs. Reginald Johnson presid- beautiful lacqured silhuettes as Ira- 
ficiently advanced at this iime as
popular Ftipporting cast, has been (who_g which reports were given was presented a lovely gift 
cry respect as interesting and edu- terned to their borne la ales i als
to promise you a Fair in alines, 1•••-
cational as any other great State after visiting in Fulton as !
of Mr. and Mrs J M. F: •
illand at the head of an unusually ta1 ever a shirt business meeting. vel prize. The honeree, Miss Barrd,
booked as the feature priathetme (rem the fiferent officers. Mrs. At the end of the games the host- tFhaei r 
Horse
irit countryhesil()w   a 0 n eA s thereus i e 1.w i 1
of the Orpheum Theatre on Sun- Jehnson read an intresting devo- ess served delicious refreshments. be presented the world's greatest home on Fourth-st.day and Monday. Ilona! lesson. • • • • • oo 
spent 
;t the end of the melting they SURPRISED ON BIRTHDAY 
array of blo ded herse flesh ever inMeiausi '1.1lie Cartwright a.' C. -The title. it is said. is based o a gotten together. Miss.. Sunday won triandstraditional characteristics of tio• enjoyed a gypsy tea on the lawn of Mrs. J F. Shelby and Claud Shel- Never, in sour Fair's instory. 
h ' 
Mr. and Mrs. F If. R i lihe asmal intertainment was enjoyed their birthday Sunday, August 11. evinced on part of thew amen of the
there has been se n•urli interestIrish—to alternate between laugh-
ter and tears, tat jump from comedy 
the Pickle home. Games and infor- by were delightfully surprised on
sans. Alton and Harold. spent a-un-to intense drama. to fight with throughout the remainder if the when a number of friends and 
State as now. Committees of leading
women in nearly e unvers cory have day in Columbus. Ky.. via msa B.those tliey levy and love those with ;-
whom they fight. 
relatives gathered at their home on have been formed for ursene more Tient National Park.
e„,„ing.
Rev. L E. McCoy is convalsec.raThe story itself is the stery of THURSDAY NIG1IT CLUB 
Carr-st while they were attending more people of their novective
Sunday School. counties. no ot nly to extol it the!r
e Maye of Paducah is visit-a common front against an outside ed her bridge club Thursday night draped with a snow white cloth in
products at the Farr. lea al...nd after a recent illness.o
Another feature of special intrest .ng in Fulton with Mrs. Leonardattack.
most families—internal battles but Mis Dorothy Granberry entertain- The dining table was beautifully on Fair week. Bobbi
at her home on third street- Two the center of which was placed two this year. is the State-wide Beauty Holland and Mrs. A. B. NewhouseMary Gordon. a 55 year old tables of guests were present and att:active cakes with candles burn- Contest to be held an Tocaday on Valley-se
.
Irish widow whose leap from a job enjoyed progressive contract Visi-
. 
mg on weach. Twenty-eight shoots
la. 
night of Fair week Women': Clubs.
American I.aitiond posts. Motion Mrs J M. Jonakin of south ofas restaurant cook to near stardom tors to the club were Miss Charlotte were present They were the fol .i- Picture Theaters, Countytown Fairs. to
e m hi s 1 
c.geis 
i ns % ohsOthe 
leisenr iBaptistolusf t5 d
hack 
Hi onsIpnai .17.i rl i f,:i,2in Hollywood is in itself a romance Chapman. Mrs Homer Wilson, and mg' Luncheon Clubs, and other organi-
the other, are conducting local con-
portr o zations, from one end of the state to 
Robert•p ays the part of an Irish m- Mrs. H. Given of circleville. Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. Ike Martin. Mr. 
-
Clarksdale. Miss where he spent
ther whose three sons are Pat At the end of a series of games and Mrs Will Nall and son. GwynnO'Brien, a cop: Frank McHugh. a high score among the visitors was • most outstanding beauties from the week with his aunt and untie.
Albert Nall. and Mr. Jim Clapp. all 
tests for the selection of one of their
. 
.
fireman. and James Cagney, who held by Miss Chapman and Mrs. of Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Clapp their counties as a representative Mr and Mrs Lewis Knelling Herefuses to take a steady job, but Robert Bard held club high. Both will return to his heme to-day. (Fri-devotes himself to managing brok- 'received beautiful prises 
and son Clarence. Mr. and Mrs. in the finals at the Fair, where they
WANED-- Aa old-fashioned
Paul Billings. and Harry Warford, will compete for very handsome day Ien down prize fighters. Late in the afternoon a delicious all of Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. John
, 
cash and merchandise prizes
The exceptional interest manifes-
Chandalier Oil Lamp. Call Mrs.
Ma's catering to the one non- salad cource was served by the Saisester and children Messes Inez ted trbough the State has led the Jt e. r .1A T' ,uBc jui lreto.na,n d 
Miss Carolyn Bead-
38 it
producer of her brood keeps the hostess,
family in constant turmoil, but the 
and Minnie Shelby, Mr. and Mrs. Fair management to offer, free of 
Mr R H McCampbell and daugh-Claude Shelby and children and charge, a booth in the great Meccb-
ants and Manufacturers Building tot( ..s.est breaks in earnest when BARLOW VISITOR HONORED Mrs. J. F. Shelby. 
any county for the display of its les spent Tuesday in Jackson. Tenn .
K
Cagney takes O'Brien's girl. Miss Mrs. Gene Moon delightfully en-
Nb-eiseintings MnidssinJgultihaishacCweerimkpbeenlal
de 
in
Havilland. away from him.
haseties and triumphs of this little Street. honornig her house guest. eral of her friends Thursday night
The sorrows and joys, the anxi- day evening at her home on Pcarl Miss Idelle Batts entertained sev- oth should at once write the sec-
tertained with a bridge party Theirs- GYPSY TEA
gypsy LoRucisbai•eililieii)eKi.entuockby 
C
of Ky .
excels. All counties desiring a booth
products, in which it particularly
retary. care of State Fair Gtrhoautntdhse,
Maadri;.Gr n.t etrh eWhh1
Miss R u bye Boai;tudes.eA:genxeastndnefr 
Massfamily 
of New York Irish folk is Miss Dora Belle Barrd of Bat low, with a delightfully planned
aass aoata Weaver spent :net week
said to lune made one of the most Kentucky. who has been visiting in tea at lire beautiful country home Kentucky State Fair in Louisville. Vg C i. in,laughable and at the same time Fulton several days east of Fulton Twelve g, asts were is your Fair, so be there'
end in Milian. Tenn with her sister
Miss Ava Love Weaver. During the
most touching screen dramas of the he rooms were beautifully des- present and enjoyed the gypsy teayear ted with a variety of cut flowers on the lawn, where three card is- TO NEW YORK MARKETS
5. .''ç 
-end they visaed friends in
In the cast are Allen Jenkins, Attractive hand printed sure pads bles had been placed in hte moon-
Jackson. Tenn.
Mes a
Harvey Parry J Farrell MacDon- and tallies were Placed at each ta- light The evening was spent in in- Louis Kasnow• Proprietor of the 
Marth Moore returned to
-
sal,! al:ci Thomas Jacksen in adde hle Six tables of guests were rres- formal entertainment. Fulton Department Store of this 
her home in Mamphis Mondav af'
tion to a number of noted prize ent and emits ed games of progress- city, Mr and Mrs Chas Cohn .ini
fighters and many college athletes ive eoutract throughout the evening. Miss Eleanor MvAlkter left Oacar Nochlin of Mayfield left ler visiting relatives in Fulton.Lloyd Bacon directed from the At the conclusion of several games Thursday for her home in Clifton. Thursday morning for New York. Mrs Sue Schoe left Sunday for
Paragould. Ark . where she will
screen play written by Earl Bald • loeh score was held by Mrs Frank N J after spending a week in Ful- where they will visit the markets
e in based on an original she's by Wiggins who was presented a beau- ton, as the house guest of Miss Sar- to perobase fall merchandise They visit her sister, Mrs Alexander. for
. ,
several days.Frank Orsatta tiful oil painting as ptize. Miss Mau- ah Callihan. will return in about two weeks
4.446111,4414114041611001111111.10011/0.66
PERSONALS
4
WEST KENTUCKY'S
r1,1SING CHAMPION
RETURN; TO RING
'1 iie fight fans of Western Kin. 
luckyare in for a real treat.
Bobby Matthews, Fulton middle
weight, and a perfect replica of
Maxie Baer, has successfully recov-
ered horn an operation which tot),
him n from the ring for six months
and is now in the prime of his ea: -
eer.
Bobby meets, for his first fight
since hi. operation, Young Leonard,
ut Beimmont, Texas, who is now ei
taaining at Jackson, Teeneaae. pre •
tory to meeting Matthews in
-aairay. Ky. tonight (Friday) Aug-
16th. The fight, a scheduled la
aunder, marks Matthews' Brat fightin Murray, a place that has been
wanting to see him for a long time
Yaung Leonard has met men such
as Carlos Garcia, middle weight
champion of New Mexico; Raymond
McNatt, Kid Scarlett of Little Rock
and many uthera woo deal death totheir apponents He will, no doubtgive Matthews a fight to the finish.
Matthews, sinee going into train-ing this last time is proud of thethat he is in better condition thanever before arid anticipates his beatfighting spirnt. He expects to cli••feat Leonard in the early stages a,'the fight and then go on to win forhimself more important victories.His greatest anibitien now is toregain and even surpass his ratingthat ranks him the highest of anysouthern fighter, a rating of 243P laColliers Eye, a rating that only W. L.(Young/ Stribling, erstwhile heavyweight contender and TommyFreeman, welter weight champioaof the world.
Hundreds of his supporters fromthis entire section are expected tojourney to Murree tonight to seeMatthews continue on whriNe he leftoff and ther e,n to greater he!ghts
SINGINGS DRAW
LARGE CROWD5
The regular second Sunday sing-
ing was held at the court house in
Fulton last Sunday, with a good
crowd in attendance. Many good
singers were present an I enjoyed
the day.
Sunday night the singers adjour-
ned to the Methodist church at
Dukedom. Tenn.. where a fine
gathering assembled to participate
in the singing. It was estimated
that a crowd of 500 people from
the surrounding territory attended.
Next Sunday a singing will bc
held at the city hal! l'nion City,
at is announeed
STORM DAMAGES
POWER LINES
C-ews of workmen were called
out Tuesday to repair damages done
ta tile power lines of the Kenniesy
Util- ties Company by heavy ss Inds
dutOie the electrical storm Mon-
day night.
Most of the damage was dere
the lines along the middle sox'
near the Palestine neighborhood,
nit repairs were rushed and serviae
ininterrupted.
!.ADIES* DAY AT THE
FULTON COUNTRY CLUB
Tuesday, August 13th was Ladies
Day at the Fulton Country Club.
Twelve players and three visitors
were present and participated in
the games of golf during the day.
Mrs. Horace Young received the
zolf hall as prize for low score
A delicious luncheon was served
at the noon hour.
WEDDINGS
BROWN-I./EV-NTH/UK
Roy D. Brown of Memphis. Teen
and Miss Rae J Des'-Viaue of Still
!Water. Ness, were united in mar-
riage in Fulton Monday. AUDIS'
12 The ceremony was performed
by Squire S. A McDade at his
home on East State Line, in th
nresence nf the ffv•ne-wrs rwr••••,..
Mr and Mrs J M. Brown of Mem-
Immediately after the ceremony
the couple left for a bridal tour
through the East to be gone about
two weeks.
Jr.
ronr"
 AM1111=1.4•••••••=1•Mm••••=0, 
t ULTULNI COUINI FULTON, KEN
ne million ib
or an inch
If you take a dime. Fora dealer”, say, and rut it into forty-sit
thousand equal *hem the thickness of each slice would be one nUllionth
of an inch. Operating gauges, they say, used in Ford factories are
checked by gauges which measure accurately to within four of these
forty-six thousandths of a thin dime. It is common for the parts of the
STRIPPINGS
FROM THE`
COW BARN
\ HANK
, TI 'REHED
MAN
Sugar Creek
tens .too
Servsce
me and paw went tew a restruant
fer dinner tewday an when we
wuz awl set tew eet paw spied a
sine which sod— ulessmargerine
served here.
svhut does thet meen—sez paw
tew tha waiter--dont yew hey enny
butter?
we dont serve buttre—sez tha
waiter—we serve oleo.
not tew us—sez paw—kum along
hank—sezze— we'l go surnwhar
else whar they serve stsilized toad.
jist then tha bos.s kum up an oskt
paw whut wuz tha matter.
jist this--sez paw--evry fa4mer
in this kommunity iz in tha dairy
business an insted of helpin us 'us-
pose uv ower producks bi servir.
yer kustomers good helthy holcsoni
butter yew tri tew fool us
cheep substitoot. well—sez
we dont' hey tew eet it.
a lot uv peeple heerd paw an
they all sez—thets rite, perbirs—
were with yew.
hole on hole on—sex hta boss-
11 git sum butter rite away. i nevur
t/.• .•-•••
faoli
pass--
Men Now MeasJr3 A
Millionth Of An inch
Unit of Measure Was Difficult
Problem
Back In the days when the
Magna Chart,' oar being written
III Englund, bask in the when
the Sestina and the Noroinas fouoht
their hitter contest. hack N.fore
tho Romans first put foot on tin.
soil of England, limn used to melte
ure in inaccurtite ways. An iech
was three grains of bailey Lid eml
to eta The foot was just what it.
name indieates„ the length of t:iii
human foot. We still 1.114-tt;
hot t 4 as tieing .111 many "ban
high. ,1 yard was ths Ii 1:nncn ii 'iii
the moo to the thumb. In our 1,1e
time. talon,. I \Sii.' measured lit
way in dry good stores, An sieve
was the grouts,' it yolo' or oxen
could plow in half ii 1111y, 1110 nil on.
Scienee evolved a unit of insas•
urement for %veleta. It el.to
units of measurement for eleetrieal
current, of time, and of other unit 1.
Science ilid all of this and still the
accurate unit of measurement of
length defied the greatest school-
tifie minds.
Ford dealers say that Mr, Carl
Edward Johansson was living In
Sweden at the name time yeong
Henry Ford wit, making his first
motor ear in IIPAroit. Mr. J.iliant.
son Caine to Minnesota as a by it
IS to work in the lumber in.lni.try,
and attended (lumen/us Adolphus
College I here. Ile lost his hearing
I y sleeping in a ciild retnil through
the Minnesota wirters. When ho
returned to Sweden, his govern-
ment firm he him icspector of arms.
Travel iii, ou a train one day. pon-
dering the dolays in
rifle Nubs due to inaccur...,•y. nn.I
the difficulty of iniercliarwmg
parts which Were supposed to tot
exactly alike, a great idea for tho
precision measuiement of ten Ii
suildenly dawned upon him. Mr.
Johansaon developed his idea. The
world was slow to accept this in
valuable contribution. The first in-
hew Ford V-8 engine to fit to within a few thousandths of an inch. dustry to equip its plants a ith the
This is one of the reasons. they say, why Ford cars can be driven fifty Johntrofen 5ytilt.111 of gatiw.a was
miles an hour for the first one hundred miles and after that as fast the Ford 510tor Company which
as the driver chooses. secured the rights for North and
 South America and made them
'lendable to any industly inn equal
terms with itself. Mr. Joh:ins:fetes
mantel gauges measured accurately
to wittnn line millionth of an inch.
If a harnan hair was spbt fifteen
hundred times, each part would he
about two mill :onths of an inch.
Mr. .1,,nanfsores gauges have
brought manufacturing efficieney
to hundreds of industries.
'Otte uv thet side uv it but hereafter
ft serve butter. set down an fl Sit
it rite away.
an we shure hed a plenty buttoi
with ower dinner tew day.
"HANK. THE IIIRED MAN."
THE FARM AND HOME
To controle mites. spray roosts
and other equipment with a mixture
of equal parts of kerosene and old
engine oil As mites stay in cracks
and crevices during the day and
crawl on the fowls at night, the
house and equi4ment should be
well cleaned before spraying.
To insure proper diet for chickens
milk should be served daily, eggs
almost every day, tomatoes or tom-
ato juice several times a week, a
ceral every day, and at least two
vegetables daily. Care should be
taken not to over-cook vegetables.
Late lambs often need treatment
for stomach worms, but care should
be exercised not to injure them by
over-dosing, whatever the remedy
used. See a county agent for direct-
ions, and then measure the dose
and adminiArate them with care.
Much clothing and materials now
on the market are so pre-shrunk
that no allowencff need he made
shrinking when laurolered. Many
materials, how ever, o II six:riK,
especially the cheaper goods, and
it is often wise to roost. onme ailoss•-
ance if they are to he wasOdi often.
Kentucky farmers are finding
trench soils. where properly con-
structed. satisfactory v. iv- 4If pre-
serving winter feed St-,erdi hundr-
ed have been male in t!.i. state.
Write to College of Aorif ulture for
buldmg directions
Poor rubbers :ire often Inc cause
of canned Unlit:: and getatiles
spoiling. Use unley new ieies from
0
„ 1. - 
• 
t
z..r. • , ? - . 1 ; ""' W.V..' /
' if. 1-' Al '"••• St** 1 • '-  . :- - ,Z.•
tu iriseallitikielli • 4 ' '
"4111VillgalaW__1,4-,
C .:. •
HICKMAN ';',/,t;' 28
MOONLIGHT EXCURSION
1:11is Lodge No. 1291
1. H
Rt pn•
8 3J yr.
nkers 75t
„-:
I'llti)V• 10170N MOOT. • • 1-F 11,4
fresh stock It also is often inadvis-
able to use old lids, especially if they
are rusty arid fit imperfectly.
THE GARDEN
Last week, the piinciples of sweet
potato house construction, as exem-
plified by commercial structures.
were given. This week. manager- '•'!t
details are to discussed, and o
cations of commercial nit-ti:,
home gardeners may adopt in ster
ing their crops.
An important part of stotemg is
proper ventilation. At the begining
of the storage period, immense i
amounts of moisture no:
off: thereafter, drynn
maintained. In Comm •
this is effected by se
at the ingest point it
for the escape of me
by reason fonts natto •
ally rises. To replace
air. vents for intake
placed as near the !:
possable, or the f:
both sets of vents
of air is produced
carried off.
Not many garden-
ninny producers if
the potatoes have fay:
commercial men have.
still keep there petal,
ly.
The simplist yea
toes in crates or boxes p.o
room in which a fire is
it I groom, for example 7
there not coiling exci
ing the night, the pot,
wrapped individully in paper or 1.
boxes may be covered with so
Futher to protect them inane
cold, the boxes may be kept -
above the floor line; the highoo •
better, Another way of keeenrs
sweetpotatoes is in boxes f if
dry soil, the potatoes kept
sod separate froom one a;
Ventilation is assured •
paper and the soil, an
of the potatoes being Kept t • •
tioohing rots that might spread hi
and there, will not spread, or ..
least spread slowly.
A better place to store pow.-
(and any other crop that needs his
temperature and low i•
in a cellar with which •
heating is located. To make
sure that the boxes of polatieo
surrounded with warm, dry a
they should be set high of the flow
in fact h000 ifro.
and floor the heater
In case te boxes of ;
too nanwrous to be sn
should be blocked of the fiuor 6
yFavorite Recipes
irretwes Leo Bartell tapir
SlINDAY morning breakfast Isliii Ii it pm feet Ilm* t.) bec 
.L400.10041 a ith your faintly' Anil
hew we fla enjoy It in
trill '11111411 It 44.4111111
Ins that Ws the unli
lime la the *how week
that I 'sit get my fam-
ily together ions
enough real I" to an'\ predate thaw go
 I al.
sways ;4411414o bin*
'ettia specter' such C,j this
tone« yak., Yi,u II tlutl Oda I VeltHlt1i• it No ti , 'dal le good . for th•
if nt11 nak,.• la -Keep II1,, '
Nut Crumb Cortes Cake 11
caps alt1011 41040 flour, 2 Ira.
at 41, double-acting Ineldna pow.
Ivan( ,,,,, n salt 3 table-
4,100114 Willey or ether shurteiliner
I cup sugar, I cup milk. 14 tea.
Spoon vanilla
2 tahlripoons sugar, % teaspoon
cinnuelon, Cilp a,ft Inn sad
',limits. 2 1141)1#
-spoons but•
tnr. 2 tablvapoons chopped walnut
Iii -nat
Sift flour once, measure, addbasing powder and salt, and sift/11 din Ii rain butter, •ild rioter
siailually. and C1441111 together well,
add floor. alternatz,ly with millo
heating after each addition until
sniointu .sild vanilla Turn Intoboa,' pan. 14932 inches, t'orn-iano sugar and cinnamon, mix with
• ri011 1,11, awl add melted butter and
rut u. sprinkle over cake. Hake lit
imeiela(e oven 4350' F.) 15 Min.
or so, and the room venttlated liv
by opening the cellar windows.
usually set near the ceding, and by
admitting air through the outside
cellar (hair, across whieh socking iir
a tarpaulin has been tacked in such
a way that only the bottom quarter
Is left fipv• 'hus tluf fresh, dry air
admitted to the floor, will rise
through the potateestim replace the
air esraping through the open vellar
windoos " week or to in the fall
of this sort of ventilation, even
without a fire, will "cure" Ow ixita-
1
i'toersand if minister stool to gall ,
at any thine later, opening hot
"vents" for an hour tor two it
dry them off again heat
given off by the eVel *W.
firrinsh a tigilla"I'111111/' 1-
011. 41111.1•SSrla I AIM age fif so en
pitilt111.4 and squash
If there is no central lino?
plant on who'll tii (11111.111f, 44
al warming of the se..
stoiage part of 1114. 4.4.11,11
necessary On the size Of the neon
deperols the heating arrangenmi
to he chosen E. in a l.ertiMelle in.
en- mat. he made to do, part',
if It is placed in sii4.11 a 1Ait
the ot41111Itetl au passes by it
temperature of 50 is well to In
/wive Ceitaitilv. fish is intuit...it if
It falls nuich below that for ii
length if tun.% but a utiviiiit
beon properly diew arid if alr
111`ely 111111111W JIISt 1.4;11.11111.11,
d.111g1`1 um 0111 111'1',1h11,11.11 111111111g iti
O 11
STRANGE III ..RI
O 
 0
The longest mein' flight on record
is 2016 miles The test was con-
ducted the U. ti Navy
There are twice as many Boy ,
Scm ts its Alllerlea an there are it:1
listed men and officers in the thiii
States Asmy. Navy and Marion
Corps combined.
It reformed 10 year:, three infinthis
and eleven days to complete the Pa-
nama Canal and ten years, six mon-
ths and twenty five days to complet
the Suez Canal
Recently near Iferiolulu three feet
and ten inches of water fell in foto
days
!Sale Jones, negro, rimy 11:1(1
the pleasure of lositig his temper
and beating tip Uvalde Smith. ne
gress, but when Judge Adams fined
him $5 and ei,111 t vet y likely
he didn't think it was worth it
4081PETENT—
FIINFRAL AND
,011111TEANCE
4IER SICK
Phone
HORNBEAK
It NERA1,
PAUL 11011NREAK,
11EltSCIIEI, SEAT
MIDI. J. C. VA1'F.4.
Lady Aisaistant.
*BALD? Givc.. Your
Scalp a Chanco
JRp0104.11101114 the Mini* f 11...
• 11 . eRRY1111 prep's/411.m MAI 114..1..., 1
uR1114 toilet rill
Itch .stol prow siring it. ,q1ii, •
•11.1 1,1111bIlly I.11.1 r , .
W e. 11.4 ilf11111 Iii, fan..
to 'ottani ottmolo., .
denim brings 411 41111n.131,1 ,41,1
to loptirlob god er.I halt
of tin. nWe( ettios.• of ..stI•1114,4 1.,-1
today RI icy
Ma. luau rnmy 111 !Line 11,
1"•.'mani In's'h tn WWI VA? I
I .1.• truth ANnut It,so;, , •
posnowal Ilionaoly Ca., St w N
JAPANESE OIL
•ims odytartly•ro•nt so i'tW" AJ
ityy, Yoy•I by o r•ooistor•d Pbt..c 00
LOOK YOUR BEST
—Try The-
4th. ST. 11A1BER SHOP
Complete Barber Service,
Specials Friday and Sat. Aug. 16-17
LARD BEST COMPOUND ill 1" 11 c
IAMB LE" 16'-• LB. SHOULDERLB. 12c I CHEESE
WEINERS FRIF:k4;NrIL:1; 1301.0t, 15c I PIG FEET
MUSH
aillallignIm1110.111111111111
ONE POUND ('AN
EACH 10c
SALT MEAT pog
CRACKERS
44
21c
BISCONSIN
POUND 17 c
90Z. JAR 4 7.
EACH
 •ampunsmorill1111=11111=M111m
BUTTER ( ountry Club RollPOUND 31c
MINCED HAM
TWO POUND 16
MUSTARD STATE STREET
ei•ART
26C
EACH 17c
o ic WL-S,'r.0 T p)E ONE- ('.E
mAxwEI.I. Hors,. 29(- 'cSIJE SEMINOLEPOrNI) CAN FOUR P01.1.5 2k
la."0"r~”.11 C-44.1115.11110. ~am gr,p*-4 4W41Pmlinp,N-R.-44Rgr44444mP4*11Igllipi14.
SOAP WOODBURIC,;107 It 1:11:•;• 1cfc WESSON OIL PINT 20" "FART 35c_
err.rvernemsermonie...--
a
rp Itiltroro .1\1)
ts LUC BAKING 
P0WDER,.(2::.:-...„.:: 2ic
INDIANA CHIEF FLOUR :(11% 85c
STEAMECAT SYRUP
18 LB. SACK
EACH $1.65
111111M111•10110aiala./. 410••• yrs- -• anamar• INaP 
""""31111talbaak.dad11.1117.4MMISIMIN
'H'. ONE 
4.4rmcs ii\ L JC
ajW. 
-a—.11."11.11111 Site r Cp rtt N rir211IMPIA 143111..M111111.1111111.1111.11.5aiC CountryPORK &BEANS io1:1 1 I S1J%, I 9c('Iub
T.4,111114144,...11(40"1/7.4 tirP44..-1111,19.roraiIiwor-
...-4****,-coaareaescr- --.-.4•414.44mOrmillm111.011arram
agaiammageogrew,passimaimeawa
II THRIFT I FREMOTOR GIL TWO V'c 95c
FRUIT JARS  
 $1.05',Ts 694 1 '
COFFEE ""}L I" 18' 3' 53c BREADI
11•1111111s
%TRY CLUB 1
1 to 51 Oe
Millagaraamlaa 11111 1MOSIPM1111111,4111111110Malaramannenarairm
PINEAPPLL,.. CAN—TWO FOR L
E BROKEN SLICES ln
WHE4TIES 25Two FOR
11.111101111•••
SALAD DRESSING OUART SIZE 29c
BANANAS NICE 77" RIPE DOZEN 15c
CARROTS
LIMES
ONION
MEXICAN
DOZEN
a ler sagalligragmmipsgaimager 
5c CABBAGE rut ND 1 ' c
12c LETTUCE
S I I t 4 11%I Ill' t It •
ObillarnmarallMOIM111.1i111.1r, 
ORANGES DOZEN
amminmangnmegmmai
FIRM HEADS
FACII
C
Imillonolopmea
lec I GREEN BEANS lInt\I, -
ammise..;tiori
15c I POTATOES ?31-
d.
1
j
1v."
0 4
i Aho. 41,1.1.1*.......*M.10111.101110.111.S OYM•IMY1.1.1*Ilifft111 •••••••••••Iwroaaalliemoatisore. w.aom
a.
Ittr. a.t.1.141IN 11)1)1Nt 1 INt.41%.!,, I 1.11,TIPN. KNAITUCKY
•••••••001r, 
"fhe Divorce Court Murder'
1).\ hituti i)r()pper
lit 1 I.N I'll INSTAI VI'
vv,4 41.,,p., hafbAra igo.st h. „ „,. „, 'Now, Jenks, with regard to this
pr oil Philadelphia hi,  III t il'e slittl"ii, hi' said
man. is morpleicil S111' Walt • ..1..110 "1 IWA I"" iiitetWard (lid Mi. I.."'"
in a sidc r 
 to testily in the di- itnn II I" run lilt hIM bagg4n44.'f..
solve 4 ase of 'Copula' • vs. Rowland. "At 'Walt". At". threP. 1.4"•"1 1"
she oas to h.„ tr..fittrei for the the other "In titne Lu
husband, a frIellli, W fin • pomp.. tanaI till' "t y ti al"
ant in the act'  Detecti%e 1 „ "And that ""hld 1'11144 Keit/1,11ln'
s•.4.11.111 Is •Is,11.; 11141 till tile (',4'.0 1 111111155 Intel
.1.1  5l, t'. Itaiikiiipolice headquarters. Ifis piehroi
11•41 y intr.-11gal 
 
disclosed that
hotil Mr. iiitI 111ra. Roo bold had
gathered evidence against Opc either
oi iiiiidelity. 'Ike Will of Mrs. Ram-
Lilld 5 1 11,1t 1111S11And directed her
lawyer lorother, Mr. 11'illard, to
handle the estate until she remar-
Pled W111.11 the 1111•W 1111S1/Alld WAS to
route into control. Detective Itan-
kin finds 'iodises and the evidence
iii ,itIlI lor the murder 111 .1Irs.
Kest'', leading to the doors of vir-
toaity sill ol the principals Involved.
'louse principals Are, tile tWo itt/W•
• lands. Mr. Millard, .11r. Keith, hus-
band III the murdered W11111A11, Hugh
amphell, par 
 
4if 'Alin:. !Low-
land, and his underworld confeder-
ates—N4t1V GO ON Nil,* ,
rie rather than a pi actical atieST011 Y. 
'man Alter introductions Wig
Rank in was iii the captain's office ;pit 1.131, the detect' se s prellinimily
when Jenks retie lied, pi ore ilium- ,trueationa discieseti teat lie Isoi 44,4
mating his features Behind him VC( I:11 kriev‘loarge about settler Mrs
came a yourg. thin, curly-haired liev.larals involve or the murder
(east in toe (1141(1 urn of a cab driver.
"Back already, Jenk3?" he com-
mented "It earl three teem; since
you lett to check Nli Keith s Waste
iagton trip; you tartrate t have got
vsry far with it.-
' Jour emiugh to prove he never
bearded that twelve-twenty five
Lain," Jeirks restomiled
-
Almost the first per ...111 1 ques-
leered ea:. this tellew, Jan Iiiake.
lie has a yellow cab at the West
station stand "
"His story," Jenks cinitinued, "13
that Mr. Keith no sooner qui: his
own machine Ii the statue' yard
n1V11141AY, 111111k 111.X1 MAT
Ail•61 Vi,,11 to Nit 141 !ear ti
the ebjeci ill VII' Ishill
the name the teleplienis operater
said rsid
it:. it 5% :IS 1111W aillaiSt ii•-
clock, the deteutive could ne
I 444444 oir isiiielQuire at the Woof
Building. Ile ppIrtained the lawyer's
home 4141(11s...5 Irian a nit 11:11.11
Ill il/ 111S ring, a maid
epeneil the deer. She eacortiel 111114
houtigli the :tU11 Posen into a laiger
11% ing naafi.
Tile setseol member of the firm,
whimi lie hail nia yet met.
ter troni attrove. 'Fall and ungainiss
Julian elacrquire saggested U 54
itself.
eresently Rankin turned to the
1111 III' pressing subject.
"1 underatand. MacQuire"
he sout, -mat you had a railer yea-
ienlay atter' I mailed Janie, ler-
listen ."
lavi.yer ili..played surprise
I ut nodded "That's correct," he
said.
•'You were acquainted with hirri,
ef course.'" Tile detective kept ilia
tone VietUal. -tie 1.4..IN U reguiar
(mint ot yours?"
"On the contrary, Sir. Itankin, I
never met 111111 ta•I'ne lit my life.
Cain be hired Illake's cab to follow As is my habit when strangers ('1) 
54411 me, 
11-
-, inquired how he hap-"
taxi-that lie had lea.ned 1/a 11. is,The detective turned to the
special repute in handling divorcetnan. "Is that so, Blake? How can
aou be certain the man %vas this 'hatters.
Mr Keith?" "And it was about a divorce, 1. 
"I don t know his name," Blake suPteeic. titai he sought your ad-
replied, gaining assurance, "but if v•," asked Rankin.
he wasn't tee Sattle guy this bloke's Where the lawyer had spoken
been esker' about, then he's got a willingly before, he wriesitated.
double. He comes in a midiririe s v.,•(• .Ir.h thii.s rst..4tnuirtni ssieli ;at cautiously.ctifti c. u t ..4 yeunu-
ored Packard lim eousin.
realize I am bound to treat a 01-a shoffer It ain't hard to remem
tal tail'. as strictly confelen-ber him; I haven't had such a farebill in a hatand run up such a big 
half year of sleepless Sundays.- . -Yes, under ordinary circum-
i ace, iwudvt: in your Niance.," Rankin agreed, but where
own way. Blake, tell me exactly a liemous ci :me ai concerned, there
are exceptems. Have you noticedwhat happened. At what time did
te the pictures or Mr.. Kean s !else:Anti-re
"About twelve-fiftees, yesterday in the papers?"
afte.116./11; d1111 cdi ttl. perturbation in-
the . saition driveway, right beside creased "I not very closely, I'm
the cabstand That's why I could afraid. Beside,,, I had all my mon.-
i•ear everythin' he said. 'FM. shorter (nation of the tragedy first-hand
wanted to carry in his bag but he from Mr. Dawson."
told un never mind and to go on, —Mat would explain why you ,
and handed it to one of the pas. didn't mark the resemblance be-
ters. He ordered the dinge to check tween your caller and Mertimer
it for '1m inside and hold the check Keith," said Rankin.
unto he came bace for it; and he Mr. MacQuire's uneasiness turn-
upped Int a buck. Then he motioned (et into astonishment "Miirtimer
for my bus and climbed in, in a Keith?" he exclaimed. "But Mat's.
incredible! Ile explained he wantedwhale of a hurls) ''
"Well. all this didn't take as long Li, ohtain a release from paying al:-
as to tell it, y'understand,- con- mony."
reeled the cabman. "And when he "it rather weak excuse," Rankin .
got in my cab, his lirmiusine via, smiled thinly'. "Del anything ail ;
was In' the station yard. He sa) suggest he was really in- .
says, 'Follow that car; don't get terested ill wilat his vide was doing '
tt11/ close, but don't loae it, %bat- there? For instance, did he men-
' her or the Rowlands?"ever You do.'
apartment Taking Itinikin's hat, the
milicated a chair
' I must apelegise for intruding
at thia timi. of night Only I need
II bit yon can supply
immediately "
"Of ciiiifst., if I can," Miss Ed
mond leftmost liii lously. "What do
you want tu, know,"
It's about the V\ 1-111111a! yIell W..:11
Walt Mr 11. Slillsl'i III
Y/11i 111111 MU 1/(401.1. you had lei
idea why Mortiner Keith Stoned
up, right after Mrs Howl:mit inter
rooted you I've (sane to let you
11/11S11/01. that StiiIl'lihi'ilt -'
Th.. SVCIoary stiffened, on guai ii
'''Aiid tip it'''' she repleid, aliectiog
pciplexity "Nip, it's still a pussle
Ills' what brought hint there or
ellen. ha 1.1111111 110M."
featllreS t1et 111 a 211.011
II•Wil
, -You (1011t 1/C111.%.. that yeurself
and you are hiding the truth "
Ilarsline.s uI rot into his tone. "In
fact. Miss Edmond, you ket.it til
yeriewif a great deal I should have
kw sled For instance, that yoir re-
ceived fell . thousand dollars to act
as Allen Itowland's sweetheart,
und correspondent in the divorce!"
! Ile saw that Die shot thrust home,
as she caught her breath. her eyes
full id ceresernation
To IIE CONTINUE!)
Mr. MacQuire s jaw tightened •
"Yes, he mentioned Allen Revsland;
but so casually I could hardly sur-
mise he had an ulterior motive Ile'
said he had observed some one
slightly familiar enter the officejust ahead of him, who he thought
was Rowland whom he had once
nee."
"And how did you reply to that?" !
Rankin asked.
"Well, I let him understand that ,
while I, personally, had no dealing
with Inns Mr Daa eel was deliber-
ating his oust- Just what way. I,didn't go into
'But Mr. Keith at least learnedit was a divorce case that brougnthim htere?"
The lawyer flushed uncomfort-
al ly. "He seemed familiar WWI h:s
demesne troubles without my t.
Mg him; in fact, if his obieet
Ii pump me, he was very cautious.
We dropped the subject and lett .
together."
"That was at two-fifty, wasn't it.
Mr Mctatore?" the detective in-
ouired.
"To the instant I was due at
my club at three-fifteen, and was
so worried about being late for mygame that teward the last I con-
stantly wiached the clock."
At which time, Rankin reflected,the cabman, Blake, had already ,
stopping waiting for Mr. Keith anddriven away.
"And what became of your vis-itor?"
Mr. MacQuire replied slowly, un-
conscious that on his answer restedthe accuracy of Rankin's deduction.
-At the lobby we said good-eye
and parted at the entrance of thebuilding. I had to catch the train "
"In West Philly, he turns do w n
Forty-fifth Street and stops outside
an apartment house; there he eir',.s
up a gent waltin' ea nuns -a oils
blend, handsome gay, like ail ath-
lete. I think the place seas the
Westveas Apartments," he added.
Rankin nodded. "Of course, he
went for Allen Rowland," he in-
tamed Jenks. "I suppose there
Blake, the next destination t1/4
Chestnut Hill?"
"That's right," the driver agreed.
'It was easy followin' along tiu..re,
t:lougo the shutter speeded some
We went to a real swanky apart-
ment house, the Aldw:ch. I stayed
outside tne entrance and the shot-
fer gia out and walked in; and in a
minute, a pretty, swell young a
man loins the gent in the tonnoe
Then, a little after two, we was ell
off again."
"Where to this time?" Rankin
queried.
"Back to town-----to the Wolf(
Building. at Sixteenth and Market
Street. My passenger didn't get
out right away; he waited a couple(It minutes after the lady and her
escort went to before he followed
them. The shoffer stayed outsidein the car. I got orders to wait too,
but not over ten minutes.; if Mr —
wnat's-'is-name didn't show up by
then. I was to leave. And he hands
me a whoopin' big tip besides a six
dollar fare. So I hung around for
almost fifteen minutes, but he
never came out and that the last I
seen of 'im."
Rankin spoke with illenicealed
eagerness. "Did any of the peopleyou were interested in appear while
aou were watching. Blake?"
The taximan sctatched his head
and replaced his cap askew. I "Have you any idea in which di-
"Oh, yes, the gent the shoffer rection Mr Keith went?' the de-first picked up came out and spoke tective asked.
to 'me" he replied, as if just remem- "I couldn't tell you that." Mrbermg. "I guess to dismiss tm or MacQuire replied. "As I left, hegive ins orders, because he drove started beak into the lobby, to buyoff as st um as he went inside again." some cigars at the stand, and that
"Could you say what time this was the last I saw of hum."happened? It's important for you Rankin rose with a smile of sansto exact as possible." Legion and reached for his hat.
"Well, since I wateaed the clock , • • • • •
cn a ten , Rankin determined to interviewyou pretty close," Blake returned, the ex-secretary that very night
"My own ticker said twenty to She lived in Logan on York Road.three, and by the City Hall clock, in a private dwelling with a brown-1 easn't inorc than a minute or so stone front that had been remodeledslow " into an apartment hi use.The detective received this litleX Jill Edmond, though surprised at 'putted support of Allen How land's his visit, dud not appear especiallyaccount with a grunt of satisfa .non disturbed. She had a three-room
HOUSEHOLD tiusas
Nothing can make your Iron
mmootheh . if rough, than running: it
over a fresh spray of Cedar. The
oil in the cedar keeps it ianoetn feu
a long time and makes yeur linens
shine.
Tip remove mildew dip the article
in buttermilk and lay in the sun.
When making mtrsh hi be fried
use a little milk with the water and
it will brew,, quicker.
Use the liquor from pickled pea-
ches, cherries, plums, or other tart
fruits in your mince-meat. It will
take the place of boiled cider us-
ually called and sometimes
hard to get.
Adding sugar to taste to stewed
or creamed turnips makes them de-
liriums.
— - --
EXPERIMENT INCREASES
RAIL SIIIPMENTS
The express service at freight
rates plan. which has been provided
on an experimental basis by the
Illinois Central System in conjunc-
tion with the Railway Express Ag-
ency since August last year, has re-
Milted III il hal Id 4..nie Met ease in
rner,199911se 511119u,00., Ill tile ter-
Ih.ry 1111 111.11..1 III the experiment
(if the fieissiiam ',winds handled ;
din mg 114.:11 Is 4.1. months, all-
pioxiniately tilt pie cent was wises
1.1 01 (rem eleneeting carnets, with
the rest diverted from regolar
pies, and height :,/.1 hr, rietiording
te a recent sui‘,..iy made by the
iii 411114111
In the territery lying south of St
Lines, Centralia. III, and Evans‘!!!.
liel , and east of the MIS:411,
Itl‘t 1, the ti 1:11 express miry
Ii eight rates plan includes 500 triLl
111•111!: III 1111' (Mt f11:11 1111.111,'
1'1.'0;10 SIIIPMent- •
• ' ..ted for distances up ti.
NEW RAILS FOR THE
11.i.Lsons I LNISAL SYsTi
The Illooirs Sy,.tern ;...
begun laying 43 track miles Id 1111V
112-pound steel rails in several
places on the railroad in llluieu
and Kentucky. It is expected tha
It e eialt will he II Ill
the first of September at an esti
mated expenditur e nr $425,000 for
laber and material
Delivery has started on orders
recently placed with the Minor,
steel company and the Inland steel
company for 7,600 tens of thus rail
Its Illinois new rail will be laid as
billews• Five miles in the Chicage
Terminal between Homewood and
Matteson; nine miles between Loda
and Ludlow; 4 2-2 miles each way
freni Thawville; I mile between
Tamaroa and DuQuoin; three miles
Sete vim Buffalo Hart and Barclay
2 1-2 miles at Torotito; 4 miles be
tween Zanesville and Shop Creek
3 miles between Binney and Al.
hambra.
In Kentucky Ii miles will he laid
between Rives, Tenn. and Fulton
rr.
COLDS
scro•owa
NAUIALCALA
Ph•onseti•
Sclatio
111.1torlas
Period*
PAIN'
•••1•••••••
Or Do
Gas on Stomach
and
Sour Stomach
maks? you
Miserable?
• Ton much fowl, nr the
weeng kind of food, too
..J
much anoking, too Ir1t1C 'leer, make your body (ivcr-arad Then youhave distress alter eating. as on stomach.
hvorOpurii, 'Imo stomach
ALIC.1 - SELTZER these troublespromptly. effectively, harmlessly
Use AIkti-Seir:er for Headache. Colds, Fatigue,
"Mornmq After Feeling," Muscular, Sciatic and
Ithei,Milne Patna.
Alka-Seitzer makes a sparkling "Aldine drink. As
It contains on rinalgesie (Acetyl-Sale-slate) it first
relieves the pain of everyday aliments and then by
restoring the alkaline balance currecta the emus*
when due to excess acid.
Alka-Seltzer ta:.tes 111:e cari:mated mineral spring
water—works like rringlc. Contains no dangerou0drugs....does nut depress the heart....ts not laxative.
Get e drink et your Drug Store Sods Fountain. Keep a pecker, 1111
your home medicine cabinet.
Dissatisfaction with one's lot
a desirable thIng if it leads to at:
intelesent effort toward improve-
ment, but it is an unfortunate thing
if it merely creates unhappines
o'er a situation (or which no effort
is to be made or can be made for
its correction.
We ran across a man yesterday
who did not blame the government
the banking interests or circlet' I
stances for his failure to succeed as I
well as be thought he should, lie
admitted it was his own fault.
and KEEP COOL
SUNNY DIP POOL
CON''. of Fresh W ater in our pooh '4 s.t us and see
how fresh and inviting the water is. Spectators are eispecialy in
yawl. We have added a Sandwich Departioent and every one ;.
invited to come and enjoy them selves at F'ultin's Coolest Spot,
LIFE GUARDS ON DUTY AI.1, THE TIME.
1 TO Cp YEARS-19c
7 TO 18 YEARS—Fpc
Di AND OVER-2:Pc
Reduction on Swimming Tick-
ets, Special Prices to Swim-
mug Parties.
FORD V•8 SALES
CLIMB
 
TO NEW HIGH
7 months' Ford V-8 sales surpass all-year 1934 sale-s1
701011•10Mr" vot\
$WIrrj`
%111
IT'S EASY TO BUY A
FORD THESE DAYS
Yau may not need a cent of
cash to drive a new Ford V-S4
into your own earazre tomor-
row ... Almost any 1932, 1931
or 1934 areemobile will ma -.e
the whole tiown-payment. Old-
er cars will far toward
covering down-eayment.
Ford prices are so low that
all Ford modeli are easy to
buy and the 1935 Ford costs
less to "in than any Fo-d car
ever built..
'495
endow Detroot
4,-,,,o75 grim p
tyt dimp b....opera
aro", is:• • r 1.••••
1.'1.1 1.'1,011% 01 I .1 i r sal
• r'oiwiwoop
is•41 Ford Fisidmr• Fifa&
DEARBORN. Mich., August 1 ... Official
ric,,r(hs of Ford V-8 cars and trucks,
bought in this country since the first of
Jaruary this year, show that on July
tiOrty-tir-t,,ales for the first seven months
ef this year exceeded Ford sales for all of
the ycar I.;:11 112 months).
S net the time of the introduction of the
ward pligine in 1932, Ford has re-
mained rh, only manufacturer in the low.-
priced ee',1 offering this superior type of
reever-e;.int A brief study of automo-
Isle price lists today shows that you can
buy s compleely equipped Ford V-8 car
for one-ivarter the pike of the ric.r1
ear with a V-S engine.
In addition, this year, Ford added to the
lexury-tyee performance of the V-S en-
gine the luxury of a new kind of "Comfort
Zone" .ide. The engine was moved 8'2
lnehes forward ... sprinirs were made
longer and softer ... bask seat as well As
front seat passengers were seated betty., a
the springs, away from the axles—liter-
'n the "comfort zone" of tho car,
liatest immediately this 1935 Ford car
became America's favorite.
And now, with only seven months
pessed of 1935. Ford retai`. sales have sur-
passed the sales for all of 1934, which, in
th.i,- turn, marked a great increase over
Ford sale, s in 1933.
Ford lead in sales
becausc they also lead
IN EXTRA VALUES
• Si horeeponer, S-rylinder en-
gine with the economy of a "four."
• 1?.1-inelt 3aringha.te for ridirt7
1 1 2-ineh oheelluve for handling ease
• Front seat 501 J inchei4 aide ... Aniple
• If you don't know
V-8 performance
at firsthand—and
if you haven't
tried the Ford V-8
ComfortZone ride
DON'T YOU THINK
IT'S ABOUT TIME
YOU DID?
You r nearest lord
fielder lie glad to
put a ear at .soor dis-
posal .for .N1)11 tfl find
mit what a Ford I -8
trill do at first hand.
4
luexace space provided in all models at no
r‘tra ene.t.
• 111-steel hoody added into one pieee.
• Ric new braise. with 1 2-irirk drupe• and
mete braking surface per pound of enr
%eight than any other ear rind:v. $1095.
• 5400 s lfi-inch tire*.
• `;afet, Glass all around.
All Ford V-8 body-types have
the extra features listed above
AT NO EXTRA COST
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS!
DN TI1F. ERF.D WARING %ND IIIS PENNSTI VkNIkNg—IVERN .11 i (if %OM k 11140.01CASTING SYSTEM
agar
Share-the Wealth MeaNtir•
Is Passed by the Hams,
vlitLEN'Ill.Y mitts fiom all sides
and nowhere defended wills ru-
stiest:Ism. the Prealdent's new share-
the wenIth tag bill nevertheless WW1
put through the house
beentiee of the great
administration major-
ity, and also because
th• Cotivesstmin are
tired out anti eager to
go home. Represent•
ative Treadway, Re-
publican, of ?.I ii tool-
Clittsetts, niaile a last
effort a g ii !nit the
measure with a rests
lution to send It back
to committee, hut tine
was easily defeated.
As passed by the house, the bill is
not quite what the President asked
for. Briefly summarised, It itirteariea
ta‘e• on !MIR- lila:it incomes over Vs's
OOP, sole:Mutes it graduated (sweet*"
allots income his for 11m present flat
levy, pets new eases iii hilierltiances
and gifts in addition to these nirently
borne by estates and gifts. Imposes
new taasse of 5 to 20 per cent on "ex-
cess" profits of corisorations.
It Is designed to raise revenue eeti-
mated at between $254Itisas4e111 snit
$270,000,000. Its warmest frIentlit
couldn't explain how ties would do
touch in the way of bringing about
what the President calls "wider dis-
tribution of wealth," or in the way of
balancing the budget.
The measure was handed on to the
senate with dubieus prospects. It was
expected the senate !inane,. committee
would study it for ainnit a week. and
1[1 Cie meanwhile the conservative Be-
publicans and not a few ilemoerats
were preparing to tight It. Senator
W. W. Barbour of New Jersey, Repub-
lican. fired an opening gun with a
statement In which he said: "Votes.
and votes alone, are the objective of
this half-baked measure."
Iseelarins, the !-!!! "liaa no relation
to making income meet outgo, but Is
Intended to aecomplish some weird
social objective," Bartseur mitt:sled:
"What this hill actually attempts Is
to climb upon that hard-ridden steed,
'Share-the-Wealth." and rate hint away
while the demagogues who have
pressed him sorely In the past are look-
ing 1,4 the other direction.
"The bill should be laid away until
the nest session of congress when the
budget for the ensuing year will be
presented. Then. In the light of care-
fully appropriated federal moneys, we
can determine how much revenue will
be needed to operate.
"Taxes can be levied deliberately as
a true revenue measure. Any other
program is not good business and is
not good government."
One change made by the house
tgainst the President's wishes involved
corporations' gifts to charities. Mr.
Roosevelt was firmly against letting
laerporations deduct from their taxable
Income any gifts to charity. Just as
firmly the house voted to let them
deduct up to 5 per cent of their In-
comes.
O'Mahoney Has a Scheme to
Revive Objectives of NRA
as,r(liT to be dismayed by the death
of NRA, Senator J. C. O'Nla-
honey of Wyoming thinks the ohjec-
Uses of that contraption, high labor
Standard's and fair competition, can be
realized. and for that purpose he lute
drawn up a measure for the reetilation
• nll national commerce by licensing
bus ness.
The senator, who Is a lawyer. care-
ftuly the phrase "interstate
commerce." Ile proisosed to define
"coninierce among the states" In the
!angst:lee of the lead.ng deeSsiiins of
the Supreme court.
Japanese Emperor "Insulted"
Bp an American Caricature
NPANF.SE cons'iler their emperor a
sacred personage, and consequently
there was deep resentment In the Island
emelre when a'anity Fair, an Ameri-
can magazine, prime'
a es:teatime of Iliro-
Auto. That issue of
the magazine was
banned In Japan tw-
enties. the picture tens
-considered luau:tine
to the hips 1Pit• Im-
perial house and If
circulated In Japan
might disturb public
peace." More than
that. Ambseine',: Ill-
mei Saito Interrupted
his vacation In New
Ensland and hurried to ‘Vashington to
prepare a report on the nffair sind re-
eels@ Instrnetlima from Tokyo. There
WAS sincerest nty as to whether he would
make a formal protest or merely take
U 11 011P m itter d.rectly with the magic
thsVe e‘ St.. ii' department strokes:owl
Wild Japanese off. has realized th it
the American government hail no cies
trot over the press. hut cable ills
patches said Japanese newspapers crit
hose(' titter itufe our inteln./1
faenture to see that "such intligneita'
leer, not mil.; sled.
Tho dtaisatt bets also reported that
at .00
itisW
r Assails'?
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By Edwar*
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Pickard
:knit:my Asks Punishment
I,r Attackers on the* Bremen7%mil r a I'li•.rmit.it,:".Y; Io. m i:'1.1:tit'Utiinllli31 iiltilt 110:1ek .a0t eon.G  1
he liner Bremen In the port of Nes
fork tied( the form of a request that
he offender's tat puntalied lint asked
'or no aitology. Acting Seeretary of
State Willinm Phillips, in lila rept!
landed to the lierman charge d'Afs
'hire's Ise Rudolf I either, told briefly
lie efforts of the New York pollee to
guard the vosael and 19 ettbdue the
awls and pointed out that a 
 of
simper liaise
San. nal hour
those who took hurt In the attitekthe is home and foreign °Mee Pere arrested. The Germain note Mild
otticiris characterixed the caricature as ,he Im-Ident eimalltuled an Insult to
"terrible." It 'showed the emperor pull-
ing au old fashioned jlerikeha iii whites
repotted the Nobel peace prize.
Frank l'rowninshield, editor of Van-
ity Fair, said this cariesture, like the
ninny others run In the magazine, Was
U11.1111t to '10 merely jocose.
Huge Sum Is Allotted for
American Business Census
NEA It EY $8,000,000-$7,144.4100, to
be etact-bas been allotted Irons
the work relief Notts by Prenitient
Itoorevelt for a census of American
butdoensi. The cenaus bureau aaked
nittl received thle otter It hail been
*Hefted 12%1,000 tor i [limey of rettill
Arrinatiy.
lit his ',nese eteiterentas President
Roosevelt declined to comment tin the
iffoir. Asked about the protest of
!ea organizations against the Hee-
nan government's religious attitude,
Pcsaitient intimated that the ad
sulnistratioren view witi fully eapressed
sy Mr. Phillips' reply In which he es•
sreemeti ionirsiliy for 1111y0111/ who was
tented rellgiollx liberty.
Goebbels Insists on War
)n AU "Enemies" of Nazidom
'N• 111'ITIISTANDIS41 warning. byhr. Weimar and Whet
tette liermatia, some of the Nazi lead
Ar)., wat s 144- faii
Diqi
NAIIONAL TOPICS INTERNIETEO
'4 WifflimeStudatt
NATIONAL PRESS BLOC
W ash! ngt on. - Preplatent Itameeivelt
bag settle,' a controversy by this sins-
ele espedient of
Settle trnusferring two men
Controversy fruit,, r,'sluuuistsliul.'
ilIum. In the 'hrgin
Islands to Mier In %Vaehltigtori Ile
hits taken Paul Pearson from the
poet of civil govern... of the Y'irgin
islands and has made lilin assistant di-
rector of hemming in the Interior do
partment and ban transterred Federal
Director Judge T. IVelilier Wilson from
big post in the ',Omuta to the fetters°
parole board here In 11'11.410111,0mi.
Each matt ban aceepted his new /111-
110011117111.111 111111 III so fiur 1111 a entrent
trade. 'rite teleintetzt work is to ern insist on teething to further es centroverey Is concerned, the book
start on January 2. ,aeeorilltig to the 
tree as tio. war or Is closed.gin at once, anal lite canvas% will
official atminincettient, It Will cover i 
J"N 111"I I It Will he revelled that tievernor
Cer instanee, Patti Jut' l'earaon and Jails.. %Vilson Mug havebusinese activities with the eaception opt, tieehbels, mini* been lit heeds over Virgin leland
agrieulture and manitfacturIng in. ter of propaeanda. It nffairs. 'the battle was hitter. Itdustriem, and will furnish inform it iii, aMI.1.0ell at Ussett an came to n tivail it tilt Paul Votes,
of Imporestme to the federal ;so. • e netnised drasitle ste evecittive tissistaut to the gm ernorment, to businems arid te labor " I 's. Hon against all and • fernier Washington corre•heldquartera it- Ill be In Plallailel; • eittles" a the Nall sponitent, ri•sistied I Is job anti cameThe alto of the ceesits, the otitis:Oa state- Jews. Catholics hawk here with it ling full of eltarges
said. "Is to secure baste information the foretell press ane se:al:1st big former elder. The Valise
relating to the number of operatins the Stallssin war set- alleeations ranged all the way from
units, entplo)ment, pay rolls, receipts
Paul G eebeels
eren lie predict's.' minor chstrg•as of poor judgment to
and other busitiesis data for nil hued- ints... important de gross' accusatheia. siii•ceoiloel Inpeas enterprises." I yelopitients' getting • senate committee havestign-
Neeesserily, the C401101114 will give l• Sillqu'esshin of the Colleen,. presp; than ant : it was at that time that the
temporary employment to at largo num. and intensineation of the Nazi cam Pearson-Wilmon feud flare,' sit openly
ber of cativaseere paign against All 1.11111olle 11141t 11111•111111,1r1111011 1111111:11,1 here were
Rester.' IS Toga-ell, hem' of the ye. of the third relell. drneged In anti the %Mole scope of
settlement administration, asked for 2. Nationwide dissolution of tie dilleretielot nlred.
• secouti 11110tment to develop anon). • Si:11011*qmduteth., lauuih ww„irawn from 3. An "Metal ban in near future or
marriages between .1.•%‘s and .yry.insthin. Ile wanted ler eight
tracts In ',even stews. stet eatittinted : tioslibels linked closely toe foreigr
that their development as
Pr• e;Zeulti:I t.ireht. 
,h
suffei ssr-i4,1 thefishing us ma,! camping preserve,' would
pat iencearre:fg" a
mutt' 01
provide 6,731 piles lasting from 15 to the Jews with the
let days. Th.., projects are In MI- during the hist two years." he said
111/104, 111/11/1•01, 511%,11.00111111, "T1111 nip foreign press take tip tlit
New York, Georgia and Connecticut. defense ef the ileos protra 1110•reljl
J11114111'01 1111,111,1I1,11:11i•Ill."
League Delays Settlement
of Italo-Ethiopian Quarrel Death of Frederick Gillette,
minister for Leatztie of Nation's Jae 
Former Speaker of the HouseA NTlit 'NY El tEN. British
II. slits repfairs, as eseeetlitisly busy In Genesa r resented alassiteleisetts In the house
trying to timid a say to at cut war for many for six veers wat.
lictWeen Hai)/ • nil 'meeker, and thereafter served as Unit
Ethlellia. II e was ed States senator, tiled In Springtiehi
aided and abetted by Manes alt the age of eighty-three. Able
Premier Laval of dignified ti nil it courtei,11s, Mr.
"'ramie an ti together Gillett was highly P11111.1.11/141 by his tel
they evoised a plan low Ciingressniwri, whateeer their party
for procedure by the aftiliatkin. In his town he W/1,
lea gilt' council which kitt.on as a petite-mu who 811111 little
appeared promising, a• ' 'I did much.
until It wits conimunl- Frank Ii. Hitchcock. publialier of tit(
tatted to Premier Miss- Daily Citizen Of Tueson, eue
Bohol. Then Ilaron combed to pneumonia nfter severe
Moist. Italian dude' miantlis 1!1 health. Prominent Ir
gate, atilltielICVli the Republican mtrty politics all his ma
Eden-Laval formula lure life, Mr. Ilitelicts-k nettiagee
was "entirely unacielit able." 1lLmever. '1' a ft's Presidential campaign In ItsiS,
taupe was not abandoned tor there eas Math before and after the con ven tint
• chance that modifications could be and was postmaster getteral in tia
made that would satisfy the demands , l'aft cabinet. For yeses lie was ac
of the Italians. tIvely Interested ii, the progress 01
The league council finally, In a brief aviation.
public session, set aSitle de-
mand for inonediate acti..n and agree‘l
to undertake a general ..1,1111i1..C.,,i1
of the whole tuatter a month In 11.e.
It provided for resumption of arle-
tratiou of the clash at Ualual. stipu-
lating that the arbitrators should not
attempt to pass on the ownership of
the territory on which the clash 00-
curred-witich is the root of the rehtt-
ter.
*file arbitrators nauet finish their
svork or abandon It hut re September
I. The two disputaiiis are to report
the result to the coui.cil by Septetn-
ben 4,
Emperor Haile Selassie met Ms
chieftains its cell:tell at .addis
and they toils him it might be now too
taste to prevent war for their ems cut
thousands of fighters were eager for
hostilities to Ii, gin an" could hardly
be rest To intuit. The eniper.ir. how
ever, sought to hold the chiefs bask
it A
Anthony
Edon
DritiSh Parliament Gives
India a New GOeerement
Secretary Swanson Tells
Plans for New Naval Bases
WANtill prebahly nave anothet
cause tor complaint tigainst the
Cnited States. Secretar) of the Navy
Swatieon has atinentioell that strongly
fortintel naval Motes
sill be establish's! In
the Pacific 4ef.:111 1111-
.1 
.1.
II. •1
!..1:', of
I ii•.i iin
'•••• resiin el the
s • \•••1.1'.••ii Ile
'tat the navy
g.t c.o.-lit-
e:atom to l'a• fortita•atam probli•tnik
and that Impetus hail been gi‘en ti
the study since Japan's abrogation of
the naval treaties.
The necessity for *adequate hases in
the Pacific is as ile111.1/411'.110.0,1 forcibly
Sec'y Swanson
GREATER freedoto for the :15tilallt. last May during the animal fleet nia•000 inhabitants of India uuder a otT hint ill and the Alemian
new form of government is prot 141:Inils. According to repisrls. fht
by the India hill finally enucted by hay)* high c"1"In'in't in a rePort of the
lessons learned In the exereisee strong-
ly recommended an Aleutian islantla
base.
The United States naval bases are
few and far betseen as against these
the ltritish parliament and approved hy
the king. The measure was the bulk•
lest ever passes' by parlisment, and
its preparation took eight )ears.
The law sets up an all-India fetter-
•tett parliameue linked with eleven i.f Japan and Great Itrenin, which tie
British Indies *Wes with their own along the principal courrues of English
subisslinate legislatures aid such ea- and Japanese, traffic lines.
Hee stat-si as decide te tsetse in it ----
,separates. Vs:ma and Assam from India Law Is Enacted That Insuresan-' gives them also • large measure of
111e;:' government. Pronotion for Many Officers
Pensions of Spanish War
Veterans Are Now Restoredp.ssm.y. of bite to re.1„., „144.!
▪ ts10,000 of Spanish war veteratns'
pensions WS' completed it hen the tom
Ate aceepted the leaner meatier.' the
only opposing vote being cast by Sen-
ator ilastItual of I uelae are. Thie 'lupi-
nes the serious adjustments made by
the Preeitlent for the purpose iit 'seen-
telly to carry otit tne party pledge of •
redaction of at least 'S5 per ient ui the
cest of eibuluistiat10.1 01 the teitetal
goYer01114•11.
evaimisepellassier"
Cil\I;RESS hag missed and the Pres.itlent has alerted • bill which as-
sures promelon in the near future for
about :0100 Rimy officers. It sweeter-
reef the ,,,,,, et of eorenesetaned
officers 114•1oW 1111. gristle of colonel and
takes effect September I.
The act incretteen the windier of
eolonels hy I ist, the lianilwr of liee'em
ant colonels by i1414, and the number
of major.' by Stel. More than 1,1100
second lieutenants will be advanced
Immediately ti' the rank of first lieu-
tenant and 1.711:1 II rat lieutenants will
liecsame catataine In alt. 4.91s °Main
will receive leamediate koreetothel
. NO
As a matter of fart there is everv
reasi n to believe that this ernor Pear
son eras far from is successful ever,
the in the islands, lie frequentli
Ilrolllt1.11 11'1. Ire of natives and,
ciarilleg to testimony mliblemi by the
senate investigation, hail very little tn
show for the stima of money he W(-
10'11111'01 In attempting tia giie the Vir-
gin 1.1:01‘101 ii 111•W 11.110.0. Oil life. All
„f the information tends to estahli.h
that the Island.' continue to lee "an
effectual poorhouse" just nut President
I loot er described them on the recen-
sion of a visit during his term as
Chief Executive.
• WASHINGTON. D.C.
time the islands halve been under
United Sinters rule, there lane been a
dire need for a plan of government
suited to theme people, I.Inela year con•
gnosis hes been appropriating Ilion -
Panda of dollars for th• lotland gtivern-
Ment and each year there has been
miserably little In the eity of Improve-
ment to show for thcite fameim.
Almost as frequently as congreme Mem
appropriated money 14 has tondo
01•111:10* 111 the ailinifilstrtitIon meth-
ods ilt 11!11. there. There has never
been • long term itrogram initi out HMI
there ham becii nothing whaisoevOr
11011P IIIIONIng the eympathy or p 11411
called ilitelleetital people Ili its. 0.1.11111
Iii be for those dostitrodilion inasmit4
that populate the Virgin Isla:ohs
All or till.. it se, ot. to mo, phown
Iii,' e-eftit lived tor careful ,'uibushhi'uui-
tiutll of that situation. It seems to 1111.
equally apparent that RR long PR con-
gress keeps meddling in fend its long los
politicittne Haim the mainland are sent
there purely tut • political basis it"
ill continue ti. have a pack of trouble
bundled up In those islanils,
Seteral aittempts have been made to
work out ii governmental eystein seorth
while but the politician,' are not among
thaitee who will let plums est.:tie.. It is
certain, therefore, that the Pearson
%%Ahem Ickes-lv (linen battle ro)al Is art
outeropping of a hai nmounte to •
festering sore In Artierhati govern
mental policy.
• • •
If coneress continue.: Itt 0,,..1.01111:1,1
.11t:11,1 I., it Ii 111 How Ilia(
Long Session
It may rim to Sep-
t. tither 1, It it Ill have
Severe Strain i"'"11 In h.'
ilais, IWO
weeks longer than the tutelage of the
eta-called 11/114 1.040,011/W4 cotigre•s.
Prior to adoption 1/f 1111. "1411110. 01111'k"
111111.11.11111.111 tiwa with St.04-
1.10114 Of 10•/ig111, the shorter
110WW•ii/1104 of comiress atiout
170 davs. The hewer term" were
around '..!171 daye before final adjourn-
ment wee taken. 'rho,. the current
seeteset stands in q far eay to be
among the list of hardy sessions.But Governor Pearson hail his elm-
porters In the administration. All tif whieh Is hy way of sasine
among these wise Secretary Ithea that the current Kessler' of congress
W11001P department Is respetisible fair has worn down its members both
administration of the ishimis. Jost physically and Mentally to an extent
why Mr. tekee has been soentlinsiastie quite 1111111011111. I s‘tts talking a few
about Governor Pearson'n regime is days azia with a veteran senator. a
not fully disclosed in any eviiienee man alio has seined almiett 25 years
Lucre except that the Interior secretary in the upper house of rut itgregg. It, is
has certain ideas shout social reform knoon ne a physically strong in Ii-
that sonic mikind critlea refer to as vidual and ustially lasts very wen
mire sosiallam which Giivertior Pear- through the ark that piles lip beton.
son had !wen nnetieitine to Impone senators and representivee. I Inquire I
mean the Island Intl:thieves. Cliivernor of him concerning the general health
Pearson has expentle.1 sive suites of of congress and his reply ells:
l'WA hut ruts In the Islands; in his efforts 
"I regret to say we are jost a bunch
to carry out the Ickes pregram of ref- or debilitated „id r„,.n. incapable of
ormation. It seem... however, that the doing the job that is eivpectPt1 of us
schemes aere nua as practical ns they anil every„ne is hoping against hoj..
might have been and so tr/i llije started that we can live through this work awl
In s rather extensive fashion.
The President stayed nutside of
the row until In the course of the
senate inquiry Senator Tydings. a
Maryland Democrat anal usually an
anti itooeeeelt Democrat, received a
letter cream Mr. Ickes. Mr. hikes ac-
cused the investigating chairman with
having whitevaasheil a witness whose
testimony was all anti 'ekes and mill-
Pearson. The eenator flared up in a
big way at that letter. His reply Is
likely to become it claesie In °Metal
this heat."
AS ru resnit of that ennverstaion the
thought came to nue that here was an
answer to the oft repeated declaration
that Members of congress fail to earn
their salaries of $10,000 per year. I
have observed congressilinal proyeeil-
nags almost a peons et years and it is
my mature conviction tliat few time:
in that period has caingress failed to
earn Its salt.
• • •
There le another reason why con-
correspondence. lie elid not mince sm,m,1 r,„t enn, 
ilut
his words. After voicing his genera , long and shined net
conception of the attitmle exhibited lo Vilften So!orts tie carried on in the
Mr. Ickes int] accusing him of st-
Hen. Senator Tydiniss Informed the in• One condition nearly alwava has oh
Are Tired Ii‘leinesittlisiir.,0,11.reiatstinei
fnicratempting to Interfere in the Invest's'''.
letter secretary that lie may as We!l
attempt to ran the Department of the
Interior and let the senator,, run the
senate, lie used just about those
wortle.
That was the signal for Mr. 'tense.
?Pit to take a hand. It W911 easy to be 11P1111/. With resistance low, the
see Oaf R few outbursts of that kind average reecator or representative is
and Mr. Itliett might line.. found him- unable to fight off legislation which he
self In a splendid position to reelen knows to be had with the same spire
Cr, m the cabinet. Si, the President that occontivanied his activities earlier
got the (entities into his office, singly In the session. Likewise, he is unable
of course, nd when these conferences to battle as suceesernily as before for
legislation W 111(11 lie knows to be good.
This condition opens the way for
a revival of lobbies. They are back
In Washington In numbers now despite
the disclosures being made by the two
• • • conga-es:4one] committeee that are In-
restIrntint the lol•!iies that oilers:fel to
defeat, tenrdorarily at least. the legis-
lation killing utility holding earn-
pante tIne would have assumed
justly with the Investigations under
any after the utility leseisladon was
Damenl that lobbyists and self-serving
representatiees would have been
frightened •wly from Washington.
Such was not the case. They are here
in such nu misers thnt Ramie etagere era
bellete Mr. Roosevelt hag mode a mis-
take in demanding that congretke stay
until it hal emected the share-the
wenithias bill and ihe legislation
%Meta will prohibit lawsnite !teatime
the government for tintlingeg resultim
tir-va reline:whin of the promise to in%
were over the senate investleatlett into
the Virgin Island situation was sus-
pended for two weeks. The transfer
of Governor Pearson and Judge NVilsoo
resulted.
Otte might properiy inquire why all
of this agitation has ocenrred about
the V:rgin island&
They are ninny hnn-
shreds of miltee from
Washington. They lie
In the Cirilibean Sell. mi.-Aeratev out
of the usual pathaay of ships: they
are Populated by shout 21:.11110
viduels. ti.' per cent a a horn are
negroce and may generally he de-
scribed PS a '-hackeard" Mare.
They nett' hate some twittery eel
naval %aim.. That has never been
fully demonstrated Nit the fact re-
Inning :hes lira possessions of the
United staies anii if our government Is
Whit the
Agitation?
tO be their Ia.:, •i‘r. It is responsible
ernment bends to itav them In goldfor a Sane ailialtilstratain of their N1r. Visa...sett Is insisting on thee,'affairs.
It,. still eet them It,,, InThe W ishingten fight may have lumiul opinion of meta) antholitiee he stilt tisIts start In the islands, but it e fair chance els's of keil"er seerhas progressed beyond that point and other iesisintion a hleh he may sotis a domestic battle now. It is safe want.
ts Say ghat Ike 13 iears, whirls to tbs • Waiters Nswiassoor 1.00410••
Mined near the close et a 10141 14.0,1
Sion. AS 111e 1111y0t 11V, pers, n.
with axes to grind Hint inditidital lit
tereets to serve have a any 1,!I digging
up questionable bills that theretotore
hail lit`eli slile-trackeel and aseilmed to
BRISBANE
THIS WEEK
Munsolini Waiting?
Golti in !minion
Nlatcli This, Mr. Swope
Two Itittairlant Iminan twinge rel.,
brated their birthday's recently. Henry
Ford Watt neventy-
tame. If yon liaW
itins going upstairs
two steps at •
lime end illealled
lila age, you would
may, at moat, fifty-
the.
Niunsollni Inas just
celebrated Ills lifty-
see I b. thilny.
Vim ataxy spend a
prafitable t hre•
minutes contra/01ns
those Iwo leaders
of men in your
imnglientiores rye.
Ilenry l'oril lots
made millions of people independent
of the law of gra%Itittlim.
Illstory ti-Ill tell esaetlY what Will.
Penni ham dii111., 11101 test lies Ili the
future.
r011eer NrIsba
The London Times .111,1 unieoreal
Sertlei.1,1111ii111110* N elfish bet ktssett Et hl-
opiates and itallaina, lilt Ethiopians and
40 killed, a oitream eopplying
the Italian camp three.' In a new di-
reetion said the itallane eompelleil to
rut reat.
"Route " hi,,, no Infermation" on
this Incident.
Nlessollni, who knows that
war reloaulii only good news, Is
waltlio; to relit something such as:
"Alr bombardment or A,1,11,4 line
Inflicted selft retributbm for the kill-
trig of 40 Italians."
Italy has Slune5n1.on0 in gob! etereel
in and Can't 1:0 It, Wit)" ean-
net Italy get that gold? lementel says
to Italy, "11lien 3,011 pay the money
you borrowed in the war, 'oil can have
yetir gold."
Mons tare practical. 111ein they
lent Money to Italy they said. "Send
along your gold: not that ee ipiee
tion yolir honor, but las at more for-
ty:1111y."
bad this simple tnireted eaionrry
didn't think of that villain it shipped
sin.emuulano,oun niiread. Peri:ape vve
shall think iif it next tone, more prob-
ably not.
The General Eleetrie company lens
tieleloped. etrli•ally. it temporatore
of 13,iwiti degrees F.ihrenhelt, an-
nounced n4 -hotter than the. sunes
Wino degrees."
But 9.11110 Is only the suri's external
temperatore.
Go to sante allstanee into the stin's
interior, where Hoene lire thriesibg
off electrons to supply Its and other
pinnets with hest Joel Relit, an 1 you
would find a temperature of 4u14551,-
notts100 degrees centigrade. When will
Gerard Swope deselip that tempera-
ture artificially?
Thornan E. chosen to fight
racketeering in New To7k, says In a
bronitinst:
"The criminal underworld plays no
favorites. It prep( on the public. on
Industry s'sd on Weir alike Organ-
ised labor has been orIP of Its most
recent and most tragic victims. NI:any
originally honost and sonnil labor
unions hate been slowly but reirely
Infected with the virus of organized
crime. Today certain corruptive lead-
er. operat,. as avtertionists both upon
Industry and upon meniliers of their
own unlona.
An intelligent group of motorlats
announce a "safe drivel,: campaign for
Alleest." nreing 11rivers to
consider safety, particularly in their
own cars.
l'he safest thine would he to losnd
tens of th.Otsamis of cars now run-
nine to the junk pile, get reVC cars
and live Ioneer. Modern tires give
miraculous mileage, butt often ttmy
liak "good for ten thelisand nnies
more" when they have reached the
danger point.
In Inieoslaila yeare ago Alexan
der Bmtar, now wog in Nlitiminteilial.
N1:nn., killed a friend In a light. %Visit-
ing to make amend',. he offered to
marry the w iliaw. Thu ft until ii riot he
done. Ile has envied $1:S.000. work-
ing In mines, and now offer. the
money to the t went y -two-year old
daughter of the man he killed. glue
Is poor and w.II accept.
Atonement ily payment Is almost Si
old as murder. There are still coun-
tries in which crime may be paid for
is cash, the anioulat depending u$
the rank of the person murdered.
---
George, former king of On.ece wIll
take the crown if 00 per cent of
Greeks vote In his favor, lie thinks
It) per cent enough. Once crowned.
George might be surprised to find
what 40 per vent of Greets conk! do.
George Bernard Shaw. In a dispatch
to Editor Waiter ilowey, remarks that
both Irish and Jews are not easy to
deal with when ihey are eteeotneeee-
able. That applies also to Greeks.
The Itrit,sh forkedis !ligament of
arm% frem Englanil to Alley %.1111/1, AIM)
shipment!' trent Engintel to Italy A 11-
notsti. the emperor of Ethiopia .1.-
(11111°4 10 proside Speeoil 1:11111'11N tor
the itri11,1, ! ,, at s 
l'he British vi seed their own guards.
T's's Save • Wi1) of Volec ''"a tildr
aua,pttals
AIN, Foul ••• tiunlicate. laW%%NV &woos.
1
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;Ordinarily, alien Itte Benin Ill; .r
band- an ,I l's matt Instilution sleets
Inelioled a to. lie iisir old snore 11111111
mer aunt is mower or sitty-
sisyso, or soloing r 111:.11t, "111111, niso.
'rho ciuou, MI I hoe." and 'wipe led
wIt h preper solemnity Into "Sly Coun-
try. "jet of Theis" old Shad Finney
'oohed sit old Nile Fletik isul said.
.1%a its jaws, finished. ins I e. We 1,41
ter get along." Anil Nth. siil,l,ig on
Ilia plias would nod lila head iii grave
acc.ird.
But this wog no erdinary hand eon
cell night III .1 lily. The telegraph olier•
aloe Albert Sy hall lot tall the
Information that the expres4 w:14 go-
t11 slop ,it the Heron River depot
evet11111.:. It '1%111 not only going
Iii slow IttiWti 114 1%lim It's %tont to droll
en' the hemming mall and to ;match
tip the outgoing, but It was going in
come to a definite stanilatill. To let off
a 1.:1.11teri t:t.r. ,%1Itt ii liii II:11111'f relitl Itt
1..10)4 NI:1)11:11%1 TIlliet4 alsolit the
sheeting, 01er 11 g21011111111.: table In 1'111.
sago, ut ietilleman Jim 
--
Ilentiontin Jim who Mill owned half
4.f lite tirenoble iii, fancily called
Ygdrasil ty is fa .y olfe new long
dead: and who had it ilausliter s Is
must how be nineteen or toelity? A !-
bort Slimes, tieing a Illats of honer In
his profession, hadn't said that there
hail been ss wire to Soplironla
.litit•ft married 'Oster, photo ilitra
daughter, stating t!...; she aam1.1 arrive
its Ihu.' 1.%1'11111:: train. Rut Tillie Fink,
of the telephone Whet., hail eilIttleletl-
tIously listened In while Albert hail
contestal the message is l'hrellie Mil-
lard tit elght .seloek that morning. So
that It bail heist unnecessary for Ai.
bert Syr11.-4 10 betray lila trust.
Another Interesting angle In the sit-
nation wan that Roddy %%Albin!, rt.-p-
iton sit Sti1ihr1111111. hall mysteriously ills•
appeared In his toir yesterday. "Just a
little trip," 'toddy hail said. In view
of the fact that Elsbeth Kink. the
postmistress Anil sister of Tillie. knew
that four letter.; had been placed in
11./.1.1s 'a rural mall box during the
past ten days, all In the Sallie femi-
nine handorlting, Ow circumstances
were intrigeing
All in all. conditions certainly war-
ranted a change of procedure on the
part of those two old cronies, Shad
Finney and NII.4 Elevik. They stamped
heartily esough upon the when, of
"Ilall. flail." but after that they
giant-tot at their %%Aches. And imme-
diately tilos*. OIllera Who possessml
watches drew them suit from snug
ittocketa, looked at them, gai%e a
thonghtful wInd to the stems and re-
placed them.
There villa a general movement
too aril the depot, a block away, lier0sg
from the lumber yard. Eighteen or
twenty grown persons and a scatter-
ing of children.
"tryout s'pose Phronle'll he here?"
Shall whisperel to Nils. ""l'aint like-
ly she'll send Jason to nmet her. The
looks II' tiihiii enough to scare the old
Nick !"
Nlis shrugged. -She could Is vorse."
hue remarketl. "Vase yost KO good so
his to- udder Roderick."
Stunt spied Ieuke Meth:ink standing
amid four tor five men on the depot
ratform. I woke - -whose real mime will
Earl-aas bareheaded as atilt
his naming tail hair, shaven el.,se
al..nt the cars and neek, could have
beetl !well it Illiarter 11111e attay.
Itilke a as tall, narrow shouldered,
tubular. Ilia body suggested a leneth
51stlit:11. Ills tunniilit, etell In suns
:mos Pere alaays pude. were ciitertal
with red freckles and as-re clammy
to the toilets Ile font a loud. almost
Incessant Inugh ii huh peculiarly
des ..I.1 of mirth and meaning. Its. suit
an only Soli. 1111t1 litet1 With los 'Is,
er on a shanddes of a farm fain:hog
Heron Itivt.r. Since farming had be-
come imprefitable. .lesa Melbank and
her son supplied homehrew tOthis'
neighborhood and tr. III!. Ca in 1.4.I'S
hut' hikes tO the north at luenty•tive
cents a gears Jess. In coloring is
pear...1 to nave been the inspiration sit
Poke. She %%its NV 10'01111, Ils,Me‘er.
v,as 1•111Z, 21101 041 113.1 eler
Seen her in any thing but is his-1,
%%rapper held together by a 111:111.5
leather belt with a huge tither Imekle
Iii front.
Soli111 after Shad Pinney tont Nita
i'levik lust goltied the slops of the
...Forum, Jess Niellatiik could seen
%s addling lora:nal iroln the sitailimed
ssiseno. end 
..f it. 'flit. view's; beim:
oppleashe, Jeaa carried I bilge palm
fit is is idyls alio waved (tester-0,1,41y
mamma the said anti flabby expanse or
her. She monk wills audible relief ileoti
1110.11 11 1001111 nitaliod the .1..pot is ill,
atilt some illation... trout ths group isr
Ilis't is los poirosouousi.1 her sett Itilke.
Shad and NI1.4 ii ith rertalit fecling
of diatom... It must be admitted, edged
nearer the group.
The two ii1.1 inen may not 1121Ve 1114.11
'Welling Is/ 1110 sows-too..., or olio.
Nielhatik -those Ottorlitletol is, 10111r111
Med by him own soldiers and gull:tam
that It took tin alert ear to gather
111..1r mewling. They may not have
been listening, evactly --beeatire they
acre nice old nien, not given to 11
busy interest In scandal. Itilt they
coillil, neverthelesit, not help overhear•
itig.
Sotne weeks mm, (bike MV110111k, 011
lila thirty fourth birthday, had iliscov•
ereil Anil Chicago, Neal Bur-
CVMM, editor of the ileron Riser Sen-
tinel, hail eatImatisl, would never tie
the same :walls Inike had read the
twos item lit first with it slightly sour
1ook, 111..•211114P N1'11 r1011411/er...1 11111141.1r
11110VP everybody In the comity except
Iii,' Willorde. Rut whistever Neil's in-
tent Mel been, It %%al momething to
11:1%,. pair name In the paper, and at
length the clipping nestled In !hike's
vest I... .kid. tilimg with certain photo-
graphs he hail got from it traveling
nein is ho bail been itt ['ranee,
lEverv body In lieron Ills sr knew, by
now, a hat had happened ins I Mlif.'n
skit 4 but tonight wag an
oceasion which called for the retelling
of the event.,
'rim was in the Grenotilea' Suit,
wasn't you, Inike?" sienebody prompted.
-Thu.y don't call it it 'suit.'" I /like
ilisslosed loftily. "They call It an
'apartment.' Yon het yolir piinkitis I
wait Iii It. I W0111.1111 '11' III, nei-
ther, except I met oh' Jim hisself in a
Spellk easy, and 1 cell.o right home
with him, belt,' from his bome town.
Ile atts worried like, and he 11111111
Sertll to know I was along. l'here was
a gang to ide place, all right, toll right!
Slat, boy! Maybe I didn't smile like it
wombat fox after or eight o'
them drInka they give me! And then"
-Duke drew himself up tind hooked
his Mendel into his gieon 111111 orange
striped suspender.; -"in elle comeR!
Silsur plabillitia. by hickory! 'they was
liii playin' roulelte-you know, Ilhe
.1,,.y play titer Is CaleSs Point.' lie
paused HMI ltiekell lila el.,:llrette heti
the Miter air. II,
 knew roulette. These
hicks who hadn't e%en been at Slate's
Point probably thought it was; Mimi
noes. "Up gets this guy from the table
and she goes nith hitn into another
room and shutit the door! She never
even seen me. 1Vouldn't 'a' known me.
anshow. Somebody says it's her, so
1 know. I got up pretty soon and goes
lool "pent; the door, casy like. Anil
there she is with her book to me and
!lila guy betolin' over her like he's
gonna kiss her!" Doke croaked joy
misty, his head thrown back High the
relish of reminiscence.
Semebody prodded film. -Here conies
Phrotile iVillard. 'hike! Shut up!"
Nils Ultolk mid Shad Finney
glatieed ansleualy sit Sophroula its
she passed them. They hoped she friii
not overlie:tr.! any of Ittike.st talk, for
they sere law abiding citizens, and
tutil it distaste for public violence.
But Sieibrones 1Villard, straight and
strong as a pine. and as aweinspirins
as one, Ignored Duke Slelhank's little
group ilist lant'll a Ma JP it le tree
might Igto.re the is hisperings of scrub
growth in a forest.
so:du-mile had hail since eight o'clock
this morning to prepare for her meet-
ing With her brother's daughter. Anna
-"Sil‘er." her mother had frivol...1413
(-alley) her. liecanae sut tha pallor of her
hair and soshis.., a was wastone
the aeoarator In the milk Meet.. when
lasoil loot shouted to her that she was
o sit..1 on lite teiephone.
Alhert Sy Ines, the telegraph opera
tor. had the telegram to her. Ile
hail said 1 rst, clearine hia throat: -I
Ita‘e load flews for you, Nira. Willard."
IliroMe had shilit. "Ito on, go On. Man !
Read It." -1 heti Albert bad priic.....1.41
;sit!' the Illt'S,212Ze: "AN attorney to
v our brother James Cremes.. I iesoinie
the 11111111111 411113 ;worming that
t'iMe brother Wt111 a IratallY is
thia itto-ilitg by 0110 I...wla Raw sm.
Itowitim killed by police is,, he woo
trying make lila ...wino. Your Illeett
Silver Ilrenoble will orrive ileron
Ills sr tonight's Intim Taloa cure of
her. Ilubbard."
Silvio...lila lui,I made no outcry. She
hail given Albert Si ms's is curt "'timid'
you." 'Flom NM. hail 111.111011 herself sill
Ihe chair the telephone and had
looked up at 11, there ill the wall, for
a long Javon Iuus,I stood near tiv,
fuediling wills 11 Oct e, of harness'_ or
sionething eh.. forgot Just villas Iler
1') UN 110.1 1110101 10 hi I us 410WIr, ;10.1 it
•isooe.1 to her tiiiiidenly that this step
s.,ssui or h.q.., islet more hutichlinelost
thsti She could a.... that 'Mitsui
etesssososs sir bolo, mot lb -its ;won't-
log from behind the line of Ids SIMM
pa W MOOrnrill, 11.4.1. eyes
--like the 1111/1 of it dog that had been
• sou.n and begged to be removed
front Its milli.
'Jim lee dead, •he told him, 1IN Ithe
1'11-iligiilil itpgti:11 him that the clock needed
Jason turned the hilt of leather about
In bin powerful liandt-liatels that
soul.] betel it horsealme Waldo out
without trouble.
"Ibis r be asked. Illa vole(' WIN
1111,1sy /111.1 Pat 11N wind !noting over
taIi grass. "Ilow did lie (Ile?"
"Ile was %hid."
"It would be • gtonhler shot him,"
Ji141111 /01111, nnil his glance fell.
"I guess," Phronle said. "IliS daiusts.
ter Is comina on tordatit's train. It
IA AM Jim 'a lawyer telgrapheil."
-Too hod Roddy isn't here," Jason
said laboriously. 'Ile coold meet her,
l'hronle."
The angry rest Sprang Into Sophro-
nla'a ch....km. "You're good enough to
meet her, Jionin," idle wild slia-ply.
"You're g 1 enough to meet nnybotly,
and ileti't 3111 think different!"
Jasen smiled with greet gentleness,
as though it were Phronle who was in-
formed. 
-You know 1 ain't," he sald.
-
Volf‘e got to drive in."
"All right, Jame," ..11.; replied, to
have It done with. 'New l'%e got to
finish the. separator."
The Matting metal of the sepnratnr
matte whirilog bei.ire her eyes.
Jim-Gentleman Jun! lier only broth-
er, younger than herself -tianitaiene
arid wild n4 their grandfather hail
been. Not made for thin land their
grandfather had homesteaded on,
thongh. tsiing off the deep en.I when
lila wife. Attila Egatrottl, that lOtely
• 118.1 died withost making yolir
leave! Jim had gone nisaY then,
ienvIna her, Sophronia, In possession
of half flak farm that had belonged
to their father and their grandfather
-leaving her with the reaponsibility
of the entire tarn], his own hair as
well aa hers! Golog nff after his wIre's
death. with hit's sevemyear-iiiii daugh-
ter, are though the earth had NW all..vre.1
Boon 11(1. '.V lust hall there been for
Sophrottla to it.. best to ruin nra Roderick
Willard, the whiewer on a farm in the
next county? She hail deeded her
share of the land to him b.
-ranee he
hail had the money to work :•-and Its
hatl tillilt thla hest' h011-e oil the ridge
not mere than a stone's throw above
the little old place In which the
Ilretieblea hail the for three genera
lions, In which Silver Crenoldo his I
been born and Anna Egstrom hind died.
Roilerli4c haul been kind.
Soldironla tool loved hinsithe suppiesed
so far as she knew arishhing of love
Awl his two sons. In their early 'teens
then, had responded to her mothering
hail nftectionately aceepted her. But
Roderlek, vide) had sold his own farm
hefere hia marriage to Sophronia, bad
wanted to secure complete possession of
thellrenoble fano. Jim tlremoble. for
some romantic reasen, mot rvirouud 4,,
sell hia tu.ction, arid although Roderick
and lila sons had worked It through all
the years. It had never beeome
land, anil Ro, lerick. aging moss had
paased his reaelitment on to his son.
yowl.: It...lily.
Two sears after her marriage to
Willard, Is hell her tom.sons
%%ere ill 11101 Sehool at Heron Riser,
Sophronia had had her first news of
Jim. Ile and Siker is ore In Alaska.
Ann did not say what he Wag 11.1itla
hitt Silt er was heing looke...1 after In
it .con vent school.
Next sear Jim was in Nevada. And
later In Steven. Mining. fie said. 111%
112111glIter was also fit Niexico, In the
rare of wine, and was learriltia Span
isti auil (Sermon and Fronds Sophronia,
remembering the fair child of S1`11`1).
W110 N/14 so neich like that dreamy,
foreign mother of hera. wondered.
Soplironla Wrote Jim then that her
husband, Itoder:ek IN'Illard, wanted to
aci you ever meet a gangster's moil?
You never met one like Siker. Daughter of a gambler, she gave
her heart-anti more-to the big shot of a Chicago "mob." Yet,
something new, more exciting and more important, 61. discov.
ere(' in the s ind-swept beauty of the Dakota prairies.
But-
"To think." she cried, "to think that when the rc.il tiling came,
011 11
it ilarl to be is- ruing. too!"
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buy him muuit. lint Jun hail Nome stool
mental altiiehment for the pia..... 111.
11,11. of lila is his' Anna, is buss hail /lilted
It Yeilraell. That word, in INI11110
'II !:e.iii.1"11..;.:1',.11.1"k I l'7.1111.rili.? :1.'11:111 11111:11;.!"..1
111 fr1.111 a Ills. Ohl 1;r1.1..1.10
'they couldn't budge .1 lin. II'- re
fused to mill. %%lay Ohl he sant to
histig 011 1.1 11 tilr111 that he never meant
his vialt egiiiii? Ile W21.1 I:111111111111g for it
Ilil uug. Soyhentita is- till glItoise.1
that, even thoogit Neat Visdier, who
had run Into him 111 N.-13.111. 110.111t
1.1.00;:111 11.'W, Nick. 11111 1114 Wire
A111.21 had cut 1111.41 her IS:dread
sailly woman! Soplirmila
,,„uitl,r?uulbe,%Awn Ow
thoeglit of A 1111a. WM!, WM) Innin!,
losed her t :she 11:1•1 10'11111' tot spring
rain.
Anil atoll would flit. daughter
hers be like? sephrotita wondered
Product of emtventa
(..f all things and .1 Itti raked a Prea-
byterian!) and boarding school., from
Nom.) to Nicaragua --daughter of a
fairy mother silo hail died ill IsentY•
eight, nisi 11 father nuoider than Ids
iiatt graltdrather, who would lay bete
with the !nista 11/1 to the color or tns
busk hair- allot would the daughter
be like? She tool been hem on this
farm, It wits true. but %%amid alie
member ;anything of It that was nano
and mound?
Plifonle had gone on washing the
separator. She atruggleil to thrust
book her 1111.111orles of Jim. to recall
only '114 Illitalrnesa, his selfishness.
'hit It wax no good, Is 
--ti him!
hitn! Why couldn't he have come
bails 'nod mice? She hail In- heeled him
thrietali the potato patch In hit go.
cart wheii he wan • )ear ol,l, HMI ha I
been apanked for It afteroarde. She,
tits. sears tila senior, ilail taught him
to play niumblety seg and to skin
slippery elm. And he hadn't conic
bask.
Now this young Anna Crenolde-
Silser. Phronle etnetele.' alth a sniff
-a...11.1 probably aell her share sit tho
land Immediately to one of those von-
cerns In the city that pas to*Ing itts
tieetiona around fer a pittance,
egaiiist the time %% hen the land would
Is. worth something usain. Silver
Grenoble would lia‘e rot 11.1e for a
dreary PlIdlence on a northern farm,
where taxes were a nislitmare that
con:ineed through the day, through
every hour of merciless toll. No douht
Jiff% hail lett her well provided for.
and It aituld mean only the turn of a
wrist, pen in hatid, for her to diaptiae
of a negligible lin perty.
To young Roddy, twentysieven now,
with agricultural college behind him,
it would be a stageering blow. Ile liii
never given up hope of one day owning
the entire farm.
It woe like Roddy that yeaterilay he
ahould haVe cone tiff to Itallatityne In
his car, Raying only th it he had to gum.
Then She Had Seated Herself or
the Chair Beside the Telephone.
S"Ithrenla haul her own tl--i as ts
is by he hail gone, hut sh. lb not
prem. 111•1 e01111111.11CP. She 1!, •:1 un-
easily of the letters that h.. I o • .• 1-;
him from Itallantyne In the ...-T
or Mn, and of his niggard',
of their conterita. It ii i nil roslet
Ito anyone that the itallatityne bank
had failed that summer, ton that Co
finite Nleader. the president's daughter.
should be writing SO persistently to
Roddy SVIIIiirti %vas a curious 111111g.
A :Pw smuntera ago, when the girl
was a house guest at a cottlee on
Twin Veer hike, to the nerth, she had
driven over and !vent the afternoon
HI the fart:sand Soplironia had learned
then who It wit, that hail beeome
Reality's ideal et collese. She WW1 •
vivacious creature, l'hrenie recalled,
%ery smartly dressed, with surly brown
hair and brown eyes that hail a way
of widening Innoeently up at Roddy-
:I way that hail made I'lironie grimly
sick while *he ...talked through the
I irnyard showing the youna thing
from the city how old "Stiimpy." the
hen with one foot, was rearing a brood
at turkey chlsks Corinne had pouted
prettily over her own ignorance con-
writing all farm lore, and Reddy.
tickled, !minis-mit, had laughed.
Sophronla would never forget her own
effort :41 serve the girl fetal tea In the
slit.nst room. She would never forget
how l'orIntle's 11.1% 1121.1 r011110.1 Oser
the pima.. scanning the floors, the
wails. 111P 111r111111rP. And Itiatily hail
sat there holding a gloats and strug-
gling to his hands took email.
The neichbora did not know %sheen
Itielily hail gone, It Was Inst a. Neil
They talked too not, h tie; thov.
rr() lfA CONIIMS1.1/1
WitegriMieIMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNAHONAL
BEGGAR'S $25,000 "JOKE*
whie-p-a-t-rutsizeti Rita de
:Ulla,S i„erlial beggar sitid Seller of
CHOOL Lesson 
UN D AY eggs in the marketie Of 1.,oti•111, of.
he 
elt
r sus -: My "y grea test Joke
wii, be titter I die." l'hey titled to
Sender allot the meant.
Now they ktu,ua , fur 11111. 111...1
biller fitly She has left $1.!..,otio to
▪ charity tonne where she toted to4
it, ill v VITZW I I It„\I.., malei„ i...• .1 It,
is Vkr 
'010, I WO.
Lesson for August 18
.44()N TEXT-huk• le -i5.12: John11-17:14
TEXT-Je•iis Invert Martha,
•nd her 'luster, and Lazarus --Johnti 5
PRIMARY T111'11'-• Homo JesusLoVril
aostirtt Tolote-A Itom• Jesus %fla-tted
uvrp:utstrituu ATM AND Si-NI' It TOP-IC-How l'an I Help •t Itnine?
P1'1.1.. AND A1 ,11,T TOP-IC-A lloni• That Attra, is Jesus.
Tu.. Meson montolltee designated
Storable Ila a Mime woke:. That al''
WW1 a lists,,'-, tier Is to be conceded,
hut to view thla leteson only In that
light is to mists its %Ifni poInt, for
l'hriml's teachings liere are
proirrlute to male and female, In the
tootle. elites., shop, schoolroom, farm
PVC.
I. Jesus Revealing to Martha Her
Supremo Need (1.tike Ill its 12).
I. JMOin WM1.01116-0 Into her home (•.
351). Though Jeans had no home or
tint own, to. eouitst eons, two nos home
St any time and throw riff the re-
atraints Incident to public ministry.
lett N bleNNel1 thing it would be If
all homes were open to receive Jests&
2. Mary Pitting /It .TPNI1S1' reel (v.
Mo, white. this suit Martha's home.
Mnry Reigned to have 11%ed with her.
Mary had it peculiar spiritual insight
whieh prompted her to sit at Jes1111.
feet and Oaten tin him words. The real
place to hear Jesus' Wor.151 IR "at hie
feet." Let 110 ssne 1111212111P that Mary
did not rerid,r any twrrice, for the lit-
tle wor:I Rolle:Item that she had
been serving with Martha.
3. Martha's complaint (v. 40). She
Was so bent on giroviiling a rood meal
for Jean* that she %vita on the verse
of illatraction. Iler many atommed
duties MO no got on her nerve.. that
she not only found fault with Mary,
hut t. V en cenaured Jesuit for allowing
Mary to sit at his feet while (Un(on.
%vas being finished. She even essuirnied
the slit hority to eon-mound Joules to
send Mary hack to beta her. The sure
way to serve 141(1101a 111StrartIon la to
first mit at Jesioe feet and listen to
his wordy.
4. „Irmo.' reply Ivy. 41, 42).
a. Its rebuked Martha (v. 41). This
tadatke he administered moat tenderly,
for he knew that Martha loved him
sincerely. l'inise who are /supremely
occupied with Jesus are anxious for
nothing (Phil. 4:6).
b. Ile defended Mary (•. 42). In
this defense he declared that there was
but tine thing needful and that Mary
had chosen that goi.d part which cool.i
not be taken frtun her. Those who
chetew this go d part cannot he robbed
of it by frienita, foots or circumstance's.
II. A Revelation of Christ's Love
(John 11:1-311),
I. The sickness of Litz:trim (vv. 1. 2).
F.ten thins' who are In close fellow-
ship with the Lord are not Immune
froni sickness. Sorrow comes even to
the homes where Jesus Is loved.
2. Martha and Mary send for Jesus
(v 3). Because they had come to
know Jesus as more than a mere man
they instInethely turned to him when
this shadow fel, across their home.
3. Jesus' arrange delay (vv. 4-6).
They sent for Jesus becaose he loved
Lazarus. They said. "Ile whom thou
Invest Is nick." Jesus abode In the
same place because he loved Lazarus
and his sisters (v. 5). Thla mystery
Is to he explained by the fact that
Jesus was divine and knew all things.
4. .lemts goes to the Bethany home
Ivy. 7-17). Ills mission in gang into
this home was twofold: to miniater to
the. PI•tters and brother and to
strenctiien the faith of the diaciples
(s-v. 11-1u).
5. Jesus teaching Martha (vv. 15-27).
As tie was nearing the village, Niartha
met him with a complaint because of
hia delay. Ile ignored tier complaint
and taught her concerning the resur-
rection and the life.
at. "Thy brother 'shall rise ae.aln" (w.
23). Ile Is saying these words to ev-
ery sorrowing mister, brothes. wife,
husband, child, and parent_
Is. "I am the resurrection, and the
ilfe" (vv. SS, 211). Ile Is the souirce of
life, and all who are joined to him by
• living faith are In sun vital fellow-
ship as to be 1111/010,1Pil loy bodily
change.
6. Jesaus weeping with Mary (yr.
28-3.-). In response to the Master's
NI:iry fel! at his feet, uttering the
name words used t.y Martha. hut, no
douht. In a different tone of coif* and
attitude. Iler worths were responded
to with tears. "Testis wept."
III. Jesus Raising Lazarus (vv. 13$-
44J -
Ills great sympathy now exprrssed
iheelf in tonwrnatural power. Sym-
pathy would he ralueless without this
connection with divine power.
Music
Moab-, like n trite coin, ring* heat nn
the domestic hearthstone. The es
pence of It no more belongs to the con-
cert room than -reverently let It he
said-doe% religion te the church. It
moat need.% Is an everyday matter, en-
terina the hearts and home., or the ne..
plc, otherwise Its true functions remain
unfulfilled
Repeatancel
Repentanee I.
 a goilleax end The
preserver of (hose- who have erred.-
Julian,
sell eggs and beg for free soup.
BOYS! GIRLS!
road the Ilrape Nuts ail it, another
solimin of this paper arid learn how
si Join the !dray Dean Whiners mud
win vaiiiiible tress 11rIZPN.-Adv.
Or Try To
The !IMO atilt thinks tits world
snyv 111111 N I11•114 Is going to take
S out of you,
END FRECKLES AND
BLA IPIEAD$ /elf
• ht4PPN.7°1"g
No matter bow and . com-
plexion: no mas.sr how 'ed ami
coarsened hy Iola and wind, ismitnols
Cream, tested an-i trusted for over a gen-
eration, will whiten, clear and smooth
your skin to new beauty quirkesceasiesi
way. Just apply twilight; no massaging,
no rubbing; Nal-hoots begins its beauto
fying work whit* you sleep. Then you
see day-by-day IrtiprOVenterit, antih your
cemplexion is all you long for; creamy
white, satin-snick:tit, lovely. No chum
pointzneroa; no Jong waiting; money
Irek guarantor. Get. • large box of
NATM:NOLA Cream at your favorite
billet r- -7:ter r-r by mad. postpaid, only
-h NOT-A. Itox 13th. Parr& Tenn.
MAKE THEM HAPPY
Oise bottle of 'DEAD SHOT' Dr,
Peery's Vermsfuge will save you
money, time, anxiety, and restore
the health of your children in case
of Worms or Tapeworm.
pr.Psery's.DEAD SHOT' Vermeing•
'.0.• • 1...111• droirgiFt• orWr hi • to., ;SO t•nld 5,4, 35.1. CItti•
Quick, Pleasant
Successful Elimination
Is.t's be frank-there's only ons
way for your body to rid itself of
the waste material that causes acid-
ity, gas, headaches, bloated feelings
and a dozen other discomfort&
Your Intestines must function and
the way to make them move quii-k-
ly, pleasantly, auccessfully, without
griping or harsh irritants is to chew
a Mlinesia \Veer thoroughly, in tic-
cordance with directions on the byte
tie or tin, then swallow.
Milnesla Wafers, pure milk of
magnesia in tablet form. each equiv-
alent to a tablespoon of liquid milk
of magnesia, correct acidity, bad
breath, flatulence, at their source,
and enable you to base the quick.
pleasant, finceessful elimination ao
necessary to abundant health.
Milnesia Wafers come In bottle'
at 3.-ic and 60c or in convenient tins
at 20e. Reeimmended by thousands
of physician& All good druggists
carry them. Start using these pleas-
ant tasting effective wafers today.
• Wintersmith's Tonic
Not oey el* old re'. • rerood7 for
MALARIA'
of 's -rms. Ed
A Good General Tonic
••...m,:ates the erpeate
sued he:rt restore the strength.
USED FOR 65 YEARS
Pm' NT' -1' :IS AS
RidYourself of
Kidney Poitons
Do you suffer burning, scanty ngtoo Ire11101111yrolet1011; backache,
heed-ache, dizziness, swollen feet and
grades? Are you tired, narrows-1W
all unstrung and don't know whit is
won?
Then give scone thowols 13 vase
kidneys. Be sure they functizn prow-
ly, For lunchonal kidney chsordei pet's
min attest "taste to slay in Me blood,
and to poison and upset dor whole
system.
Use Dosn's Pills. Doen's are for the
kidneys only. They are reconsniended
use werid over. You can get the nen-
sine, tinteetevtad Dosn's at 801/ dna
store.
DOAN'S PILLS
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Business and Professional Directory of Fulton
Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
Best Battery Service In Town
imlard Oil Products. hues .i.1,t
Greasing and Servicing
Huddleston Service Station
23 Years of Service to Back Us
Ilome Portraiture Kodak Finishing
ommercial Photograph
PHONE 693
GARDNER'S STUDIO
 AMP
FARMERS & CREAM SELLERS
Highest Market Price, Paid for
Your Cream and Produce
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED
H. A. HICKS & COMPANY
MEARS ST. BACK OF LAKE ST. FULTON, K1 .
Your Laundry Does It Best
just Phone 14
For a Driver
PARISIAN LAUNDERERS - CLEANERS
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
EAT AT
LOWE'S CAFE
TWO IAX:ATIONS: FULTON AND PADUCAH
DAY AND NICHT SERVICE
FURNITURE AND ANTIQUES
REPAIRING CAREFULLY DONE
PHONE •ti
L. G. WALTERS
ON THE HILL
411 MAIN ST. I I.1%1
BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
l'rompt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 .AND 322
Jewelry, Watch and Clock Repairing
Done Right—It :•tays Right
All Work Guaranteed
SAM DeMYER
At Cole's Studio. Lake St.. Fulton, Ky.
LET US INSTALL
A Hot Water heating System In Your home
Or Business
Plumbing 11Ork of All Kinds
PHONE 412
F. S. STOVER PLUMBING-HEATING
210 CHURCH ST. FULTON.
Mouse Throws Flier
Into Dizzy Spiral
4:ninbler. 4 1111.. jiikesiiii lis
tong hate been vont that is
tiny Moline call any wiiiiiuu
but Donald I. 4;i el •I e, 11);lig
istriietor 111 111.1.11., la
not laughing at any mouse jiikem
I 10 has a reason. Ile was 0111g
WIIII 'Wheel Held. student pilot,
when aitlitntt lie grabbed the vow
trols, threw Ile. aliip Into a fast
spiral and landed in is ji y. Leap
Mg out of ilie lilt knit, he madly
loosened a leg his dying suit
Out jumped -II moose!
ENGINEER TO TRY
AGAIN FOR FORTUNE
Undaunted by Kidnaping, He
Plans Another Hunt.
11.04 .1notles.—.5 treasure limit for a
fortufie lii Spanish till flis. jewels, gold
and silver—caviled In the wilds of Nilot-
ic° n• early not 177 I--wam pianists! by
Louis Vremmak. California engineer,
who recently was raasi turd from Nlex•
lean bandits
Undaunted by the III fortune that
befell him on his first expedition.
Vrodo.sak was negothititig with the
biellean government for is•rtaiisslum to
explore eaves in to de..ulate mountain
region where he chints the treasure Is
hidden.
nave documents whleh ,,how that
thousands of gold ii tad Over liars and
triangular gol , this were 1.11ried by
Spaniards to 14,544' (II 1.11 1 from laixading
bunitit gangs," he maid.
While the engineer till not reveal
the Joe:tiny of the purported bawled
treasure, he said he found landmark*
listed In the documents during his first
trip Into the territory.
"We found a waterfall described In
the documents, a rock !Milted like a
soldier and other significant landmarks,
but the caVe apparulitly has been cov-
ered by landsl.ules." he explained.
"When we go down there agaln will
excii.ate and bin con‘inced we'll flnd
the treasure."
Vrenusak said he obtained the docit•
mond,. !rutin a descendant of one of the Dad Wins Hs Daughter
It spec ified the tinder may keep all "ex- C 
by Ice Cream-Pickle Dietawn who burled the treasure and that
cept jewels and bible Jewelry.' which tee hiesago.--In regard to piekles and
u'rc:um for girls of six—
must be turned over to the church of
Cololan. 
Mrs. Mary tiowey %Vow!:
jose Navarota, the engineer's Mexican I 
"My ex husband has etiAtio,fr of IL.
att(prtiey. and Mary McKenney, 'ores one day a week. On Sundays
woman partner. whit negotiated for hill!
1.1"1"I ; Ile takes her out and at her wit
pickles and lee cream. 1 want hit'
release from the Niellean bandit. Juan kept from „wing
1'illareal. are working with him on re•
sumptlon of the treasure taunt. 
The ex-husband. ‘Villiam Cott ey
"When I return an il find the for. 
..1737 Wallen avenue:
thitores likes them."
tune," he said. "I will be through with iiiitge Rudolph Desort:
tie.isilre hunting forever." 
"There's an old creilii that pickles
and ice cream are hail for ehildren.
t I 0,,t
III Police Station
Steibeurne i heel' pre...mein v4.111
Witted II redInerY -In the 11 818•
iii81 Its. If. After they haul !wen Kent
1111011,1'l 1.11 011 It wit, 411meovered
ilia( lit.' conlm. lxiii actirtes and two
Itair, iir trousers Were in1.4/4111g.
Searehod In the new Jill the prom
erly %%Is Iniund 111 the 1 11 111 111 1 111 1111 1 1 13 of
1114. 1 1 1 1.11 1 1 11.11
INSANE FISHERMEN
EATEN BY SHARKS
Shipwreck Victims on Raft Are
Crazed by Heat.
Man Dies to Prevent
Killing Worst Enemy
New Tork.-11;ither than yield h. an
"obsession" to slay • man tie
for his wife's suicide and his ou 0 ruin,
Barry M. Confess, forty the. , 1 ,t1., a
prosperous merrhant. killed himself.
Sixteen months fog° his wife. Nell,
beautiful blond, took her life in Mia ;i,
Before he followed her to Iloath,
confess wrote to two frieeds saying:
"Please forgive me. I'll go insane
if I don't Ili) It I've haul at0,itis!auit
pounding in my head and uai..
1401;111g for six months the .
to k.II —. (Name ilideteit
"Nell would he alive if e
for him. Ile caused my ri.••
"I can't atand it
been suffering the t.i.• •-.:
The note was :.
(lotittierg, C y I-
Ailter. Boston matoitartiirin. I
notified after Confess %I;I,
a bullet In his heart. In a n.
II I'
'1 1.
Man Violates 5 Rules
Painting His Own Home
Alt loottoro. Mass.— Tele-;
luelleves that a man cit. • • t,
house without tieing dr 1.. ••• ,...t1
Dargis, an unemployed ji w .rt;
er, liegan to paint his 11,1— ho
department of labor tr, ! tu i..r
eitargeil Lim with five
rules regarding safety
,ft painting.
Judge Ralph -2. c•.•
--r
• 1
department and uleclin,1 
penIshment because tie ul•d!,'! Mid ahy
rules In any law books „,,,t
'wondered how any citizen vi .0. I
Stomach of Cow Holds
Eight-Pound Stone Ball
Pierre, S. l).—Ato eight and one-half-
potimi stone ball, musAsitrIng the size
of a human head, wits found In the
stomaill of Betsy. two-year-old e.iys
owned by IL I'. I '..oper, Mate enaployee.
Huth, state director of animal
husbandry, Pahl he believed 14111)11
atones were swallowed by the cow as it
;Plink water fr,,tii tie Bad river.
Fl 1 14:,.1 On' ,'t1 fishermen are re.
covering here after the terribli.
of spending .111 thiyM on a raft In the
South China seas.
They met out on is fishing expedition
from Cortioisa. but their ship 8115
wreeked io coral reef, and they had
to hifil.1 to raft and entrust thenisel%,
to the Sell
For ill (lava they drifted helplessly
Under a lila/log sun. They iii only
enough rive to la.1 Ilium hr IIVe du)s
1111d ne, fresh water at all
‘Veek a ft en passcil and still no
help came, 'they suffered tortures of
hunger mid thirst, until three or their
number went mad and Jumped over.
board. companions saw themn
devoured by sharks which relentlessly
shadowed the little craft.
%Viten It appeared eertaln they
would all die of thirst and they load
begun to drink sea wale:. rain fell
Finally, 1 Ill')' Struck land at Slim
Their clothes were In rag,. they were
practically a1:1 Lel 1 and c.nipletely
hangled. anti It was due only to the
wonderful nursing they received from
!Inlays that they eventually recov•
ereil
eediermen then left for Kitehing.
Sara tt I, is here the .111pals,144.
save them cl.dlies and provided them
with the money to buy losslige to
SI Igatiore.
F' riothere the bend,- survivorm
the ureek will be sent to I ..rttiesa.
understand It has been exploded. TM -
father's Interest In Iii, daughter Pro',
him a good father. I won't forbid 111111
to visit her."
Dolores:
"I'm hum:ry '."
Iler mother. smiling:
"Well, shall we get tier an
cream cone'!"
The judge;
"And a Pickle? Why notr
Dolores (with a piekle Ito one hand
and an ice cream cone in the other,
five minutes later) :
"I•tn mit mi"
With maternal and legal approvn
Dolores' father still call for her Surid.
and lake her umt for 14' flue tn.,re
anti lee cream. under an agreemei
into which the parents and Mr.,
attorney, 1' ,,I1 Pomeroy, entered.
Blaze in Sawdust Beds
Debts Firemen 22 fedi-
111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I', 11. - liii 1 1 1 411 1 1' 1 IA 14 it I -
xi hiCh fi been horning for '.."2 yea
and has defied efforts to extinguish
In 1913 the Standard Lumber
a million dollar industry, tilts co:
pletely destroyed by fire which rag,
sto.eral 1..i.ts on the Missi.isippi ri,,
front.
Since then. firemen fregoently
been tailed to the former site of 1
company to extingiiish dames void.
break out through the grolind.
I'ire officials said that the plaint tai
been hullt tn SalAIIIISt
came compressed volt!' the passage ,
years until they assima..ii a steel lit
consistency.
The fire reached these heds.
Prolied deep into them. There the .'-
liens smoldered. \\Atli atmosidite
eimilitions just right, the flames ui,
their way upward.
Hen Lays an Egg With
Five-Cent Piece Insid(
Athens. 1 '‘ • 1 1 1,1'
1 1 1 t hi* i ,. 111111.: on the
Athens C. • i,„ •
Whim 1 ' ; :ride s, to;.•
lt,• it 
,'.t,, Si
lie bad tat,,•ti t.. • in 11.4 1 1 1 1 1
his teeth n on 8 nickel
Ills teacher "et era' snider,'
vonehed hr thi, tot that the 811411 1.
1 ; •-••, "nrily bet.t) hri;ki •
Patronize Our Advertisers
INSURANCE PROTECTION
11'e have served this community for III ears with sound
tittileelioll I lake tare of Still
FALL & FALL, AGENTS
OUR METHODS OF CLEANING
Wash Suits are exiii the methods Prescrib,
I
By the Makers of Ito...4. Suits
WALKER CLEANERS
li 1S. WALKER. Prop Ii. IN I 'I ll
PAS
HEM-116
SAKE
r
AS WELL
AS YOURSELF
our teeth and your
children's teeth esamined
111(1 :Mended to NI )11 .
DR. L. V. BRADY,
DENTI•, I
WO Lake St. lOut,
ARCADE BEAUTY SHOPPE
T. B. Neel), Prop.
PHI E 59 FOR APPOINTMENTS
Three graduate beauticians to serve you. Permanents,
Marcels, Finger Wa‘es, Shampoos. Facials of all kinds.
Manicure.
WHEN DINING OUT
SMITHS NEW CAFE
Delicious home-((s.isc(1 mitt
Open Day and Nwht — Phone 172
P. T. JONES & SON
1/1:.‘1.1.:11S IN
PLUMBING AND SUPPLIES
\VEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELENioNt: 702 109 PLAIN S'1
QUALITY POPULAR PRICES
11.all Papers, Office Supplies
Ty pewriters For Sale or Rent
FULTON SUPPLY COMPANY
Phone 1.19
4=MMOK- 
LL PAPER - OFFICE ['PLIES
7tit Walnut St.
Unexcelled Wrecker Service
In time of trouble we are prepared to ser‘e you. and has
the finest wrecking equipment in West Kentucky
EXPERT REPAIRING, ACCESSORIES, PARTS
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
FORD DEALEItS
INSURANCE
proteet sonr home and propert s 21 hours of
day—the uinIs safe ii Its to be safe
I \SI IZI: \111.11 I'S NO,
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
every
111...01141111111111110111111111. • vorom.....
Ak111141141111AW•111W""."'"*" ."
""."•
- 1•181141110111•04411111ts 
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M % s• Y is women Is a mother
tholigh she hoe no cliihi.
Slarlielli vied.' hate matt
aged ii st.o..11 1111,1 104 41.1 11 ;
1 441114 1111 1111q11,
 
1i,111 5411.1f. Of good
nettertiltt that %hi, 4.11. 11 ammist resit
tool iiiiiiiiirthel eith mily 1 he cli ibis en
if her eustemers to come. I,
The Iii•t time she sessed for the
Nilling Petelcils. the Iiiihy Mel come
wet Yves three wi'vk. 11111.
NItirlielli and the maid, each prompt
eil by Iii,' urge of vlearlous 111,1111,4
1 I, fioll):111 titer Idin illsgracettillt
This thee he wits (enliven itaitillia
Ile hull de% 1'1111/1.1 1 elver 1.1414. eyes, set
low curls MI III. 11,•11.1 111111 II 111,11144.1.
wenitering neceptimee of Mt thet %is.
dem. for Mtn.
They I'll 11111 hen lieorele.
Anomie his tie s WW1 11 hilrg,1 1,141 erll 4
1,14.1)111111i that 1Ir. Pendell's mother luid
lust steel on. writing (lust when he was
St baby tleorgle's father hail hived Bilks
king et beasts and that till filthy Moe
gulliT'Illy 34,1'1111.1 1,1 entity him.
11 '1111re Pendell mow tei reason to
question either statement.
"Ity the looks of It, sleorgle's great
tome grandfullier tidelit have eene.1
It." she tel.! !thirtieth, regardleg the
jigell kite: et beast% with eettlit limq.,
tidily. "Itlit %t hen Pen tine Iiiiii...il it
It seetimil te lair up mm11..0111.4 trim.]
In him. Ile war elempiel aleorgle, It's
Jittii Juin" ,Xtel presented It to the
son es If It fir.' na enemy Reale. And
seitv Jest try te get It itwity from him."
Marbeth botched IIIIII she 4.)111/1 may
Il'hy tleorgle or any little hov hugged
him that way.
Ile %4 a. a Irette%Ident old fellow. If
I hreadbare.
Ills ears were large, flat tool floppy ;
his sIlly tnil wise either Bisset...I or
frit lel: Ms triiiik !motel with lie. ....r•
1.1. 1 miloodielness of that alwaye eta
dirating iipte•tolitte.: his fluted blanket
Wflf, still 1111110.111V fo,,1 HMI 44,4:641 y,IIII
tarnished gold braid.
Morbeth's quick eyes, trained iii visit
silize new garment% for Mil, lit lit the
posisIbilitleil 111111 .11W III 11 rill,,V;111.1
JI1111.111111.
l'Or Ills, pr. sent, 11111A,•4er, She would
say noth.rie
It would be tier surpriee and her 'twit
gif t It, 1,;••orgiP Itif• litIonili1P.
Slie 1141.1 so far across the city that
ellen she sewed for her patrons on
It.,' Nerth k.lile, she brought her little
ellitease HMI RIO 1.1 111011,4 1111111 1411.,
I0111 then' till .......,,, op.
It WW1 1111141114•1111114 lio,W to remember
that l4 . miler awey and a double fare
41301 way the precise sums ii of red
flannel mid renimmt of orange 'tentacle'
braid that wetild kterve for a new
hewilah lay awaiting %time such useful
Nerve... in the piece hag hanging tin
her bedneen (.14 ,set door.
Claire Pendell knew only that Mir
eeth hail iirgetit linsineme that called
her home that first night,
llowe% or, *ale was hack at work
promptly in the morning anti elm said
netliing uhout the long walk alie had
taken I.. save another carfare over to
it certain Wore railed the Bon Ton.
1,14,11 et Pilings. where she (.0111(1 get the
exact weight and color of thick, ele-
phant gray flaynel she deithed.
Net about how she had planned to
piece .lum Juni under hit front legs
and 1l VP 17 cents on another half yard
of geode.
Mrs. Pendell scam delighted with the
hien of having the elephant recovered.
'Flutt wit% g..o/l,
It 1,1141 these days to keep on the
right able of even such old patrene
as the Pete:ell family In all it.
braIlle111.4, and even though primarily
this gift et' love wits all fur seeirgie.
"I'll work on him after hours. eve-
bit.gs, sn It won't be 011le MR IIII1I
you're pitying for."
-N4,11.1,114,•' W115.0 y-4111 Insist on
pay Inc for all the rtiateri,W" sleorgie'e
mother patted :Thirtieth's ithouli.er.
"We'll start ben eght now. BrIng
him te mother. lieergie."
And before Marbeth could warn her,
Mr.. Pendell bad pii•ked up one of the
razor biailes Marbeth used for ripping
and slashed olY Juni Junee left ear
with If.
Bow a mother rout.) he so stupid.
thought Thirtieth.
4 :purge. scrennied.
A hideous, rasping; isereitm. or pro-
tt.,,t. or nmin11.111111.tit. Of sheer hor
rt,T.
-4;eorgiel'' Iii. neither coteld net
understilind what w:114 wrong.
Ile put one erns around Juni Juin
and held nut th.. other piteously for
the amputated ear. "Noailatioana-
net."
 
its tier.)11111,4 111fT*.uso.1 111 W,11-
11111", Beetle of perspiration appeared
under his tawny curie.
ills neither pulled .lion juin as firm-
ly from the other SAP. "1:corgje's
fiteirgiel No. no! I.et mother have
him. tVily, what's the matter with
you, tieorgier
"It's the ear." said Marbethi's voice
above the tumult.
"him iiiMst ear. Ile thInks you're
hurting Jinn
-311W'
'Bow stilly'. I'm not hurting !dm.
Crio-gle. n!nrii.,th., vfn r.: h.: 1;,.o„
tom n new ceat. Stop crying At
once,"
Si,' 'Meek Jum .Itim violently and
that shook fleorgie so that he toppled
over and sat down hard oti the sewing
room floor where he screamed limiter
stein ever
Chilre l'endell's one idea wax to have
1),•11er frifill II10/4i, ,111'4.11110,
She jerked Georgie up wharly by
ore arm M141 spanked him as he stood
esitchIng his breath for a fresh start.
"1Viiy, you're 111 1 ruble, ilisirgiet I
never maw him eel ma"
And 11,,sr Atm het lit 
.rl.t.'st s tam
snatch I the baby up and carried iilin
nerosa his the tionsery, cleellig the deer
with finality.
The No.1 6,1i111•4 111111 1'111.1,11ig agatins did
11 10 0'1,11111.11 Ili hl. 
.111;1111.41. 11151'
1144,1111111g No nit lei no mu
him
• • • • • • •
It ells .1 II III end Miitheth 11) I 111'
111 11h: tills' 111 11111 11,11,1 ,111.1 111111411111g
Juni 1iuii (ringed tall,
lir-dressed at the Billie clash
['cress the hull she heil at last basted
Jilm.I totem ear buck In place and at
the risk lif Mtn. Penilell's dittapprotill
111r411.11 1110 01,1411110 III
.1,1 OW 1•4 1'4,14.1, Ili., hi shy mt.piled
ens ing ill once and recelted Juni Jetti
will mem
runt Mi.. ilenoto red.
"I hate P. let him gel the upper
11111111 11‘i 1,1111g "
II 44;1. a relief le hese 11 1 111
toilet.
"Ibex Just a Imby," Slarlieth maid
"I1'14 11.1111) 1,1,114,r to work ill'ill111,1 1114•111
%him they're kei little."
.‘fler Ills dinner 1;1.111411s lull' gullii.
ii M11.1.11 Willi .111111.111111 .1111 III 11111 /11111i.
"11111 51114114•111',4 1„:1,1111: hi 111111:1. 111111
lImit II1,W i',611I 11,111,erforW," Ilk mother
earned him, "and you mustn't ery."
Nlailooli !ht.! 1, .•11 theirgle's 111,111 on
1111, 1141111111a 1101101;hut ttusit 11411,1
all right. She knew %mild be
no more scenes tomorrow.
Fer at midnight wheii the bowie elle
quiet find Georgic In a sound steep.
Nlarle•th shrle lido the nursco mitsui
. n010011,4 drew the elephant net ef
Ii.' halo 's rela 1111114
III her own room hurriedly and
competeetly ste. laid the 4.1.I 11,11.11.94 full
II pattern mi the new cloth, cut them
mit mid. eince pito. dared 11,4 lisp the
sewing misehlne. Net herself to the
long. I eillitiet task of bark ottitchiti;
mid felling OP OVA 111.1 I/)
Tipp chock iloW 110 Ain{ 011111141 I liree.
!tut Junk..lunt was dem. at last and
II emart, ktwank beast he was!
it Ill lieuign, 41111 1,1.114•Volf•III, hut
St 1111 /I well teetered elephant gray li1.10,
firm legit (Thirtieth had reinferceil them
eitit ekewera) and a gorge.. .is, "mate,
red and orange litaiiket %there
ladiem might ride.
She crept down the hall Imek Into
the nursery tied 'mated Juni Juni en
11111111elii.41 atop is titlti lit1,1,1100.t
%VIII! the tip of 111,4 1141W I rusuik 10114'11111g
I;vi,T141,•',4 Nrir e• ;pi
• • • • • • •
Ills 1,14.3,11,11 cry of surprise wakened
Nlarbeth in the morning out of her
heavy first slumber.
She heard hut, with a matisfaiiiiin
that was followed by a sharp twinge
of a etileg like teal...ley.
For It W.I. III's mother he 55.114 sill
111;.! -Ma 
.1,1111' Juni J 11111
London Smart Set Dances
in "The Morgue"
 Resort
"The .Moripie" Is the mine. of Lon
-
den's popular night chili, sale a rutt-
ed Preys corresilotillent.
III 1111 111 
 pliere of coffins, tenth-
stones. skulls, ghouls and "thitigs thatgo 'ttti slip Ii. fiw the antart folk
starlet. AWE tile small Miura of the
meriting.
The correct thine for vleltors to do
is to toast the skull's and c 
1011norons epitaph tor 111,,  Of the Nudi-
st 
 s,
lin the ground floor of the club Is
a pleasantly lit room cal1041 "Seventh
Beaten," with the usual tiny dance
litter and bored Jazz hotels that can be
seen in any night club anywhere. It,
the dark coittier is n dimly lit staircase
thut leads down tothe Morgue."
As the timid t Isitor deseends Ile Is
greeted with a Stall from twine hidden
siren that WiltI liiglut any self respect
log gilest to shame.
1111 every wall tlf 1114. long eerie r. situ
are painted graves and toutlistenes.
each sine I ..1.1ed "It. I. P.- 1 1,4:gm-el
proclaims the merits or demerits of
"the old toper" Illlego.1 1,, leirled
114•11,,;1111,
Iluiluitu of elittectiee. eel' bats th-
ing from 11116 and grtiewome pic-
tures of 1.4,11, ,4 torn friqn their grotee
arid lying naked OH MI • M1.1 Ilt•
work of one of the younger feel mod-
ern school of twist. It Is salil-ferm
the "mural" decimation.
A seers. lif black relfirec us ill. Imitn
that tiro, liattillee anil fittings Paleted
on their sides are the tables lit eldelli
II,.' gueete sit. A massive mauseletim
!sting with wreaths of evergreen la lit
rhie far entl. It hears a plate to the
effect that •E1/1111. aged Londoner "elm
hail  14 retested a drink" lies buried
bet. es-.
.‘1141 on n squire of polished floor.
beneath Imitation cobwebs and grin
fling skittle, society dances melt dawn
It' m lisle relayed from "Set ent
Heal en."
Vitality of Plant Lit*
The vitality of plant life is eliown
by it fig tree standing in a Jungle grown
over a military park near. the ancient
city of NItirshidithed, giant
cannon-17 feet In length. N feet In
eiremnferenee :mil e.glit tons In weleht
Is horizontally imbedded In its trunk.
'several feet from the ground. Appar-
ently. %%Altos% Grite•• Hatfield. Santa
Barbara. Calif.. In Collier's Weekly,
the tree niet the gun when growing
I'll and decided to take It along,
Young Quail Aro Active
Thp quill 1.4 one of Ibis' test' lank that
run 11,10n 1114 hatched. Ile can make
short flights when he Is a week old
The down on the chleke disappear.
when they nee about twelve week•
end iut,ttl then It 14, .1111‘.../ in , ,,,
to determine their ties. From the be.
ginning they •lettion.arate the Irulepen•I
vnee wii;•11 make them one of the moo
'might after came bird/ in the coon
try.
Illinois' Largest Latul Owner Busy on his Farm
1-1 AltrEllt 11111111 ut the Unlie/1 Miming 1 'Itatitneror 111(laiotIVII it 1,1111k1,1 toy 1•14•14,4).1..11, 1,44 11.
II 410110 111'1 ranch luu I 'untie Ida, mete 111 ili near
Itochkeiter, N V , awl le the lergeet hu..tltltluiat hind °emir
ho litioels Ill's 14811: NOM III 111111 111111, , 451 $1111,.), Is the
1111 1{4941 111 Ihs, 44 1,1 hI 1 IP Is Mli1 /Y1 11 411.1 I. ill Iii4 fun I'.
I4'd Ii me Story for Children
1-110ItN1'ON W. 11UP.f:ESS
DANNY'S MOME-COMING
viL III .N the first Jolly Sunbeams;
V (..11115, istealitig threugh the 1;11.411
I mew, !homy Meadow Neee.... begau
to lie lowest'. Iii' wits thormi,eily rest'
4.11 111111 the thins:ere of the iirentlful
eight %ere already fergottim. Per-
haps 1 should not say that they were
filrgut ten, ft,r, 1 if ceurse. I bs t 1/1111
1111111. true. But Danny had quite put
them mit of his mind. That la the
stay s'. ill, the hole people of the Orem,
ores, ited the tlreen NI,q111,,WM. I hi ti
gyre that fire past art. not worth think
Big about. They must keep their unrolls
clear for peseible dm gets to 1.0MP
SO I //1/1D) 's t 11.111ght • were net of whist
lie had been through. hut Wt•fi•
of getting 1101111'.
lhalikeel hula tVtiliefoot,
for all the latter trid (Ione ler hIns 1114,1
'111'11 11111i111.1 OM I111. 111,11 1,W 1011111114
told once more started for the Oreen
lideadevrs a lid ill /II1P. its bong AP be
was In the eireett rnrest he was moi-
l/me Ile didn't feel at hope. there.
Ile 411.1[11 knew what to Ile
Imagined tall serts et dangers. lint the
Instant he reached the edge of the
(ireen Meadows his lienrt 111,eatl114 light.
"Oh, Danny, I'm So Glad! I'm So
Glad!"
the /001 Lau) it long Way I., go aril
many things tnielit happen bef•ore
readied that snug httle home and
Nanny Nlea•low Mouse and the babies.
But 11:11i11,%'14 heart was light, for on
the I;reen Meadows; he knew Just what
to do and where to eo. Ile could 1441.,
!Lethal! the Hawk sailing round and
round, high in the Mite, blue sky. II"
knew that Itteltall watt watching with
those wonderful eyes cif his for is fat
Meadow but that didn't worry
Danny In the least. Yon Fop, hie knew
Pat how to keep iut 1111 sight.
After a while he reached ;me of his
slut privitte little (tilt 1st The brown
grass hung over it making a regular
little tunnel of It. Itanny scampered
silting as fast as his short legs would
take him and T.44 prenently he re:tolled
his Min. Rarely hidden little home.
The half.gr•rwn ehildren rieed out to
Input him to gee If he hail hrotielit
them something. Inside, the haters
were having an efter-ilinner nap. 4 If
Nanny Nleaitow Nloime there vras no
sign. You see, Sanity was out getting
6473-Y0
 
 IFIWO NN
That Easter probably derives
its name from ractre. a S.-1
on goddess? In the ancient
church, the celebration of
Easter lasted an octave (8
days). During that time alms
were dispensed to the poor-
slaves received their freedom
and the people gave them-
selves up to enjoyment.
C 111,•Clime \ •/./././woir /4) •
WNI7 Sortice
Ii' uits ii dinner. It was %Idle lie wait
ed for het that I 111 11 II) ling.1 II II/ V1,/II•
loss',- ii% be W1111 li/ be allle (0 e%
jiliilti his U11/44.111-1.. Ile nuspeeted
that Nanny %mild Ike very (*roes, very
cress, Indeed. Ile swivel
-red that he
was dire for it scolding, such a 14120111 If11(
MX 'alit)' Xl11111/ (IMIMile could
give. Ile knen that he depterved it.
Ile WW1 glad, ei.er so glad, to he home,
Ind he felt most uncomfortdlile.
Ity and Is), as he sat Just milled..
his smug little borne, he heard foot-
steps hiirryitig along one 'if the pri
sale little paths. It was Nanny Mir-
__
ONO
tying Mime to her Imblex. itit bitt he
bum Danny %lit. etopmel sheet end
stored at him 1114 If alio thought her
eye% %ere plating her tricks. Then,
instead of the sharp %VIVI% I11,1 1111,1•1 led
zuiuuh klIPW he richly demi-lived, Neney
roshed to Iiiin ins lug, ''(Its I lit !al I.111
No glad' I'm so geld' I thoio•ht vim
were dead '" Awl fetony
Manse knew then bow great is lose.
CT 54: 
--WI41. 1.14.rv/r•
Greatest Depth for Divor's Work
'1114. greatest (lentil at whirls
work ran ho nceomplished by • MVP(
hut275 roo. %Viten a diver descends,
the extra air pressure It, which he Is
sithjected is instantly transmitted to
the whole inside (if lost tinily. Settle
liter's are nide to eittistarel greater
presseres than mhos. Muth depends(
main the tilivsittis. ntid tienith of the
111111 N 11111.1 I.
UESTION BOX
by ED WYNN, The Perfect Fool
Dons. Mr. w)nn:
We are gettisig up A tattle for •
poor Loan In our neighborhood. snit
have been staked to ere.. to you to tusk
If 34111 %1o:i I /My 14,4110, ("1111nres.
Trulv
BENNY vm-ron.
Answer: I 414.1et stunt any elliillee/4.
as 1 Stoildn't know Si, PHtt I.) lb/ With
/I 1.1,A d' 111,111 If I IX 0(1
Den r Mn, %% :
I have read it gr441( 111.111 lately about
bigatily and bigamists .it In I not right
Whet/ I Any ''If man has one Wife too
malty he Is a higunlietr
Yours truly,
1/111.1.A .% It E.
AIINWPr, 'loll are not right. I know
a man who has iitily one etre, and
only the other day be told me that
although be is married to one woman
•••-3
1411otheaio1( Book
TAPIOCA ICE CREAM
N(AV that the mechatii.-al refrIger-
ator has twoone /41i,-11 an every-
day affair, we are learrom; new ways
of economy In foods us %tell as energy.
'Ilse Hiss' of iiteck cisiking
become comoon its the preparation a
soups, omelets, berrt ,cs and Me a
loaves, but now comes ow t!,r1i111.4
discovery of what this :er.atil.. legre-
dlet can do for ice I ream. With the
(1,' to() 111111. yet, )1,11
VIM MP. Ile has hot et Mani ited bigamy,
their Mr. Wynn:
hear ae many Itiken ateint matrl-
motiy that 1 often wonder any of the
'fillies 1 beard hart- any troth behind
therm For instance, are all married
people unhappy?
sincerely.
I. RISII.
Answer: telly the men.
I ear Mr. Wynn:
I am secretary of the Ladies' In-
quisitive Auxiliary, as asouielatten de.
'1/4011 to looking Into other people's
affairs. We need some money ao have
decided to give hi novelty party In the
Town hall. have you ever heard of
White Eleplotnt Party? if so please
describe it in detail, will you?
Sincerely,
SABAH ToGA CHIPS.
Answer: A "White Elephant Party"
is a party where the ladies are sum
posed to bring any little thing that Is
around the house which they ran find
no use for, and yet In too good to
throw away. Ladies cannot bring their
husbands.
Dear Mr. Wynn:
1 know a tiny who likes to show off
When there Is a crowd around. lie
plays the saxophone very poorly yet be
111W113 ft braes about his playing lie
said that %%lien the Prince of Wales
was over here that the prince attended
an amateur performance and the princeuse (it tald'i ra• a rel"TY "1":
 cemmanded him to appear. with hisCrt'AIU CAD be made tit ithom 0."
of cranking the freezer. Vet m. more
creatu is required ttinn for tiii. mix-
ture which mute toe stirred.
:Simply prepare the mixture. set the
control for freezing desserts for-
get all :shout It untll the frveoing Is
cotnitlete. For those who have no me-
chanieal refrigerator, turn the mix-
ture into a mold. pack In Ice and salt
and let stand for four or five hours.
Formerly recipes of the mousse
type, with a large proportion of cream
have hail to be used in order to get
satisfactory results In the texture,
without stirring. .‘11 cream des.serts
are too rich as well as costly to serve
for the average housewife. also are
too rich for the children and adults
after a heavy dinner.
Chocolate lee Cream.
T.the two ...quart.. Of unseeetened
chocolate cut into patecs '.! teo
oupfule tif milk in a it
heat. When the choci•
heat with a rotary beater until e•
ideteied. 8(111 three "
lintel; cooking tap. r•
spoonful of salt and 
.1
and thickened, stirr;ng frequeo.
Add nne half 'awful of sugar and tear
taniespoonttes of II gill corn al rap
i rook until all ere we!' blended, then
I cool. Strain the mixture hy stirring,
not rubbing through a tine sieve. Chill.
Add two tablespoonfuls of sugar to
two beaten egg whltes and fold Into
the rithttire. .%dol one • npfnl of cream
whinned and tun tettartoonfolo isP
vanlile. Tnrn Into the !retiring trey
and freeze as nipl•fly as posalIde.
Three to four hours are required.
Lacking the refrigerator. pack ID lee
Mild @Al( f itio.0 Nratr.ver.,.a1hIrs u..w .4.4.
THE COUNTY
FAIR
Sy ANNE CAMPSEl L
'TIM tipple that hung on the gnarled
brown hough
And dreamed of pellet llon smo
im-r through,
11•1 1•01.1/H log it bit hue Swain ft5h4,11 110W
ear I irandfather's pew hies 144.11 1110
priie, to./
Tbr biggebd putnitklita, the greeds...1
equesli
nave takest their place In ills. oisOl
%goitre ,
And t;1,indiliol May team,- and deflate
Ws h,
Lut 1:i m111'104114.1 II PM/ NMI
ui 141. II 1 I111. fair
There 11 re quilts with lanterns on in
1111 11 1.,
Y4/11 ,o% 1 111111 Ilumrtoly believe a worn
Mantle
la comforter delicate.
Atu Ihe varied 111115 or a rillibbovi's
Ist.j Ills
Therwt. pinto-foolery nne 11 PI I COI/ WO,
01/1111
fin it rainy slay 111 a hpider's lair ;
Aral warty it task that woos bravely
donft
Latif year Is now at the iamb.), fair
The pi, Idea a MI 1111.111 and the rake,.
Wel ;611,
nalstoplets uf 114/11,1, 11114 I fie kindly
art
Of N 110, 111/1 11A e (110/1
1.4•111- 11 hii (Mille 1 fl. Wilb I/ .14.)41/111A
1/1•11(1 t
Anil deeper than yau hral 1 set ills
I layed
Coes Ilse .51115.orip or thor 10, log
111 „ .
TI1P mynitraile of bruisty In honker
they've math
Are platuly in view at the comity
( WN111 /se•ors.
Gay Ensemble
Gay plaid sseersucker, in red, green
and yellow over white, fashions a love-
ly little summer outfit which Is MUM
above, hy Maureen O'Sullivao. 'fbe
dress is hackles.. A white them perwe
with red, green and yellow bawling,
and white accessories complete tbe
ensemble.
saxophone, before him, ion yo'
CI.AKA K NETT
Tours truly,
performanee till 10 o'clock. Therefor*
he really appeared before the primere
 Aft/ ••1 mmi 44dinrenp•ar••••
WPM Service 
1
Answer What your boy frith.:
means tic !Imply this: Ile apnearekt
with his saxophone around 9 ',fewer
and the prInee did not nrrive..at the
liere him?
Modern Betsy Ross Makes a Flag
MIN11111111111111WEINEINIE
iss BETSY ROSS. dangater of Mn end Mrs nUtism E lions. at w...ks/ I on an American flag for the rolenlal %Wage which Is Wog built at PP-per Lake Mohawk, N. J.
4
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vo.vookisoNuoignalmskiArAr.',.
Golden
Pliant oms
IF %%CON %TING TALE'
OF LOST MINE%
Lidrnars L. Western
NAVAHO COI 1)
N
V Airia2 of
lilch 11111.4 11.11 Ii Ii'
tant year. It is ..nil, the •.
loldorPrid or It.. 11'1••••1 
.1 l'
hi 1110 N11111111/ iviiiiary. it
III It,,' manner of so many old Spanish
IfIlt the stery of If • cv "I g. ig cgg
And ha t1,1111MIS, WM iii.' iij.ro v toil
location of the plata., persisted,
311111411 O'Rourke. is Kesin•rn congress-
man heard the story, awl w114 it;
aplred by It to gather to,:ellei,r IT it,,; ill
party and to go don t, Int.. the Navaho
country to Nearch for OM Innt
mine.
The party uncounted beyond tiodr
hopes. iiiiiiii•where In I hut
strange region they came across it ph''
of stones which marked the locati.in
of motet. pounds of at IV CC 111111it
NMI alit. it number of titio gold nugget's.
'Flits, they tilt, must be ii idol lit the
patter they e-er.• hunting, and they
camped that night it? the
The however. hat no idea
that 1111.1.... 11/11111. were trespaiocers
on their hind. Ally gold or silver that
lay within the rfiservallim belonged to
them. So It was only tumoral that ii
loviol or them. Ing11111101 NI 1.1 rout out
Iii.' Intruder'', chase them up a boa
canyon flow which they couid not es
Cl itlf.
I 'Iml.411•11101'fl it hit happened to vino,.
that way P•Clled the part),
• retuirs,Pd lionle &WWII UM ggrvt
for wear. The only treasure they had
to show for this chase of tho geltlett
phantom wa. the handful of Eg nm,:•
1441.1, they had takim on sight.
• • •
Perhaps iliat itist Spanish nsine
tile same 1111 1'14'11111 ki, n word ti huh - ti
Is it eittlibinatiori or Navaho mill Span
lab and 811.1111g nieney."
This mine his /11S.1 It, the Navaho
Country, Inollwt% timp near the famous II
Ft MC Oirtiers where l'olorado. Utah, ,
Arizona anti New %levy.. meet. 'Ilse
Navaho have sold speennent
from Verb la Ku for ticiny ',rare, nod
noire than one prospector has tried to
find the pourer of their wealth, but it
aeries of lost live,' mark the search.
• • •
This, too, may have been the mine
found long ago by Sh•rrIck and
Mitchell. They were piling preepee.
WM In the Ntssiatiu country oho came
upon a rode forge or forbore and
some nuggets of giii.L While they
were searching for the ledge front
%filch the ore had come. Indian. ids
covered them and both were
In INS*2 an old prospector. Charles
T. Johnson, retraced the ,r it 'I
in doing so became separated front the
rest of his party. Ile got lost in 2
forest of fel:en flintier. which WII • I m
passable on borni.bark. itq he left his
horse and tried to get out on foot.
White climhine shout over the rotten
Jogs he lost his balance, fell 1111WW
h eels Incline and brought tIlp in 3 mine.
which apparently had caved In a;
this place. A vela of white quartz
Containing much gold met his eyes,
and he was certain that at last he hail
found the lost nano.
Ills friends, who were search;ng for
him in the forest, her1r11 1114 ghddoided and
helped him out of the place. Put for
some reason it is net re --r lc 1 that
he or ttit•y ever viet:t lia• i, to the shaft.
• • •
Another echo from the N :vahri coun-
try was heard when it pr ..;.;•• ired
In Pre.eott. Ariz.. many year: o.
wirer. rig for a cache of goil. Ile ha I
beet: toht about this hl.hlen
he by a man who died
of the Sisters Of
This min and two others t
Cronin ini cid,' out of a placer ni.re.
on the Navaho reservation. and the,
tool red wilt their wealth alien th,.,
tribestnen III•vcoVf•rm1 their presence.
In cf.!, inz awn, ‘nt the rechm, to
avoid as con'irt pos.lble wPI.
the Navaho at their neighbors, t
fez •• • - ' •
g....
river to fl•ii Verde. nt..1 at las. hail
reached l•rescott in tilts dev,ous nu in•
Her. (111 the %ay two of the mi n .1
one of malaria the other from wounds
given him by the ine:ans, so that the
man who told the story watt the tine
totrvivor. Ile, afraid that retribution
would overtake him also. hailed the
rob% under a boulder near it iprinz. at
the foot of it mountain past w?... 1,
Stream Moved into a small va9e. The
place he ii.iterIlied as near Prescott,
lie neser dared to return to his
cache; evolotitly his fear of the In-
dians was bitted on first hand knowi•
edge. But on hls dying beil he begged
the priest to go and recover the gold
for !lie U9e of the hospital.
• • •
In caws a placer mine, a ledge, a
Shaft, and gold and ailver together
wisy prove to be too mixxling a rem-
binntion, a few words of explar .tion
will clear up the matter. The Spin-
ier& foaml the plaver first. and t
looking about for the smirce o•
Tom. they saw the ledge, where gold
and !diver ores were minod.
Romaine the silver In their rudo
eurnace tvrod.....•.1 the matte, and the
ailver was probably taken away In Ili:.
form, to he cht•mIcally treated it;
. .. „.,
• shaft wag sunk in .he sear, ii root.
Nether gold. which led to the deveiop
Went of the mine.
!Clamorotts 11i41:-.1inimci- Silk Prints Log rficer
in 0.41(.111'1rd iltig
II% 4:111,1tIE NIclIthl ‘,4
VilliSUN1511 , • •- . ;
Iva geous. no matter
how extravagant, how eleipient or pic-
turesque, fall short of describing them
It is impossible to capture their beati'y
of color and design and releaSe it v14
mere words. !Ake the full blown rose
"'A reach", Perfection of bloom In
midsummer, the lovely prints now
%aim, eimecialiy the stimptueue eV e•
Ong prints, reached to such
het:glint of glamorous heavily one's very
licti•g thrills at Ilie sight of them.
1lie en. Minting gowns here pic-
tured are self explanatory EIS io WliV
it. emitinue to adore prints. The
superlative loveliness of the stately
model to the left In the group carries
the ineastue that no hal.Pier 0101" Canbe 11114 Iii 11.1. %fly of a summery eve
nIng gown than a filmy. 'onerous
printed chiffon which silhouette% huge
white waterlines touched with pink
an.1 green shadows against a misty
Ida. k background. The 'wartlike ar-
ratiz.,nient which falls ilo•ri199 the shim!
flivirrig In surnmer airiness at
every naive, hit ty- picai of current styl
Then there Is a frock of perfectly
beautiful flower printed silk fantaay
crepe whieh the lady seated Is wearing.
To mar the perfection of this gliirtled
print with a supertluons trimming
touch woold be an unforgivable gee-
tore. Wh'ich is why tile desicner fash
I oon! this superb print slob:: ah.islute-
ly simple lines. Thia print. Is vivid
with splashes and dashes of warm
tropieall colors--as gay. as
a bird of brilliant exotic
- lily print. 811. ,
termitic n garland about tl"
:11.111 111111'1111111: around 1111* •kirt ti
gigIllbIff fill., The sort •;1•11 ha Of char-
treivie green silk taffeta.
This gown la especially signill.'ant
In that It demonstrate,' the axe of cut-
out fliirals from printed f 'brie as ii
trimming feature. Iiesigners are delti.;
very clever things along this line of
thought. rine striking effect 11.1111e lel or
garland it lii, Ii Is %%urn Mood the shoal
derv' dive a boi necklave or Is
to fl111..h I..W eat ne.-klinesi that
Made entirely 11f 19111111, flovrers Awn
from gay printed chiffene or crepes
or whatever the mliken niaterIai may
be. lieutontileres m Me of the •,1”,..
print !Ile !nick. with ••
are worn are also LtnartI
Perhaps eu,e of the inns' , as.•1
charming, whip:Mons of ....T.O.1
tiorale is veeti In ateeves ul.ich are
formed of the flower Ingg'if• o Lich are
caught in the center only, the petaIsfluttering out ne if they oere
flowers. These firmer gilem P. cols' g • •
a monotone trick. It', Ing nil, ui-I
ranee news In regard to fall
places %peels' emplia•ls on the ap
preaching vogue of contr.i.ti 1, •"PPV
stich or silk priht e1i1,r0
ere.' sleeves WWII with meneterie it,
or velvet ar woel for the fro, k
Again, 1.1•aki1/1„: of the Ilse o• cut
'ilit hr - mu 1111.TIN, el/1111111Z ..01..r and
cuff sets are forminl in Iii' manner
deserdied 111.diV1.. "Ilid• T o•111.• one
that may be haielsioncly out
for tir.drsinaids• hit 3' •I
Th. flair fr.- beautPnl ;:r •..s givo eis
presses itself in that si dressThe lovely dress with a een makers are mak.h..0 lip ji I n tattootered In the piettire h i, a st•.ry uif ,,,
erun, i • 4.,etfa-.-muting interest to tell It is of entrancing.. • • r youri :et gray moussellne e next dre-
t. • •
FALL FORECAST
By Clit.Rif. IIOLASS
The dramatic sweep of ostrich feath-
ers on fall hats forecasts the return to
elegance In fashion. Ostrich feathers
straight, curlisl, jaunty or flowing are
twine TV Ira on all trrea of hats front
, ; • . %ening. The pl..tor...-nac
seiern .•, In the Illustration .s In
laight gm.'.-' v. hair. Its crown la rut
shsrt :) It 1, II' I.V a be.11'11f111 Week
and white e witch emerges un-
deneat, t 0. curl!: c softly down
over the ne• k 'I he nth,' hat Is a tlte
•"'"
with ihniier ,Iressen The body of the
hat Ilt sheerest net-werves am a foUn-
dation for the luxuriant feather which
constitutes the bilin and trio.
FLOWERS CURRENT
THEME OF STYLISTS
jacket.
For ev.•hi:7 Z,in.
INVarill: 01 v•
acrovs the h.o•L
fashion.
Floners In the
jaat
the xprain of r. 1 •
dashing brum-tv
dark curls. Jtivt I. •
Another new idci .
Int a single orci •
braceleL
,
titra
rag,
• - are
by
•, • their
1 ear
t7tach-
- 
1 Aele.!
New Silk Patent Leather
Belts for Daytime Wear
;Ake soft, crashed g r.re. :ire rie
new silk patent leath. t.. It hr day•Nine tires:tett They b: RIIOgIs a mond
the Vr3;Sf, Arid are Just a bit widerthan the belts you've been wear ty.:The colors match or contra.t with all
our new PROMPT' ,Tro.Q...41--TWICIlt rldark red, pink, Bloc, ynllow and blackThey give a smart touch that 4111/411
notch to your costume and iirivies t hit?
It pays to lie up (1.11:11P 1,54,:i In de
tails!
G.it Bead Jahots
are net is it .13.4 of organdli.
or IRee, The silver and g.lt head vs
Fiery Is modernistic and combines the
role of dress Jewelry with that of iajabot.
Ily 1.14 ANDMO I III K ( I MIK
1 X.,,/,'""
I.e.: , ..iwnys
rt the many antiques usually found
'dealt' the place udil pinch to "now
plete the tacture.
\Vtt can't n11 live In cabina, but we
eon mati•fy our antique crii%Itios liv
giving theme 1.11.114 slutWO in our
rahlit" croctieted rug
nie from the old "Leg
I '040 Willi %Moll 14 111
1111111Y of our readers. This model
measures Ll5.‘,12 Inches and requires
nlviiit 4 pounds of rag rug material.
The Inner Pollvirt. it 4 irlangle4 Is
made Orst. Pour tamps 111
/1111. form the tir-t row around
venter, too shell find !oft 1..14:
form the nevt or 'mil row, i.•our
plecesof "ante f rem t third row.
1-'our 1,111111' 111/11 triangles lit in
corners. Slip-vilich sections focether
In Witc(, and single crochet all around
In hiaek. ..,.hente may he all
1.roWI. hut 11:1;? iilu'lut;lil4 usliflihi'M.,nnui%s''l
colors. .1111..ri.nie !noels In light and
dark to gill. iiintrast to riov14,
M/1111111'1• 1'11,11 sectler its the well.
Prev.r..sse's met tit 141•I'lloodoro ITO
1•1411.1... Hag rug material nil)- vi r)
in net,:iits.
1;randtinitlier ('hark'.. !tug Itoel,
1,111/1.11N ,Ilr,'i-',u'-- ç.,r
making tide rUZ.
Oaf W111 inters st you. All 1.111.r4
thine In oiler., 17:e
11:A1.-r
['ANY. 1.1 1'.illTNIEN C.
leenth and cit. 1....ils avenue, Pt
11:nrio-o a 0111111W. 11.1.1tosseil ,'II
•tgIgnim fur replv, it hen Witting ft
any Information
Migratory Flyers Find
Refuge on Goat Island
,1.1.1.1. I.. 1.111 1111.1 1,1 1.11114 1111'
111 11...11 1,11.1.1 C11* 11.1-1
ou,11.1., lho
oi
Iii ts.o...it so 1,, vit
1111...1 4.11 11.1. Is'.11..1, 111%1' 1111,01.11,1
111" 11...111+1 of lon ion In..'
1.1ril., "il l is CaLsin's rears
intr..' atoll forfeit puffins Ite.....eo•
tills In 11111 11111V 141'11111 V 1.1.11
1111111111111 11/1111111g 111.111111.1.4 fer
iniai I, tient Ishinil tolciatory
mile• lb'. dlEd.o:ooll 111111 Callioi-hut lii it
refoice has liven established.
Cormorants, and western
guns !test oil Its rocky areas, and
the 'eland be stk., fill! mei %%Inter
re.lIng groan.' for %%11.1 geese. The
refinto Ii, 1.11 PI le1111111 1111:110m1 his TIII.
tleo,tu, uuf he.ttna litnt• WI It II, •
far t•tiongli oft' short. to tirevent mit
turn! 11,111•11111•01 fruu,m, t each, tug It,
%%idle the Island 1.I 1'1111..11 111
1111111, there havii loam goalt thi've
for tunny tiimeia le shialt,
have 111•11101141 ' •
%11111111 11 fi•iv years, ;it'd
toi•oal ti',
 
atoll to the disastrous
Nun fir W111.1 tool miller /111,1 1%1111111
fil:1.10. 11 11.:.•11.1111 for birds thrill
nest In 10 irrtio
_
To Freshen Bread
Tahe n stale loaf of bread. hold II
In the steam sit a hewn,:
,t"ltg ii 0.a.t ilia, fork. Turn the
loaf eionstatilly to treat PletV por
tIon 1111LO. 1.11/O1 WIWI' IT ITI it hot
oven for live Treate.I this
nay, the bread will be like new. It
should be um' at once.
25,
alotahs
• KILL ALL FLIES
TIAor,1 a. • 'or Doot*, Fly
t• ag.gt ILLY Mr.
elld.d•tivos, Wdost,
' •
I, •
1
CA!' C1.03FI.
A Newark martillits1 of Illungarlas
birth, olsliIng Ill hut ''ii' that he as
g.....I a 4-1117en us /111311.111V, rie
paid, from viiii..;.••• a neck,
looney that recelied oldie lin re.
Ile.. The supreme court lif piddle
is ill 1111 iii no mere eel-
.11.11i I. III 11111 C.1.1.•
KILL BLACK WIDOW
• The deadly Black Widow
spider's bite is decidedly
dangerous to people.
Kill All Spiders...watch
for them in garages, corners of
porch•s, etc. The minute you se*
tli•m spray THOROUGHLY
with FLY-TOX. It also kills FLIES.
MOSQUITOES and Ohs? insiictiir
Be sure you got
FLY- TOX
PARKER'S
nig.t• II a't ailing
ifAIR RAI-MAM
I. Gray and bF•iil Slab
'a • .1 11 mliiIgm tg5..1. 
y
I g ..,TON SHANIe00-biesi for is. to
• ....,.innerithl'arker'slIsirtlie.ion
.r soft and fluffy. SO rants to 'sailor at drug-Grist& Moroi. Chemical! Works. Nor N. Y,
Rash on Baby
Caused Constant
Irritation
Relieved by Cuticura
"Mona three insTil hit after my tie
by was born, eczema broke out all
over tier bed). It ollf In u rusb
and was very red. It caused con-
atant Irritation and lose 4.f sh...1, so
that I hf1.1 lii lila f.:1..%.,1 011 her
11111111/1 I.1 prevent hing. I
r.m111 not kit 11.-r.
"For nearly too years Ili!. VI up-
tion lasted. 'I Mai I read about I 'WI.
cura Sono and nod mail
Ter a free sample. I boucle niens.
and after us.iig two heves a (lint.
merit with this Soap sho vvas rts,
11(.4(.4 completely if (hp Priding,"
SIgnibil) 31r... Raymond piiths, 14119
Massachusetta Ave., North Adam,.
31a sit,
Soap 27.e, ttintrinutt and hoe.
Taktim sew het,. Pro.
prietorn: l'eller Ionic A
I I 'orp., 31...s.-  Adv.
[DgzIc slears a hot one?
I-HERE A2E, JOE ANC) ALL NOU GOV1 
- LOOKOUT! A BOMB!)THIS SOM3 W.LL atm) 00. JOE, iS TO THillOvv
"/ Ij
1._.;./rITi4WFI•IctEEN0ETwvt-lE0.4 _
/
Ca'C'SVCTAC h1 °::::
("ftr-GOT IT!
'•
•
F`PA"cr; , p,
I 'ef
r--
i THAT WAS SURE A Cw, ELL. SON, TO THINK-1
: GREAT CATCH, DIZZY! 1FAST YOU GOT TO BE 1i AND FAST THINKING iWIOE-AWAKE. ANC,LT00 ! c 
_ _at" 
......) TO se %WOE -AWAKE ,
YOU GOT TO HAVE PLENTY OF ENERf_v!)
•:711 t-T-' T../.e,
-0.! •kl i y1‘'i 1
IIF iT HAON T BEEN FC2 SHUCKS ANY
YOU, CO BE BLOWN TO J GUSHER COULDBITS HAVE SPEARED
- • - ,
,
 r (IT - ANO YANKED OuT THE FUSE
5
,140W CAN I HAVE I Lt. TELL. you ONE
,k.P...e-NTY Of ENEQGY1 ) SWELL way •••••- EAT
-....-.- GRAPE
-NUTS IT TOPS
'THE BATTING ORDER FCR MAKING.
ENEQC..Y t KNOW 
--I EAT IT MYSELF
„, v "v ,•is
.....,,.116..jBo.ys! • . Get Valuable Prizes Free!
Join Dizzy Dean Winners-carry Dizzy's Lucky Piece!
Dirty New Winners Masaleorship
Pin solid brow,, with red enameled1r:retina. free for I Grape-N..1Issskvirr 911•4 I. -
*Ft; fun, hisartro ssk for Prim 301,
Dine Dmin Iletfry Piste, law likeISeir tames-soh his rood luck
mono on reverse "ale. Free for IGrape N.01 pick age-Inp. In ordrr-Las husky piece, ask tor Prue 301.
Send the t. p It. :o one yell,w and blue Grape Nuts package,with yet.; name rind sa, t o Grspe-Nuts, Batt leCreek.Mich.„for membership pin and copy of club manual, containing list of37 rate frise t.; ;01111.111 ot energy.start eating Grape-Nuts tight away. It has •• winning flavoe all its own
-crisp, nut-hire, de.litmus. Economical to serve, too, for tw-, tame.
spoons, with whole milk or cream. provide morevaried ricairiahrvent than many • hearty meal.(Offer expires Dec.31,1935. Go.si only iat U.S.A.)
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THE FEATHERHEADS Naturally
ytir p s -cadiGEstlED ,10t.,•,-/,
ALL 60 AwAy -106E. [HEM
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IHEy RuNNIN' vERy FAST-
01 GUESS 0I'LL HAVE •T'coi.L•re
4.1,4 0"THIPA t 
4es
.
,
jLj 
.')
am*
Meaning What?
WHJT? You AGAIN, Ian ?
pa> 0. 'TELL '1E7, 'soul'
(.17PtOINMPA NOi" BArd
By C. M. PAYNE
Not So Fast At That
K 040 %V
BUT r_ v E.12.Y
%VAL Vc
IR V 64
-
Two Heads Are Better Than One
'44
-
PloPLE. L
V4140 GO
AWAY FOR
A Qu1ET,
RESTFUL
vACATIOW,
NEED
Flom c*
excl1'sk4ENT
14409L°311rEP
VNNEy
A 6001,
GFFICER
FE KNOWN
13'114'
COMPANY
He KAPE
OuT 0' r
irs
r
IV"
PICKING UP i611.1C -NS 'a iii LAMS
PADA4R clutS Y.) ACK
OP HI" itoal.m'S ANI)
OM Iti RA Sant
6141' WAY fr-s)
Cl/C5 TRLICw
SCA% BACK
letCletIS
tigyp5 SmoitL AND SE%
OFF lb ON FOR Ng
tpowaN REMEMBIP6
titerf /OW It IRS LEF1
Steal Af 81.75 rams
tvtwiplow ytt1o•74s
FOR r;
tonirion.
VTR Car,45Wt Atui
critsg tr045arryc7cor sm)Ark
scot% Dug, SPVING A
RIT. Mu NUR 5t4R08
PRoits K Co.
•Iffi 560t1-1
Illot SA thwarts ha)
R0111 06 iffS 116XX 5
Sful II IND OARVIS'S
VARD, 6445
441 If
VE•klris Anml POJIILV
MAAN'lltit MO 14 1.41161
Libt 1??CfslIR Sibib
ire 649 001 V ACM INS
fo; Ri*
Versatility Here,
and Also Comfort
rallern V40
.2240
No 11110 t,iis ..%er designed any-
thing to equal the title and comfort
of the "Wrap tirottud” for efficient
perfortnanee of household duties.
And In our erowded lives NK/BY, Eto-
,•leney plays an important mart. Per-
Lame thatts why a howse frock that
could "go to marliot" to prove It.
‘t•ritatIlity tat• 1,4,011 roncei‘ott. I4on't
those Mr: square buttons ronform
beautifully with the niiltine rut at
the front?
-and ifa of in311. til*
wrap Is (loop enough to keep front
popping out tit the wroth:  time. con-
tilentiatiy, freedom Isn't the only
‘irtue of those slee‘es 
-they're no
t-ary to make.
Pattern 2:.!1(1 Is available In slain
1 14. In. 18, :01, M.% 34. :61, 40. 42
and 44. Size 1f, takes 4 yards 98
Irteh falter. Illustrator! Plep by *tap
seining InstruetIons Included.
Send FIFTEEN CENTS (15e) ft
twins or stamps (coins preferred/
for this pattern. Write platnly name,
address and style number. BE Stit14
TO STATE SIZE.
Address orders to Sexing Clrelfs
Pattern Department 243 West Seven-
teenth Ftroef., No-v: York.
EQUALITY
"WOmen are advising equal richt*
for men In matters of alimony." rot
; rkal the hostess.
I "U'e mtcht to even further.' said
Misv raytinne, 'and tn.i.tt on a Itlu•
Eagle coda for sirobte•
Playing Sof*
I Her Wealthy rather-II ow
you have the cheek to avk for my
darzbter when you Sr. earning poen
I t-- salary?
,•• • Well, you see. I tildn't like
sr howl,rnv Joh untilI vt.a• f.17ft•
Of yotrr eon...mt.-London liarriorist.
Knew All About Her
Tt190 Teller— 
..snort ICOTTille
IMF,. you tremble!
4 .Mrs. Ittrher-That's my dress-
' maler-sa..s &he's short ahd wants,
her looney :
Going Down Grade
'What's the Idea ot all the noise
at nip hour of the 
-.kW-
"I need practice on my t•-otriboan
Tre been letting it hide latelyi.'-
Exehange.
ii
gig
S•
• a
11
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1 . 1.J• N 1 NI..\\ tiow much better it would be 1,.1 0   --- 0 Taking another's dust is hotel
Ithis Wan if he would make the same TWO MINUTE SERMON than,"to dust returneth "
PUISLISHED EVERY FR/DAY effort ti• help himself How much SAFETY s10GANs (hi slow when you drink Ice wa-
 
14dter it would be for his own self
J. PAUL BUSHART, Editor. respect and how much better he anti
his family could live.
Established January 28, 1933.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
I My observathai is that the aver-
age aniall town does a poor job of
supptirting as home industries.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In ma.. town we have a high does
One Year $150 home bakery equipped with the
Six IVIonths au latest machinery and owned by a
Three Months 40 progressive and aggressive young
 
baker, yet there is three times as
FRUIT OF A CHRISTIAN HOME much out of town bread sold in my
To me one of the most beautiful town as there is of the local pro-
tonies in the Bible is found in the "ct•
book of Huth. Not only are the ac- I think of this anytime 
some tine
- • nti
Entered as second class matti•I
June 29, 1933, at the post at Fulton
hy . under the Act of March 5, 1879
pletely independent. Congress could
act only on:
1 Declaring war or peace. and
superintending the conduct of war.
2. Building a navy.
3 Controlling diplomatic relations
4. Coining money and emitting
bills of credit.
5. Establishing Post Offices.
Regulating trade with the In-
dians.
Adjustin. boundary disputes
between the States.
I There was no executive authority.
, no Federal judicial system The
:Congress could, if it desired to. set
That reminds me. The fact that 'up a court of 
appeal. No vote could
be carried in the Congress without
women smoke to the extet t they do the assent of a majority of 'tale
is due to the cigarette advertise- delegations. On all important meas-
ures writers. It is a tr.bute testi_ 'tire the •eotes of nine states were
mony to the power of advertising reuired.q! This plan did ...lot bring about na-
suggestion. !tional unity. When the War of the
When the publicity began to in-'Revolution ended. in 1783. the State
fluence women to smoke cigarettes ,of Great Britaaeihn fsigenredfor am e rtre.kamt y.
the first advertisers merely showed reco leagnnizanlgoneies aos an independant
a package of cigarettes in the same State, but gave no recognitioa to
picture with an attractive young the United States as a nation.
woman. Later on the boy friend In 1134 the States claiming `-"es-
lands,came into the picture smoking the tern
northedof
adv:rtised brand. The next step to the Congress. (This Northwest
showed the young lighting the boy Territory later became the sta'es
friend's cigarette. As time went on of Ohio, Indiana. Illinois. it. agan
the attractive young lady finally and Wisconsin I In the msant are.
.however,*the government tinder theLI the package of cigarettes in Articles of Confederation had orac-1er rrauth The change was most !tically cellapsed. The Congress inl
spirit, such a loyalty and such a 1786 reported the Federation 'brake''
hand and a little later got one in with a debt of $42.0e0.000 and no I
.•haracter. surrounded as it was by credit 
TheStates had to work ou5. their i
..nfriendly strangers and paean own problems. Since there was no
oradual. The advertisement writers Federal regulation of eoseseeeses Ic-
sought to keep just a little ahead of ltween the States. each Pecan ta set
the reading public and in most in- i up protective restricti.ns aes I
goods coming in front- other states.
This confused inter-state comtrotoe
situation was the seed from e hich
grew the Constitution and our red-
eral Government.
In 1785 the States of Maryland
and Virginia appointed delegates to
work out a plan of reinilating com-
merce on Chesapeake Bay and the
Potomac River. Tha delegates '-et
tdolatraa The lesson of this home at the home of General George
is one of many contained in the. Washington at Mount Verner. Vir-
gime. They came to a satisfactorybeautiful story. The character of 
agreement, and proposed a meetingRuth is the natural fruit of such a or commissioners from all the Stan
smart Once they get that idea 'es, to work out a system of regulat-
across their work is over except that ing commerce w calledereebetaveena II ;f0 trmaent.A
they must still convince the young in 1786 at Annapolis. Only fivethat to be especially smart one musr states sent commissioners The An-smoke only the smart cigarettes inapolis convention asked the Con-
g,oss to call on all of the States to
OUR NEIGHBORS send a cemmissioners to a conven-
tion in Philadelphia the followingI have a neighbor who is regular- Spring. -for the sole and expressly employed at a job that require, purpose of revising the Articles often hours a day of his time. Ile ha:- Confederation."
quite a family and the salary h,The call was made, and ori May
17S7. fifty-five delegates. repre-received will hardly rover all the .
sonting an the tturtoon :stiles. metneeds. To supplement his salary he,on the hall, under the shadow ofraised this year a large garden. T. 'tree Liberty Bell. in which the De-care for it properly requires mews :claration of Independence had been
-of the leisure time my neighbor has !.dsigned eleven years earlier, and
He gets up early in the morning ,ourerw 
u 
Federal Government 
oetivemem
nt 
enut 
rests
 ta n 
with
.and esorks until dark Already h!teem whcih it derives its newels,wife has put up by the cold pad i the Constitution of the United
method large quantities of pea iStates of Amreica
Leans. beets. corn arid tornatoea to
the wonter He tell., me he expecial Mrs. Wallis Koeling and daughter,to supply most of his table wants ,r1,74,,.." Ann.
the coming winter from the cellar 'Centralia. HI. to spend the remain-
cannot help but contrast hen der of the summer with Mrs Keel-
with another of my neighbors who 
,ling's parents.
is on relief He made no effort to
ramie a garden of any kind He and Mr and Mrs J 0 Lewis and
his family live frier hand to n-Aaith children, ane and Jirraree. have been
They always have The spare time spending the past week in Frank-
that be has he mends doing nothing. tort, Ks. visiting relatives.
THE GARDEN STEAMER Is
COMING BACK WED., M'G, 28
No Wyss is justified in going out be loyal e ("uto and move there.
It is important to the town that
those who live in it are loyal to it, a
a
hut more important to the nide .1
vidual himself The town can easily ‘'
survive the failure of a few citizens a
to accord it their loyalty but can
the individual afford to at
moves an important and a il.MVS-
sought refuge some years before in THE SEED Elltti‘i WHICH his loyalty It seems to me that no-
Moab. Here iiniong a pagan. 'ante- I GREW THE CONSTITUTION ing so removes an important and
trous pecple Naomi and Elimelech ' Sorneh"w the 
states struggled t neti.essary anchor.
clinging to their own religion, had through the first five years 
i f h • like te see a man loyal to has
Revolution under their loose and family and his friends Without
reared their two sons to manhood• ineffective alliance, centining in such a quality he is only the tiesk
How natural that these two young ;the Continental Congress. In the of a mail I like to see a man loaal
men, when the mating time came, meantime, plans for a permanent to his best self. I care little how
should select as their wives two of government were being debated much he has been able to gather
Such a pian had been drawn up in to himself of the things the worldthe young women of the neighbor- 1776. immediately after the signing calls riches if his attitude toward
hood. How natural, when death had of the Declaration of Independence life and the world in which he lives
deprived Naomi of her husband and This plan was embodied in the Ar 'is one of loyalty to his hest im-
:pulses. his best ideals, his mareher two sons that she should again tides of Confederation.
turn her face toward Bethlehem and ! The Articles of 
Confederation !worthy concepts
the friends of her childhood. When 
were ratified by the thirteen states I believe if a man possess this
%a 1781. The smaller states. New loyalty all the others will be added
the parting time came it was not Hampshire. Rhode Island. New Jer- unto it.
the parting of merely a mother-in- sey. Maryland, and Delaware, had
law from two daughters_m_laws; • held back, fearing that the other
it was the parting of three people 
states,all of whom claimed terta-
torialrights extending westward to
who loved each other with the the Mississippi River. would dorm-
strongest ties of human affection. nate by their mere size Massaehu-
Orpah was persuaded to remain setts. Connecticut, New ork. Penn-
sylvania her . Virginia. both of the Car-
not turn back. How incomparably 
.t°,1,1rileast. athndurGet%tregsitav,..aartd laisatndasgreedbe
beautifully she expresses her soul carved up into new states The oth-
as she kneels at the feet of Naomi. era then ratified Ihe Articles of
"Intreat me not to leave thee, or to, Under this new form of goveon-
j Confederation
return from following after thee:'ment each State remained cern-
for whither thou goest I will go,
and where thou lodgest. I will lodge
thy people shall be my people. and ,
thy God my God: %%hither thou diest
I will die, and there will I be bur-
ied: the Lord do to me, and more
also, if ought but death part thee
and me."
What a home Naomi's home must
have been to have created such a
Christian home.
WHAT WE THINK
stancer were successful
In the later advertisements the
young vornan is an accomplished
smoker arid the same skillful ad-
vertisement writer has succeeded
.n carrying the impression and the
anvictiori to the young women of
t'-c- land that smoking cigarettes is
THE TALENT OF LOYALTY 0
I I • I It
wi.man 1 believe the quality of
loyalty makes up for many short
coming an individual might have
I like to see an employee loyal to
his employed. Though every one
else feels that his employer is a
failure I like to see his employees
stand up for him. I feel at once they
are worth more as employees.
think every one feels Ore as
do about it. When I hear an em-
ployee speak disparagingly of his
employer I invariably feel like
asking him why he doesn't quit his
job and allow some one else to hold
it who will appreciate it.
I like to see a man loyal to his
town. I think one can be conscious
if all of the short comings of his
lion and events of the story beau.. gets up in Inc town g town and still he loyal to it I think
tiful but nowhere in all literature peoposes that the town go out 
after t•very cituen should be loyal te his
is there to be found anything that other 
industries. town or find a town that h • Id
surpasses in beauty and purity of
after more industries until it learnsdiction the touching and eloquent
to support those it does have.parting words of Ruth.
Driven from the homeland about '
Bethlehem by hunger and famine I
Naomi and her husband Elimelech
and their two small children had
Remember If yeti can't swim, do
tua go into deep water. Don't jeo-
pardize some one else's life by mak-
ing it net votary for them to come to
to your rescue
Remember The jaywalker has no
defense.
Fire claims 7,800 lives annually.
Almost a quarter uf these are cluld-
ren under five and practically all
are due to carelessness
The man who wakes and finds
himself famous, hasn't been asleep
Impure drinking water produces
typhoid fever. Know your drinLing
water is pure
CONSTITUTION
4*.
In all its gaiety the big Steamer
-J. S" DeLuxe, with its myriad
colored lights and decorations.
proved more popular than ever this
Summer on the Upper Mississippi
and Ohio rivers A large crowd gave
testimony on every trip to its pop-
ularity this seaaten.
Now the bag pleasure steamer is
coming back ti thi•Srain far an-
other trip, and the same band will
play the dancing psogram that
played for "J S." patrons all Slim-
mer. Prron's Orchestra is not only
Leveler ailing the Mississippi but
alao the Ohio. where the big boat
made a tour this Spring.
The "J S.- affords pleasure Ind
comfort for all ages, as the larciier
furniture and settees appeal to those
who do not care to dance all even-
ing. and the entertainment feature
furnished in Piron's band can be
en toyed by all.
The trip on the night of Wednes-
day. August 28 will be sponsored
by Hickman Elks Lodge No. 1294.
Leaving Hickman at 8 30 p. m. the
-J S" will return at 12 00 p m.
Mr. E. B Prather is again chair-
man fo this trip, and states from
present reports a large group will
be on hand to enjoy this Moonlight
Excursion and Dance can the "J.S."
Steamer De Luxe on Wednesday.
Miss Ann Godfrey returned to her
home in Paducah last week-end af-
ter visiting friends in Fulton.
•
tie these hot days
0 Avoid heat producing foods in
h•it weather.
Remembe, a wound in a hate
foot caused by a rusty nail may
cause luck Jaw.
Remember nothing is too filthy
for a fly Keep out the flies.
It is estimated that nearly one-
sixth of the population of the Unit-
ed States is on relief rolls.
There were '22.000,00o trees plant-
ed in this country last year for
shelter bent and forestry purposes.
It is said a pc:rifted flea, 5.000.00(1
Years old. .was found recently in
East Russia
In the battle of Jutland, between
the English anal the (lemons 183
torpeduea were fired by both aides.
Only 21 hits were aciired, each Of
which sunk a vessel
The famous liglitliouse on the
Mohr of Naples, in the Mediterran-
ean was recently extinguished for
the last time niter burning every
night for six hundred years.
I. In making open face fruit pies
remove ?ionic of your dotight be-
fore adding water and crumble on
top of filling and cover with cream
Makes a deoriotis looking pie
Ink stains can be removed from
the fingers by dampening and rub-
bing with • match head
Before blackening the stove dip n
; cloth In vinegar and rub over it to
remuve the grease
•
Just Give Reddy Kilowatt the Jot)
Cooking forYour Hungry Family
I think you'll agree with
REDDY me. Mrs. Housewife, that
KILOWATT preparing two or three
meals daily with an old-
SAYS— fashioned cook stove in
a sweltering kitchen is
exhausting labor these dog days. It
WeaTS you down and is apt to put an edge
on your temper.
If you'll give me a job as cook for your
family I'll keep your kitchen as cool as
the rest of the house . . . relieve you of
half your work in preparing meals . .
save your time and safeguard your health,
good looks and cheerful disposition.
What's more, give your meats, vege-
tables, puddings, pies and cakes savory
flavors that will delight the family and
keep them well fed.
You see, electric cooking is the most effi-
cient method of preparing food with heat.
All things considered, it's very econom-
ical—costing less than a cent a meal per
person.
Let our local manager explain the ad-
vantages of electric cooking with a mod-
ern electric range. lien give me a job
as your cook. You'll never regret it!
• • •
P.S —We sell the Hotpozni Range.
Other good makes are sold by .,cal mer-
chants. Buy the one you like best on
easy payment terms.
Kentucky Utilit;es Company
needs ffaiancr.
And that's why the tobaccos in
Chesterfield are carefully balanced
one against the other ... not too
much of one— not too little of
another.
We take the right amounts of
the right kinds of four miles of
tobacco — Bright, Burley, Mary-
land and Turkish,
Ii t this balancioc of lobaCMS
that rsiatet becirriieth m
and MACS theNS lbw( balcr.
is31. Loran a Myna Toaeco Co.
I I It \t:1 1 "I.. -
Chestcrfield .., the cisarrfic ,1111DER
ChCsiCritcld ... the etkitzlic that 7: LSTES' BL7TER
•
•
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ITelephone Cables Blow Bubbles to Aid
Linemen in Locating Leaks in Sheath
Above: A. inter city
telephone cable, part of
the 9.000 miles of such
cable in which nitrogen
cats is maintained ex-
perimentally under con-
stant pressure.
When yea speak with seimeeine
aver the telephone, the eiinvereation
le carried by two small copper wires.
For part or all of the distance be-
tween the two telephones, these
wires may be grouped with many
other pairs of wires to form a caele.
Here the wires are packed close to-
gottrr, yet they must be separatat
from each other by a material whieh
will not conduct electricity. Fe, h
small wire is therefore completely
wrapped in paper, which Is a sates-
factory and economical insulator.
Wires Must Bo Kept Dry
The rafted States Is criss-crossed
with telephone cables. Not only do
they stretch out over entire eaves
and cities, but they run cross coun-
try. connecting the cities. They arc
bated in the air, underground. and
at the botfents of lakes and rivers.
The interior rf these cables must
be kept absolutely dry. A few drops
of moisture inside a cable can ruin
the Insulating property of the paper
wrappings and the wires beeieue
short circuited, putting part or all et
the lines out of order until the leak
ran he found and repaired and the:
at tam of the cable dried ,ut or re-
paced.
Many Causes for Leaks
Leaks ran occur in the lead sheath
of a telephone cable in various a aye.
permitting moisture to enter. Wei-re
the cable is spliced, a lead sleeve Is
soldered around it. and a bubble left
In the hot metal may leave a bele no
bigger than a pin-prick.
A hunter may shoot at a bird roost-
ing on a cable. and a sent puncture
the sheath. Squirrels sometimes like
to sharpen their teeth on the lea&
WHEAT CONTRACT SIGNERS
TO ELECT COMMITTEEMEN
All of the wheat contract sign-
ers have been notified of a meeting
to be held at the new Chambeo• of
EY USING
Below: Testing gas pressure In • telephone cable In an undergroundcable vault by means of a sensitive mercury marienieter. Dry nitrogengas uncer low pressure is used in telephon• cables In two ways tolocate holes in cable sheath through which moisture might enter andshort-circuit the wires. When a hole already exists, gas is pumped intothe cable and the decreasing pressure, registered on special gauges.shows the general location of the leak. Soapsuds are them applied tothe sheath, and the escaping gas blows bubbles which quickly callattention to the holes. Gas Is also maintained under constant pressureIn certain inter-city cables, and when a hole occurs in the sheath thedecrease in gas pressure sets off an alarm.
One species of inslat Is known to
gnaw through it. Cables beneath the
ground are imbject to electrolysie
and submarine cables to damaee
tam the action of tides and currents.
And even the tiniest hole means
trouble.
bides are hard enough to find in
overhead cable swung 18 feet or
more above the ground. They are im-
possible to see in under-round or
under-water cable. Telephone line-
men Pirate tlom. just the same.
Many of them they find throueli the
use of gas. It's very sarpte when you
know how. And they knew how.
Nitrofsen gas is Intl-mimed in the
eneer m eaere. Where it leaks
out, there the bele is.
Bubbles Show the Leaks
On an overhead cable, the general
low gas preseure area Is first locea d
by epeelal test Instruments. Sus-
picious places are then washed with
soap suds, and bubbles point out the
leak. The gas bubbling up thrieeeh
the water from a sehrearine cable
gives the location of a leak at on-c.
When an undere-eund cable leaks,
It must be due up or a sectioe re-
placed. But the piece to do so IA
shown by the a le in gas pressure.
Nitrogen gas is usei berauee there
is an unlimited surely in the atmos-
phere. It Is cheap ea obtain, and it
can readily be fr - ed of all moistir-e.
Nitrogen Is seippeol in sae I f
ders at a priasues Of ?..• peeetie
per square in.-!'.. and is fee In•o
ph .ine reales Ciroueli relic-in; val-
ves at a much lower pressure.
Gas under pressure in a calla- will
not on:y pe:nt out a hale
Pee an inigla enter, 1,4q, '44 rep.
lite thrill:1i the will often keep
moisture from entering.
Submarine Cable Kept in Service
A eablo at the bettein et a river
was injured by a diedee r, a long
8441, and a f. w lines a et 41 of
service. Several tanke of gam were
used up during the two days befere
the cable could be raised from the
teatime But not orOo did the gas
escaping through the leakine cable
sheath hi--p any mire water from
enteriter, but It dried out the paper
insulathia en the wires so that the
lines went beak into It..rviet.. And
finally, the bubbles Heine ti the cur-
faee shut- el just where to ratae the
cable. All that was then neeessary
was to repair the lead sheath and
leaer the cable to the bed of the
river azain.
New Use of the Gas
The newest development In the use
of nitriesen gen Is to maintain pres-
sure in acme of the important Inter-
city cables at ell times. Then, when
a hole occurs in a cable sheath. the
gas pressure drops, a gauge closes an
electric circuit, and an alarm is
ghen. Thus freenently permits tee
locating of a leak before mestere
can enter, and thus prevents any
lines in that cable from going out of
service.
Although the exter.sive nse of els
tinier constant pra sure inreales Is
re'ativele new, there ac now ale et
Seat macs of intae ite caale ; -
on an experielere b ee; in
the United Stet `a. VI:, Siss pre', •
•n it) many times that number a
miles of telephone circuits.
Commerce biulding at Fulton on
Monday night. August 19th. at 8-00
o'clock for the purpose of electiog
a county wheat allotment goo:rait-
tee.
-
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A CARE FREE
aCItiG (''STANCE
While you are on your
vacation, seeking rest and
rflaeation. you neial not
Faye your pleasure spoil-
ed by worries ever any unfin-
ished business or pro ate affairs
back home which require your
person •1 attention.
Long distance telephone set-
• will enable you to keep in
tench quickly. etre:lively and at
low cost.
r, information on lone ais-
tante teles.hone service, look in
the front section of your tele-
phone directory. Or. the "Long
Dotanee- operator will be glad
to tell you the cost of a call to
any city.
Enicer a carefree vacation.
And reinember.the “sst is small
wherever you call.
MM.
SOUTH ERN ti-FLL
Telephone and Telegraph v(iii; Co.
lP-i(.L RPORA • 0 1.
Until the present time four coun-
ties have been combined into one
association. but because of the in-
convenience this association is be-
ing broken down into county cogan-
izat tens.
The new contracts will 'oe rea Iv
in a short time and all of the lariat-
era that have wheat contracts are
urgad to attend this meeting end
select the county committee.
The new contracts will be for
four years beginning with this fall
seeding and lasting theough
The secretary is only asking for .1
15 percent roduction in lctle
at the end of each year a via,.
be taken to determine vi.hellie
contract signers wish to co.
the prograni. If 25 percent
ecinti act signers. petition the sec., -
tars the program ca" oe disconti-
uecl.
Ten cars of lime have been le
in the county. Since the fa-
have been getting larger pi-ices
then- products they have beLutt •
improve their farming methods a
build up soil conditions in order •
•make larger yields of products
a smaller acreage.
The price of agricultura'
so small now that farme..-
not miss this oppirtunity to •
lime even though they may ne:
to use it at the present time
can be boireht delivered at
for $1 10 per ton in car loads s'
finely ground stone can he secor:
for $360 per ton in hundiod •
bags
Every farmer should have enov
land so prepared that it will
enfetieh alfalfa hay to take c-
his livestock during the wont*,
thus insure himself of a .
supply of good hay.
Lime with the help of phi-or
will more than ow on!!
year in the increased yield of cr. ,
grown This has been proven
cenvincingiv at the r tat'
Station at Princeton. where
to Ion times as many head ef
were pastured (-Ti limed land
iSK US HOW
TO ENTER
tate
4-1-[B
the 14[11 tic 4,1 ‘,.1444..14 te,a4.11,, ire,
—En.] h r I.. (.r•At rrauirn 
if
OUR Dalia .11VitONIE
The only eiv to find out who
Wrote a particular book of the
Bible, or at what time, is by a study
of the book itself. For instance,
when we read the that verses of
Luke and find that they were writ-
ten to a man named Theophilus, and
then read the opening verses of Acts
and find that they also are addres-
sed to a man of the same name and
that they refur to a "former treat-
we at once ask ourselves whet-
her the two hooks are not written
by the same man. It is a reasonable
and proper question. In one way
it makes on difference who wrote
Luke and Acts. Both books are of
more value to LI when we find that
the same man wrote both.
So it is the function of the higoer
critics to find out so far as they can
the date and authorship and rela-
tions of the books each to tite other
These critics pay little attention ti,
other treatises; their study is tie
Bible itself. They are a reverent
body of men.
The Biblical critic zo whom the
world owes most of Jerome, who
lived in the fourth century. By that
time Latin had come to be the
languaee of the western church and
there were Latin translations -• f the
Bible, but fr,00r ones, made front
very faulty manuscripts.
Jerome was an eminent scholar,
and to become still more proficient
he went to Palestine and lived for
a long time in Bethlehem. Two
good women, a mother and her
faithful daughter, went with him;
the mother, being a widow pos-ess-
ed of wealth, furnished money and
looked after his health. You can
imagine at the pious gossips said
about that arrangement. But Jero-
me kept on. Their reputations suf-
fered but they probably saved Je-
rome's life to complete its great
work He took the oldest Hebrew
and Greek manuscripts he could
find: he made himself a thorough
master of both languages, and af-
ter years and years of lonely toil
he g oe the Church the Vulgate.
the translation of the Ttible into the
4' BART
 ON
'vulgar- or Latin tongue It is the
translation which the Roman Cath-
(diet. church uses today, and it is a
noble production.
Was he thanked for his work?
On the contrary, he was denounced
for tampering with the word of
God. His name was a byword and
a reproach. But Jerome did not
suffer in silence. He hat back at his
critics, telling them exactly what
they were. He called them "fools"
and "stupids" and "ignoramuses"
and "biped asses." To the end of his
life he was cursed and denounced
end called an atheist and a heretic
and a whore-monger. Meantime,
by its sheer excellence his work
was gaining readers in every gen-
eration. He had to wait a thousand
years for his complete vindication
—when the Councl of Trent accept-
ed his translation as authoritative.
LADE PARK RACES ARE
ATTRACTING GOOD C1101% DS
Dade Park, Y.y., Aug. 15 Toe
26-day race meet now in progross
at Dade Park will be featured this
week by the running of hte A. B.
Dade Memorial handicap foe three
year olds and upward at six fur-
longs for a nurse of $1.000 on Sat-
urdev, August 17. Dade Park was
named in honor of the late Barret
Dade, native of Henderson county
and nationally known as a starter
of thoroughbreds. The race is ex-
pected In atrtoct acme of the best
handicap horses at DaTh Park.
The meeting, so far, has been one
of the most successful in the history
crowd in attendance at the rannine
of the Dade Park Jockey Club The
last Saturday of the Governor's
handicap, an annual event, was
one of the most brilliant ever seen
at Dade Park Visitors were in at-
tendance from a dozen or 'mire
states. with the bulk coming from
Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois.
George R. Palmer. who is mak-
ing his first appearance at Dade
Park as a starter of the horses, is
winning approval of the crowds for
the almost perfect alignment in
tin- ti the thoroughbreds are being
seat away from the post.
GRACE MOORE COMING
IN "LOVE ME FOREVER"
Millions sigh dream live anew
as Grisce Moore, with all the glor:.
of her God-given voice, brings new
hours of thrilling entertainment'
The divine star of "One Night .,!
Love" returns to the Orpheurn the.
,atre on Thursday and Friday co
I next week in her newest and great-lest triumph, Columbia's "Love MeForever."
1 To a waiting world there can be
Ino more heart-warming news! No
'news so rich in its promise of soul-
:filling romance, ear-lilting mei°.;
dies! "Dive Me Forever"— drama,
romance and music are brilliantly
blended in a grand story—is a gift
to Ole whole woeld!
A girl—from the lap of luxury!
A maro-up from the gutter! All`
thrown together—tor apart! It's
stirring drama as Grace Moore and
Leo Carrillo battle against the fates!
Also in "Love Me Forever- are
Michael Bartlett, Robert Allen and
others. Victor Schertzinger direct-
ed the picture.
In a recent test conducted by en-
gineers thousands of people were
asked the question, "When you are
going 40 miles an hour on a dry,
level road, what is the shortest dis-
tance in which you can bring your
car to a full stop?" Three out of
four said they could stop in less
than fifty feet. According to engi-
neers this is impossible for the rea-
son a car traveling at this speed
would skid farther than 40 feet with
all wheels locked. With the beet
brakes the distance required is 84
feet and with passable brakes the
required distance is 120 feet.
Glasses Fitted
EYES EXAMINED
HOURS: 9:30 to 11 A. M.
I:00 to 4 P. M.
C. W. Curlin
CURL1N-NFTLL TIOQIITAL
PROMPT SERVICE
Specials Fri and Sat. Aug 9 and 10 it
_mil Butts & Sons 
• •
• ,
CAMAY •
WORD SLOGANI tilt - FOR A SIMPLE 10
•
1,210 CTieER CASH FRIES
P & G SOAP 3 14c
C MAY
3
 saRs
 14c
 OXYD01 3 BOXES 14c
TENDER LEAF TEA .4 CHOICE OF TENDERTOP LEAVES BOX 16c
SYRUP SILVERSWEET ONE-HALF 23CGAL LOS ONEGALLON •ets
1111111111•1111=11111•1111
DEAL - BUY ONE PACKAGE EACH OF KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES,
RICE KRISPIES, WHEAT PaISPIES, 3 PKGS. IN ALL FOR 35c
AND CET FREE ONE PACKAGE KELLOGG PEP.
WIIIIIIMINIMINIIIIIIMM•10.01", nem -wwwqr^
SOUR PICKLES R01" AR T 20c PORK & BEANS FIREPER CAN 5c
WAIERMELONS - ALL SIZES DELICIOUS AND PRICED LOW
TOMATO CATSUP 12 OZ. EMU FOR 1k
_VINEGAR IN QUART JAR CANNING PI BintaESFOR 1 OC
MEAT SPECIALS WHILE THEY LAST
PICNIC HAMS WHOLE OR HALF POUND 2k
MIDGET BACON SQUARES R,01,„ 2fic
GOOD STEAK 25c GOOD ROAST 1k
a
l'Itt. Pt LION C(HINTY NEVIN, VULTON, KENTUCKY
MIL (MIS of flif-W(th
••••11•=.1. 
Home I'll 'it .1 1; Office Phone 470.laa Nut iSaai,11‘ I k ,I.,or
NEW ORLEANS VISITOR
HONORED WITH HUNT
Miss Katherine Clark of New
Orleans, La, who is visiting with
Miss Janes Scatea was honored
Monde/ when Miss Scates and Miss
Margaret Curtin were hostesses to
a well planned scavenger hunt.
About thirty-five guests met at the
home of Miss Scales on Second-st
where each group was given a list
of articles to be found.
Misses Susye Fall. Betty Keehn,
Charlotte Davis; Messrs. Bob Bin-
ford, Billy Carr, and Potts Sanger
of Hickman were awarded the
prize for obtaining the greatest
number of required objects. They
later went to the Country Club
where they were served delicious
watermelon.
The guest list included the hon-
oree. Misses Clark, Susye Fall, Betty
Koehn, Charlotte Davis, Florence
Martin Bradford, Virginia Mea-
cham, Elva Davis. Sarah Callihan,
Sarah Helen Williams, Eleanor Huth
Jones. Messrs. Phillip Hill. Bob
Binford. Billy Carr, Potts Sangee
of Hickman. Herman Freeman.
Theodore Kramer. R. V. Putnam.
Glynn Dunn, Frank Burnett, John
Goodman, Ernest Fall Jr., J P
Bailey, Ikey Read, J D. Hales, Bud
Davis, Paris Campbell. Bill Cheniae
Ward Bushart. Mr and Mrs. Ward
Johnson. Mr and Mrs. Joe Hall
and the hostesses.
WEEK IN DETROIT
Miss Mary Swann Bushart has
been spending this week in Detroit
Mich.. with friends and relatives
She was accompanied to Detroit by
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hornsby. Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Honrsby all
of Hickman.
WEEK-END IN DETROIT
Mrs. Durwood Binkly and Mrs.
Kenneth Alverson motored to De-
troit. Michigan lag week-end to
visit friends and relatives. They left
Fulton Saturday and returned Mon-
day morning.
TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB
Dr. and Mrs. Seldon Cohn were
host and hostess to their regular
bridge club Tuesday night at their
home on Carr-st. Three tables of
club members were present and
enjoyed a series of games of pro-
gressive contract. At the conclusion
of the games high score among the
ladies was held by Mrs. Abe Jolley
who received a lovely vase as
prize. Dr. J. L. Jones was present-
ed socks as high score prize among
the gentlemen. A delicious salad
course was served by the hostess.
• • • • •
RETURN FROM MISSISSIPPI
Mrs. Johnny Cook and lefts iau-
g:ter returned to their home in
Fulton Monday after spending two
months with relatives in Ethel,
MIss. They were accompanied home
by Hayward Cooke who will be
their house guest for several days.
SWIF'T BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs Dorris Valentine was hostess
t-3 the Swift Centract Club Thurs-
day afternoon at her home on the
Mayfield highway.
Two tables of guests were present
which included club members and
two visitors. Mesdames Harroll Hall
of Montgomery, Ala.. and Macon
Batts.
After several games of progrer-
sive contract high score for the aft-
[1,FavoriteRecipes
Fiances bee 8a- fon
VINE men out of ten, %hen a;-,.
proached on the d  mqueue.
Ition On. I 1 se any
dessert. so ions a.. it.
pier And hew they love
a real, el I fa tau : Co.
remit Custard I've
,ne with ltsi ,•t as
Bak, as pastry •al Ivo
L and above It a mu u I of pale yellow eu r.1 eea.
eately browned on top. u 0% a g•ra
*roes amount of crunch' coconut
Puked Into It.
Such a ple is the broad hignsis•
as, tile men-folks' hearts Mu re.
whits I think of it. never Ann... i•te.('rust any more than absolute.,
estuary . Its standofflab .1 .15 riot
%rants to be bandied with butteree
lagers If It's ta tura out tender and
Gewalt Custard Pie
Pastry 4 ago slightly beaten
11, cup eneari diSspoon lean '1
cups split. I teaspoon media I
ea p shredded cotonn
Line a decti*rinch pie plate with
yestt-7. inev three. al-
lowing pastry to visteod I Ineti bes
rood edge Fold edge herb to Nal.
'tattling rim filst• with fingers
Combine renvauntne Inirtsatetal
order g1v•o Is.ar nil, pi.. '
Rake In hot oven lifer r I 20,
Wiwi then rie,...ase heel *v.
ors:,i Ver. F tad fugues iii
minutes longer. or until kai
eerted collie* oat deals Cool
ernoon was held by Mrs. Macon
Batts and Mrs. W. A. Donigan held
second high score. Both we • pre-
sented love:y prizes.
A delicious salad course was
served by the hostea.
Miss Margaret Curtin returned to
her home last week end after spend-
ing several days in Paris, Tenn..
the house guest of Miss Dorothy
McAbee.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Wade of
Humboldt, Tenn., has been visiting
this week in Fulton with her sister
Mrs. Buddy Thompson.
Miss Minnie Shelby left Tuesday
straight toward what they want
and others seem never to get started.
The most important spur to a
man's progress is for him to have
'a deep cenviction that he was meant
for something larger than he is at
present doing.
-
I Happy is the individual wile has
found his worts and is contented
with his tot---for contehlment is
truly a goal of life But rich as con-
tentment is, the man, who because
of that contentment no longer has
the desire to think bigger thoughts
and do something larger than he has
ever done hist sealed the doro to hismorning for Cairo. Ill., whera she material, mental and spiritual pro-
will visit her sister, Mrs. M. gress The fine art of living con-
Bell for several days. SSlie is en sists in keeping la balance a turas-
route to Hapti. Mo., where she will ure of contentment for one's lot and
..pend her vacation at the same time be stirred with a
Miss Josephine Thompson of wholesome desire for bigger andMayfield spent Tuesday and Wed. more ambitious things.
nesday in Fulton with Miss Janice
Puckett at her home to, See )11d -Ft, The sales tax is gaining ground.
At the present time one-half of the
States are usiag it. Three years ago
only three states, Mississippi, North
Carolina and Washington had what
is known as a retail sales tax In
:some states it has been adopted as
an emergency money raising plan
• and may be abandoned se hen nor-
mal time's return. The state statutes
take three different classifications.
,Under a general sales tax are Ari-
zona, North Carolina and Washirg-
ten. Under what is known as cross
receipts taxes are Mississippi and
New Mexico. Classed as gross in-
come taxes are the laws of Indiana,
South Dakota and West Virginia.
While under the broader term of
retail sales tax are to be found
states of Arkansas, California, Col-
o rads). Idaho, Iowa, Illinois Ken-
tucky, Maryland, Michigan, M:s-
sours North Dakota, Ohio. 0171a-
homa, Utah, West Virginia, Wyore-
should sweep the country in a slat, mg, New Jersey and South Dakota.and national way the new Violas
bill appropriation is going to have At the beginning of 11435 or 70to be doubled to take care 01 thel
years after the Civil War there wereunemployed.
,15,647 Civil war veterans and 106.-
We are always uncomfortaole 901 of their widows and dependentsaround the terribly efficient Per- on the pension rolls_ There wereson. We know when we start oet lee five widows of the war of 1812.in the morning that in spite oi I
we can do vve are going to make a This
 f • • -• lea• ,oss a suggestion of how
certain amount of mistakes. but long it to pay for a war. thohaving some one mistake proof near the payment of pensions by noat hand to check us up ale ays means represents the whole cost ofmakes us nervous.
COMMENTS
Three years ago gambling on race
horses was permittoi in only live
states. Today it is lawful in about
thirty states. The practice of bet-
ting on race horses was legalized
by bills bearing unique captions
In California the purpoaa stated in
the neacting cleuse was to "en-
courage agriculture." New Jersey
got by under the pretense of 'am-
proving the breed of horses." Texas
came a littel closer to ths mark and
asked for the privilege to "encour-
age fairs." It is predicted that the
next few years will see all states
permitting the practice To most
pepole who enjoy a good horse
race a stake on the winner
to he an enseparable part of the
sport.
1 Governor Marland of Oklahomaby executive order removed one
!thousand rocking chair employees
from the state payroll. If this thing
We note that a good deal of pub-
licity is being given the colonists
who are being sent by the govern-
ment to Alaska. They are retured to
as "pioneers". The article further
states that each one is given feety
acres a land and $3000. The govern-
ment is also building homes and
seeing that they are comfortably
set up in their new location How
the old timers, the real pioneers of
this nation will snort at such tales
They came into a country with It-
tie or no aid or protection from the
government and as for finmcial aid
there wasn't $3000 to be found in
the whole caravan of them.
Our ideas of things change with
the times. Even those who observe
Sunday in the IlloSt approved raan-
ner today do many things that the
old Purina:is would not have ap-
proved.
We wonder where the leak is inthe government secret service Ingood many instances in its news
of the 1KeyerOasaer kidnaping easethe writers has e Stated that the LA-ticers are not gvving ut any altar-
mation but from cs.r.faiential source
such and sac:. Was leal ned It loo -sto an outsider ds though some in-
sider were double crossing the sec-ret service.
Japanese acrobats achieve re-
markable skill in the execntion oftheir balancing tricks, some ofwhich it requires years to learn. butwe have never seen one yet who hadthe nerve to try to learn to walkin the extreme type of high heeledshoes preacribed by fashions forteminine wear.
- -
Electrical engineers have devisedwine, is called a three-way lightingsystem by means 01 whicn one canturn on more or less electric lightas the conditions warrant In storelighting systems one pull of theswitch turns on a 200 watt filimentA second pull of the switch turnsout the 200 watt ;aliment and lionson a 300 watt filiment. A third pullturns out the 300 watt filiment andturns on a 500 watt filiment Thepurpose is economy by adjusting thelight to the needs.
Add to famous last words: I have
the right of way.
The secret of achievement is a
clear vision of a goal. Snmethingdefinite at which to aim The clear-er the vision the more certainty of
accomplishment If ore has such a
vision clearly and vividly stamped
upon his mind it tends to fire ambi-tion to the end that every energyis directed toward the achievementof the goal When one's via;ag Of a
coal is obscure or imperfect, efforttoward its achiesement will be halfhearted and scattering. This is the
reason some individuals seem to go
'a war. It is estimated that payment
of pensions to survivors and de-
pendents of the World War will
.continue until around 2065. The lik-
hihood is strong that we will have
been involved in several more wars
before that time arrives.
1 In many sections the statement
crops are better here than they were
last year might not mean a great
deal. In many sections last year not
a bushel of corn or a bushel of
wheat or a load of hay was raised
in the entire county At that there
is a good deal of encouragement to
be found in the statement that
things are better than the year be-
fore.
reported
outfits
A craze is sweeping the country
among the boys to experiment with
home made diving outfits for under
water exploration. Gasoline drums
and bicycle pumps are frequently
used in their construction. With
these crude outfit boys attempt to
dive in water 15 to 30 feet deep and
stay down for long periods of time
Several deaths have already been
from these home made
A sign by the side of the road as
you enter a western town reads:
"4.076 people died last
29 inhaled it, 37 put 3
to It: and 400 stepped
3 BIG DAYS STARTING
AUGUST 25TH
CLARK
GABLE
JEAN
HARLOW
W ALL ACE
BEERY
"CHINA
SEAS",
.• ORPHEUM
CONTROL OF CREDIT
A BASIC QUESTION
Economist Describes Conflict Be-
tween Opposing Social View-
points on Government Bank.
Aeltatiou for government halikllig Is
• Phase of th• conflict between iii, 
present "personli rolipet It I ve enter
prise *astern" In Anierlea and the "own%
peleory stst• coneetive aecurity sys
tern' of several European States. Virgil
Jordan. President National Indust! lal
Conferenee hoard. nava In no article
In A reeent Issue of "It ouldne" lull
!titled Put the Anietican lianikeis A.
Social ion
"They involve Irrecoiicllatul. prin
clines of human conduct and philoso
ph> of life and the conflict between
thew Is the key to the et onimile. social
•nul political struggles of today," Mr
Jordan soy..
The telt: • undue* system uif stitch "the
de‘elopment of the United Strips bail
been th• unearalleted exatuple. de
pends for Its noitIve power of progress
upon the Inez hanst ilde reservoir of
energy in halim iduai desire for pi-sone!
ademicement In prosperity. but It guar
antes% nothing to the IndIvIduai save
of opportunity." the article
say • In part,
The collectivist seourity system, he
lass. -places all emphasis upon the
rnaliitenanee of a in thin. ulil standard
of living for th• mass without regard
to the creative power of the Individual.
qult• simply the 'equity system In
wolves the modern form of the 'whit
osiup:iy of the slat society " ' .e con
A Sign of the Times
"The maw-sided ruovequeut toward
goleitinieutal baukune. deposit insur
ance and currency niatimteuient Is the
most direct and decisive expression of
the universal lostinctIv• search for se
curity which Is the sign of the tInies
In America our so•calleil social security
legielation is an Important inuleation
of the drift away from the enterprise
system toward • collectivist security
system with concentration of author-
ity in a central Federal government.
"The nationallzi.tion ef credit I.
erucial and indispen..a'de for cornp:ete
state control of the emnolex indostrial
and business strut ore of tiils CoO3.
try. The drive boward government
tanking and te•unetary contr,,l is most
determined because the relation of the
state to credit got., to the root of the
enterprise system. A culle•tive secur-
ity system is Incon.elvable withollt
natI,nialiZation of credit An enterprise
sy item Is inconceivable with It."
Under • collective se, urny system.
based on go.erutnent iiankiii4 the con-
trols solely im the bands of a few
persona and depend upon their judg
:nen% w4:1 or caprice.- Mi. Jurelan say S.
adding that it Is they who must de
teranne -upon the basis of some pre
determined plan or upon pure po:itical
ezpediency of the moment. what lines
of .ndustry and even a hat Individual
enterprises shall have access to the
credit reservoir." The state, he says.
has the power of 'ire and el. Jib over
all enterprise that utilizes credit.
-Every government Is an organ of
piny poser and must r.steata to the
will of the party let put It in power."
the Jordan •rticte says "Tinier en
checked government operation it is an
Inescapable tendency of every cur-
ren,y to depreciaes and for credit to
expand tt.)werer mcCh it MaY De in
the interest of the nation, deflation is
too dangerous politically ter any goy-
ern:nent to undertake it deliberately.
"In the end g.vvernment banking and
currency management reso!ve them•
selves simply into the use of credat as
a ivolitical Instrument of power, and
this instrument tends to be used in
the long run rout eipropriation of the
savings of the c-
TNE FARM BUDGET
By D1N II. OTIS.
A cricaltsral Thrr, see. America,
Bashes 4 zsoratroms
Inventories aid in the formation of
a farm budget. Sonic banks, a* well
as the Farm Credit Administration.
recommend out-
lining in aavanae
the method of
using production
amine Under this
plan pr.ici'miun Is
made for monthly
eapentiitures and
!lands are granted
• la the borrower In
accordance with
the budget plan.
The budget helps
show how !mans
an be repatd
With the a-cu-
mulatel data
from previous Inventories and budgets,
bidet making becomes east-r and
more accurate and raluable. As On.
branch of the farrnIne plant reluires
more expenditore, ..uch as for new ma
chlnery. fencing. livestock. etc.. It rims',
be necessary to limit other branc'hes In
order to meet thee. pressing :entire
ments
The Midget helps to formulate a
nano& program It is of ape-tat
portance In •rianeing to meet specie
or large expenditures. If the Income
and eapenditures are carefully buds
eted it prevents the spending of money
needed ter interest and before
the time of their isyment arrives, It
helps to pros ide a remote
The Ag-toultu;a1 Cummlasion of the
anierisan Rankers Associatton feels
that this type of sort is so important
:ha 44i,t, al....whams kiss neon piaaea
igios the !Hid of farm Inventories.
'edema and credit statements as one
d It. PM I anal pone, is for farm ail
ii U 1 19
STRIPPINGS
(4
 44:;(‘)Nr*1BARNts;
BY
HANK
Hi
HIRED
MAN
Sufer &fie*
Extension*
Service
we had a big time et the farmers
piknik yestedy an paw wtia tha
mane akter. after we wuz all ful
uv fride chicken an ise kreme tha
presolunt sez—
we will awl kum tew ordur an be
favured with a fuw remarks hi °war
worthy treserer mister perkins.
flaw isot up an kleered his throte
an se's this here tresery needs sum
munny tow karry uuii tha wurk
which as wou no is tew improve tha
farm kondishuns an get more 'ore
ower produks that means we must
improve ower markets we. all ettin
- seize - probubly ass we kin but -
sezze - we air killin owr own market
for butter by ettin oleo.
when he sod thet yew kud aheerd
a pin chop an a lot iiv tha members
begin aaikin et thee- toes
I make a niiishlitt sod paw thot
every time a member tjv this orga-
nizasun buys oleo thet he it fined
won dollar ter every pewnd an sod
donor wise tew owes tresery.
thar wuz a lot thet seckund tha
moshun an tha presidunt picked a
komnutty.
paw set thet 70 persent uv tha
iz sole in tha farmin kommunities
hand it a site?
"HANK"
C)OOR CHILD
4AND in SCHOOL
a lb. ALUIPA O. IMAM
NW.. /••••••
Summer Camps
The summer camp is one of our
most valuable gifts to childhood.
Thera are camps to At almost every
purse, and nosey all give more
than money can buy.
In •electIng •
camp, look Arid to
the leaders. If there
Is understanding of
children. kincinels,
and tolerance, you
have a safe founda-
tion. To run a suc-
cessful camp, one must have a am
ears by, of children. Look next
to the camp facilities, especially
sanitary features and water sup-
ply.
Inquire into the daily menu. Are
the food essentials provided, both
In quality and amount? How
about the milk supply? Children
on vacation will need lots of its
At home, vegetables can be pur-
chased in cans; at camp, they
should be bought fresh from the
farm.
Finally inspect the program, hut
be wary •i! the overiond.A ilny.
Fatigue may offset eve' y betted'
the ea..ip has to offer. There should
be outdoor sports, woodcraft.
scouting, handcraft in modera-
tion, halan:ed ly long rentru
nights of sleep in the open. If you
can afford a camp for the son or
the daughter, by a!! in-ans untie
the apron strings. If It a‘,... ri,.
more than that, the ramp justifiee
its existence.
'fle arp/arers drink milk" 'sake('
little girl. Dr. Ireland tells
week how she Wall answered
COOLNESS WITH COMFORT!
ORPHEUM
"THE THEATRE OF BIG PICTURES"
SUNDAY - MONDAY
'6-MAN' JIMMY MATCHES RIGHTS..
AND WITS WITH HIS 'NAVY' PAL
PAT IN THE MAIN SHOW EVENT
OF THE SUMMER!
THINK OF IT! THE STAR OF "I. 'TEN"- THE TEAM
THAT BROKE LAUGH RECORDS IN "HERE COMES
THE NAVY"! AND OTHER GREAT FUN-MAKERS!
ALL IN ONE BIG HOWLING, HEART-WARMING
HIT FROM WARNER BROS.!
JAMES
CAGNEY
PAT
O'BREIN
IN
'THE IRISH
IN US'
FRANK M HUGH ALLEN JENKINS
OLIVIA DEHAVILLAND
• • • • • 3 • •
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS
LAUREL & HARDY
ti\III
MI(KEY MOUSE CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS I
--":1111C
•
"VIP •IiMbailailleallW
